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PROLOGUE

Intensive care

One Vermont June afternoon nearly 30 years ago, my
brother Aaron and I took our stepfather David fishing be-

side Lake Champlain. David was an invalid at the time, and

the outing was for his benefit but also to give our mother

some rest and peace in the house.

I was in my mid-twenties, a graduate student living up

the road in Burlington, and Aaron was still at home and in

high school but not much interested in what was taught

there, spending most of his time working dairy on a farm on

the hills above the lake. So that's where we headed, bump-
ing the station wagon past the milking parlor, over the cattle

grates and across the heifer pasture to a sand-bottomed,

sun-drenched half-moon bay tucked between a grassy hill

and a piney cliff.

A psychotherapist in his working life, and a man of intel-

ligence, dignity, humor, and style, David had been seized a

few years earlier by a disease that progressively paralyzed

him and then held him that way for weeks in a hospital bed

as machines pushed and pulled air through a tube in his

throat, and forced food into a tube in the side of his ab-

domen, and drizzled medications through tubes in his veins,

and jigged his heart, and beeped continuously, scrolling the

fretful dance of his dreams across monitors above his bed

and down the hall at the nurses' station.

And then the disease slowly released him, nerve by singed

nerve, and returned him to us entirely changed: crippled,

wracked by pain and panic, addicted to pills, and furious as

Lear. In the years left to him, he would agree to terms with

his fallen circumstances, learning to walk slowly but unaid-

ed, and to drive a car, even to paint oil landscapes again by

holding the brush in two fists. And he would drop the drugs

and vicious judgments and would stop sleeping in his

clothes.

But all that was years off on the June afternoon by the lake

when we had to help him from the car and to a beach chair

that we placed on the grass. We put a canvas hat on his head

to protect his fair skin, and wrapped a blanket around his

waist and legs to keep him from trembling from a chill he felt

even in the June sun. And we put the thermos of coffee near-

by and assured him (not for the first or last time that day) that

we hadn't forgotten the sandwiches at home. Would you like

a sandwich now? No, but maybe later. Beneath the blanket, in

the pocket of his barn coat, David's hand rested, we knew, on

his little tin of Percocets and Valiums.

If we were dispassionately proficient that afternoon in

setting him up so he was comfortable and calm, it was not

because this came naturally to us but because we'd had a few

years to discharge our inefficiencies, our brute surging hope

that David would return; that our youthful strength and vital

love would carry him back across the line to be with us again

in the country of the well. The first weekend he was home

—

it was in February—a heavy snowstorm fell on Vermont.

David was afraid: Was our road plowed? Could he get back

to the hospital if need be? We—his stepsons—had already

plowed the 150 yards of gravel drive that connected our

house in the woods to the public road, and to show him this

we put him in his wheelchair and three of us brothers carried

him out and down the road, lifting him past the drifted-over

spots, until we reached the public road. It took him an hour

to stop shivering when we returned to the house, and he was

no less fearful.

But we had since gone from being amateur nurses

—

vexed over each setback, eager over each sign of progress,

sure of our ability to heal and to get him to eat salad—to

being professionals. For cold: blanket. For fear: reassurance.

For matted hair: comb. For sunny June day: fishing.

The sun was fat, the lake blue, and the perch large and

obliging. Aaron and I took so many so quickly that our fish-

ing became a boisterous game of who could bait, cast, and

reel faster, me or my little brother, before the crawlers gave

out, or our arms, or the beer, or before the sun dropped

down behind the green-sloped Adirondacks on the far side

of the lake.

David drank beer too, which he wasn't supposed to do,

but we didn't question him or stop him; and he laughed at

our teasings, jokes, and burlesques—some of which we made

and performed just because he was there—and he made

some jokes of his own. I don't remember for sure, but I

think that he may also have told a few of his stories about life

in Chicago and New York City, how he once met someone

famous, "Fatha" Hines or Eugene Debs or Jackson Pollock.

I do remember that he didn't get too chilled, that nothing

happened that frightened him, that the beer and pills did him

no harm, that he seemed to enjoy being with us—that "he

had a good day," as we used to report to one another in pass-

ing, like professionals coming off a shift.

Our story on the lives of nurses begins on page 30.

Ben Birnbaum
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EVIL IS

Having personally experienced

the wrath of small-town mind-

edness I could relate to Kath-

leen Norris' article, "Native

Evil" (Winter 2002). By plac-

ing the subject of evil in a per-

sonal, historical context,

Norris is able to discuss the

manifestations of this undeni-

able force in our world; other-

wise, as I found in the other

two articles (Joyce Carol

Oates's "Demon Evil"; Nathan

Englander's "Evil by Choice"),

it remains an abstract concept

begging relevance.

JACK HARRINGTON 79

Somerville, Massachusetts

that's drama
Your reviewers were a bit

harsh in judging the TV show

Boston Public (Camille Do-

dero's "School for Scandal,"

Winter 2002). While admit-

tedly some of the story lines

do approach the bizarre, the

series takes a responsible view

of some very serious issues.

Sure, they're dramatized, and

they crop up every 1 min-

utes. But those who demand

that a fictional series accurate-

ly reflect the day-in, day-out

reality of their lives may want

to ask themselves whether

they'd enjoy an hour spent

watching the ER doctors

wrangling on the phone with

HMOs or NYPD Blue detec-

tive Andy Sipowicz catching

up on his paperwork.

JOHN WHELAN '64

Chicago, Illinois

SAD HAPPENINGS
For a school guidance coun-

selor not to know what an

"R-A-V-E" is sadly shows

how out of touch she is with

the lifestyles and decisions of

teenagers today.

Trust me, raves are hap-

pening—along with substance

abuse, unprotected sex, vio-

lence, depression, and eating

disorders.

LYNNE NARDIZZI MS '97

Boston, Massachusetts

NOT THERE
I enjoyed Tim Heffernan's

"Over There" (Winter 2002),

but Boston is absolutely not

"on a broad plain beside the

English Channel." Boston,

England, lies very close to a

small body of water called the

Wash, which leads directly

into the North Sea.

RUDOLPH A. KATHER MS '63

Framingham, Massachusetts

ANOTHER WORLD
Re Alan Wolfe's "What Are

We Fighting For?" (Fall

2001): I cannot believe a pro-

fessor of political science ac-

tually thinks that the terrorists

who struck that vicious blow

did it out of envy for the gen-

erosity of the American sys-

tem that "opens our doors to

people." Reality is so different

and the current role of the

United States in the world,

from the Third World point

of view, so controversial.

LETICIA PEREZ NC'51

Havana, Cuba

THAT DAY
Re Tim Townsend's profile of

John McCann '99 ("At

Ground Zero," Fall 2001):

The night of September 11, I

called John's house with my
heart in my throat. When his

mother answered, she was

thankful for the inquiry and

proceeded to add my name to

the very long list of people

who had already called. John

has always been passionate

about firefighting—but mere-

ly as a subset of the passion he

has for life in general.

SAM WHOLLEY '99

Boston, Massachusetts

TOGETHER
If the four letters in Postscript

("Recollected," Winter 2002)

express the sentiments of only

those four people (and that is

extremely doubtful: they more

than likely represent the feel-

ings of thousands), then the

3,000-plus will not have died

in vain. A measure of goodwill

has come from this tragedy.

ROBERT N.SILLARS.JR P'82

Wilmington, North Carolina

RETURN FIRE

I would like to respond to

Norm Phelps' letter in your

last issue regarding John

Motoviloff's "Driftless, Wis-

consin" (Fall 2001). I must as-

sume that Mr. Phelps has no

leather products in his home,

if he feels so inclined to pass

smug judgement.

Motoviloff and millions of

other hunters, including me,

are not involved in a "cha-

rade." Certainly no hunter or

outdoorsman I know has ever

used the pejorative phrase

"primitive chic." We spend

our time pursuing a passion,

enjoying nature, and con-

tributing time and money to

land and wildlife conservation.

GREGORY CARPINIELLO '88

Pawling, New York

Correction: The cofounder of

the Boston College Club was

misidentified in the Winter

2002 issue. He is John E.

Joyce '61.

BCM welcomes letters from readers.

Letters may be edited for length

and clarity, and must be signed to

be published. Our fax number is

(617) 552-2441; our e-mail address

is bcm@bc.edu.
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LINDEN LANE

Anticipating an Eggers autograph

The Dave Eggers show
A HEARTWARMING NIGHT OF SWAGGERING GENIALITY

It's Valentine's Day night, that bastion of

Hallmark sweethearts and suburban

roses, and Gasson 100 is crammed with

the young. Their abs are visible and flat,

their nose rings shine, they wear hip or-

ange knit caps with pompoms utterly

ridiculous on anybody over 25, and they

travel in packs—none of this paired-off

stuff. Ten minutes late, and to frantic ap-

plause, author Dave Eggers lopes into

the room, taller than you'd think from

the jacket photo on his wildly popular

book, A Heartbreaking Work of Stag-

gering Genius (2000), and definitely

buff, in jeans and a brown sweater over

a drooping brown T-shirt, wearing

scuffed brown oxfords spattered with

white paint, a subtle shadow on his jaw.

BOSTON COLLEGE MAGAZINE 3



J.
Robert Barth, SJ

SPOKEN LIKE A POET

Mclntyre Professor of English

J.
Robert Barth, SJ, has recorded a

CD of poems by Francis Thompson

and Gerard Manley Hopkins, SJ, to

benefit the Burns Library. Samples

may be heard at The Full Story, on

the BCM Web site: www.bc.edu/bcm

FAST MONEY
A new service allows students

to use their BC identification card

to make purchases. In the Eagle

Bucks system, which debuted in

January, students can apply money

from a bank account or credit

card to their ID, and then use the

card to buy items in the University

bookstore, pay for laundry and

delivery pizza, and purchase meals

in BC dining halls. BC plans to

expand the Eagle Bucks program

in future years, making it valid at

area businesses.

TOP DEBATERS

Fulton Debating Society members

Ben Birely '05 and Christopher

Schroeck '04 qualified for the

National Debate Tournament, held

March 23-26 in Springfield,

Missouri. Birely was one of only

five freshmen, among 156 contes-

tants from more than 50 schools,

to qualify for the prestigious event

this year. Schroeck was invited as a

freshman last year.

Boyish and shy, he hangs his

curly-mopped head, then

drinks from a bottle of water.

Can he be—this celebrity

of almost two years—self-

conscious? Not in that post-

modern self-conscious way

(where you're conscious of

being self-conscious and what

other way is there to be?)

but the way one of us would

feel if we wrote a book about

the time of our deepest an-

guish and then had to face our

readers? "It's unusually cold,

isn't it?" he asks the crowd.

"I didn't bring a coat." Pause.

"Anyone have a coat?" A
Dickens orphan with a gamin's

charm, Dave Eggers knows

how to work a room.

Best known for his memoir

(AHWOSG to those in the

know) about being 2 1 and rais-

ing his seven-year-old kid

brother after both their

parents died within 40 days

of each other, Eggers is also

the editor of the literary,

satiric magazine McSweeney's

Quarterly Concern ("A Journal

Created by Nervous People in

Relative Obscurity"). Though

now over 30, he captures the

heavy irony that is the abiding

burden of the young ("Yeah,

right.") and its X-treme

contemporary version: the

sense of self-redoubled that a

generation reared on MTV's

The Real World feels with

every gesture.

At BC, Eggers reads from

a feature in McSweeneys called

"Sex Stories That Lose Their

Way," a parody of porn narra-

tives. This piece features

two nubile teen girls at an ice

cream shop who are described

in terms explicit enough that

Eggers drops his head in em-

barrassment. (It's hard to tell if

it's mock or not, but one re-

members that Eggers is from a

Catholic family outside Chica-

go.) The students in the audi-

ence laugh nervously, and then

hilariously, as the narrator's

thoughts turn from Shauna's

breasts to Shauna's father,

whose one leg is shorter than

the other. Perversely, his ob-

session with the father's lack of

symmetry threatens to replace

his appreciation of the fleshly

symmetry in front of him.

"What is this room used

for?" Eggers asks, glancing

around him at the stained glass

windows and Gothic carving

of the Irish Room. A couple of

lame, unintelligible answers

from the crowd. "It looks like

a cafeteria." Silence as the au-

dience absorbs this slight. "A

nice one," he adds, "like in

Hairy Potter." The crowd

laughs as he points to a young

woman's Potter sweatshirt

and deadpans, "I heard those

books are popular."

MORE PERFORMANCE than

reading, tonight's event, spon-

sored by the University's Low-

ell Lecture Series, consists of

samples of Eggers's work

—

all of it somehow ironized, set

in quotation marks, by the

accompanying use of less-

than-cooperative multimedia.

When Eggers, with the help

of a baseball-capped student

named Ryan, gets the slide

projector to work, the slides

are backwards. He apologizes,

but since all he is showing is

the typed layout of page 52 of

his new book in its various re-

vised versions, showing it

backwards is really beside the

point (and, one suspects, ex-

actly the point): "Notice how I

then put this section in italics;

they're in vogue now—the

type at an angle makes the

reading go faster." Eggers dis-

plays his craft, while parodying

his role as author-lecturer.

(In the Lowell Series, Eggers

appears, chronologically, be-

tween Pulitizer Prize-winning

biographer David Levering

Lewis and Reconstruction

scholar Eric Foner.)

Next Eggers turns on a

boom box, but the music blasts

out of the oversize speakers

mounted incongruously on the

wood-paneled walls. Eggers

can't believe it: he only wanted

background sound, not a con-

cert, and now Ryan comes up

again to try to fix the problem.

"Are you like an RA or any-

thing?" Eggers asks Ryan.

Toto's "Rosanna" shrieks

out of the boom box and Eg-

gers begins to read a passage

about a junior high dance, a

dead-on description of a tangle

of sweaty adolescent bodies

on a dance floor, their tongues

entwining like "squids sucking

on each other's brains." As

the story builds to a crescendo

of partner-swapping and wet

tongues, the narrator repeats

rhetorically, with the in-

your-face inflection of every

teenager down the ages,

"And why not?. . . And god-

damn it, why not?"

A CAREFUL WRITER and end-

less reviser, despite the insou-

ciant self-presentation, Eggers

reads one of the new passages

he has added to the paperback

version ofA Heartbreaking

Work ofStaggering Genius. It

has his trademark over-the-top

emotion and Whitmanesque

expansiveness, but the bathos is

always skewered by the author

before the reader gets there.
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The passage describes Eggers

and his brother Toph in an im-

promptu meeting with Presi-

dent Bill Clinton in a crowd

outside a San Francisco restau-

rant. Raised up in the crowd

by his older brother, Toph

reaches out and touches Clin-

ton's hand. The scene, as Eg-

gers unfolds it, evokes the

young Clinton's famous hand-

shake with President Kennedy

while still a student—and

more: "God's finger lazily ex-

tended toward Adam's." Eggers

briefly imagines this fleeting

sidewalk encounter as Frank

Capra would have filmed it in

another world, one more inno-

cent and gee-shucks. But then

it's back to America today: lay-

ers of reference, parodies of

parodies, videos of flesh. Clin-

ton is "so seemingly real—he is

real, yes, certainly more real

than the last few. . . and

though we hope that he is real

even if he is not entirely real

he is more real, and smart

enough to seem real, and wins

both ways. ..."

As the reading ends, stu-

dents, a couple of them

on scooters, crowd around

Eggers. A middle-aged

woman, one of the few over

30 in the audience, says to

her friend, "His mind is just

on some other plane!" The

other woman exclaims, "Fm

in love with him!"

Signing books afterward,

now wearing a navy baseball

cap with anM on it, Eggers

sits at a table for an hour and a

quarter, fully as long as his

reading, individualizing each

book with a slim felt pen.

CURT, he writes at the top of

one title page; at the bottom

he draws a 3-D open box with

the words "a box half-full of

ennui & desperation."

As for the other half of the

box? A few minutes earlier,

Eggers had quietly asked a

group of students around him

if any were education majors.

(McSweeneys, by the way, has

just opened a nonprofit writ-

ing lab for underprivileged

youth in San Francisco.)

When one young man said he

planned to teach high school

English, Eggers took out what

looked like his payment for

the evening—a check for

$1,500—and signed it. "You'll

be underpaid your whole life,"

he said. And he endorsed the

check over to the student.

And why not? And god-

damn it, why not?

Clare Dunsford

Clare Dunsford is an associate

dean in the College of Arts and

Sciences. Her account of the last

passions ofW. B. Yeats appeared in

BCMs Winter 2001 issue.

UNREASONABLE FEARS

by Suzanne Matson

I will miss you when you're dead, my son tells me,

and because he is three he means it.

Because I am the one missing, the one dead,

the lesson I offer in response is more feeling than, say,

an impromptu talk about what holds the moon up

or where traffic goes. When I tell him
not to worry, that he will be grown,

that even his children might be grown

by the time it is time for me to be dead,

the lie sticks in my throat

—

not because I am sick or plan

an early death, but because my death

turns in me like the worm I cannot see or feel,

invisible like the noontime shadow beneath

my feet, only waiting for the sun to slip

so it can inch forth.

I have him convinced, though now it is I

who cannot keep from fretting when, when.

Surely not before he is through with me,

but he is my son, he will never be through with me.

Though he does say one day,

in the middle of an entirely different conversation,

Mom, when you are dead

don't worry,

I'll find all your teeth.

Suzanne Matson is an associate professor ofEnglish

and teaches creative writing and contemporary poetry

at Boston College.
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Hand sums
THE ANCIENT ART OF COUNTING WITH YOUR FINGERS

We instinctively reach for pencil and paper whenever we are

faced with a mathematical problem, yet in antiquity all peo-

ple did their arithmetic mentally. When the sums became too

large or the problems too complex to keep in memory, reck-

oners could hold intermediary results by various means. They
could use counters—notches on a stick or pebbles in a pile

—

or employ an abacus or dustboard.

They could also represent numbers

by using their fingers.

Dactylonomy—expressing num-
bers by the position of the fingers

—

was known in classical antiquity,

although its origins are obscure. The
Greco-Roman author Plutarch, in

his Lives, mentions the practice as

being used in Persia in the first cen-

turies of the Common Era, so the

source of the system may lie in Iran.

Indeed, Arab and Persian poets of

the classical period could allude to

someone's lack of generosity by say-

ing that the person's hand made
"ninety-three"—a closed fist, the

sign of avarice.

The Arabs called dactylonomy the

"arithmetic of the knots [finger

joints]." Several verses of the Koran

seem to refer to it; and early Muslims

interpreted certain gestures made by

the prophet Muhammad as indicating

numbers: Muhammad is said, for ex-

ample, to have extended his right forefinger while pronounc-

ing his profession of faith
—

"I bear witness that there is no god

but God and that Muhammad is his prophet"—because the

extended forefinger means "one," signifying God's unity.

Finger reckoning was widely used in medieval Islamic

lands. The polymath al-Jahiz advised schoolmasters to teach

the "arithmetic of the knots," which he placed among the

five methods of human expression. Similarly, al-Suli, in his

Handbook for Secretaries, wrote that scribes preferred dacty-

lonomy to any other system because it required neither ma-
terials nor an instrument, apart from a limb. Furthermore,

it ensured secrecy and was thus in keeping with the dignity

of the scribe's profession. Books dealing with dactylonomy,

such as a treatise by the mathematician Abu'1-Wafa al-Buza-

jani, gave rules for performing complex operations, includ-

ing the approximate determination of square roots.

Dactylonomy was also used in early medieval Europe.

The system described in various Muslim treatises is curi-

ously reminiscent of that expounded in the seventh century

by the Venerable Bede, the Anglo-Saxon theologian, in the

first chapter of his De temporum ra-

tione, entitled "De computa vel loquela

digitorum" Using Bede's technique,

a person could express and calculate

with numbers between one and

9,999, although it was seldom used

for values with more than two digits.

Bede's system seems to have fall-

en into disuse in the West after the

early Middle Ages, but a similar sys-

tem continued to be used in Islamic

lands until modern times.

In Algeria, along the Red Sea

coast, and on the island of Bahrain,

the system was modified for com-

mercial transactions involving pearls

and other rare and costly merchan-

dise. Because buyer and seller did not

wish to reveal to bystanders the

terms of a transaction, the two nego-

tiators, sitting face-to-face, would

hide their right hands under a cloth

and touch each other's fingers ac-

cording to a precise code. The sys-

tem did not distinguish between

ones, tens, hundreds, and thousands, but the parties involved

in the transaction knew which sum was meant.

Jonathan M. Bloom

Jonathan M. Bloom is the Norma Jean Calderwood University

Professor ofIslamic and Asian Art at Boston College, an appoint-

ment he shares with his wife, Sheila Blair. He is coauthor, with

Blair, o/Islam: A Thousand Years of Faith and Power (2000),

which was the companion book to the PBS documentary series

Islam: Empire of Faith. His essay is drawn from, his latest book,

Paper before Print: The History and Impact of Paper in the

Islamic World (2001), published by Yale University Press.

Reproduced by permission. The book is available at a discountfrom

the BC Bookstore via the BCM Web page: www.bc.edu/bcm
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MATCH POINT
Program pairs BC alumnae with Generation Next

BC Connections mentors and students, from left to right: Nicole Torniero '02 with Ellen Fador '79, a former elementary school teacher; Arar Han '03 with

Monica Chandra MS'87, a vice president at Whatifi Financial; and Jessie Whitford '03 with Candy O'Terry '79, a broadcaster at 106.7 FM in Boston.

In the spring of her junior

year, business major Meredith

Roberts '02 had a decision to

make. Should she accept a

summer internship with a re-

search firm in New York City

or take a six-week job in Aus-

tralia through Boston College's

international studies program?

Enter Compaq executive

Kathy Power 72, who had re-

cently been matched up with

Roberts through BC Connec-

tions, a women's mentoring

program. During a get-better-

acquainted dinner at Vinny

Testa's restaurant in Brookline,

Roberts shared with her mentor

the pros and cons she was

weighing for each option. Aus-

tralia was exciting but scary and

would mean being distant from

her family. New York might

lead to a job offer after gradua-

tion, but she'd get no sense of

the international business arena,

where she aspired to work.

Power, Compaq's vice pres-

ident of North American

global accounts, did as BC
Connections had instructed

her to do during her mentor

orientation—she listened.

Then, dipping into her reser-

voir of experience, she pre-

pared to offer Roberts her

perspective.

BC CONNECTIONS grew out

of the Task Force on Women
and Boston College in 1999.

The program teams second-

semester juniors with alumnae

for a two-and-a-half-year

mentorship, a time frame that

includes the students' transi-

tion from school to work life.

In its first year, the program

put together 25 pairs; this past

January, it matched up 75,

with aspirations for greater

numbers in the future. Stu-

dents are nominated for the

program by their deans; men-

tors are nominated by mem-

bers of the University

community. The mentors have

a minimum 10 years of profes-

sional experience in fields

ranging from retailing, adver-

tising, finance, and technology

to education, nursing, and law.

The women meet their

matches at a daylong convoca-

tion in mid-winter. Last Janu-

ary, a few alumnae laughingly

admitted to being nervous as

they scoured the campus con-

ference room for their part-

ners' name tags. "I feel like

I'm on a blind date," one con-

fided. But jitters soon gave

way to earnest, if sometimes

shy, conversations as the two

generations met and tried to

make a good impression on

each other.

Power remembers worrying

at her convocation two years

ago that her age would be an

issue. "I walked in and

thought, 'She's going to say,

Oh my god, she's old.'" In

fact, what Roberts saw was a

friendly, successful role model,

someone who quickly became

"a mother figure, a sister fig-

ure, and a friend."

The program calls for the

partners to meet face-to-face

five or six times a year. E-mail

has proved essential for many,

especially for the small per-

centage of mentors who live

outside Boston, in cities like

New York and Chicago. Dis-
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VOLUNTEERS

More than 600 BC undergraduates

participated in service programs

over Spring Break, March 2-10.

The Appalachia Volunteer Program

sent a record 540 students to 29

rural communities in the eastern

mountain states; the Ignacio

Volunteers sent 14 students to

Kingston, Jamaica; another 14 trav-

eled to Nicaragua through a First

Year Experience program; and

12 went to El Salvador with Campus

Ministry. Projects included home-

building, community outreach, and

teaching. Other undergraduates

remained in Boston, volunteering

at soup kitchens and social ser-

vices programs.

SHARP SUPPORT

The Lynch School of Education re-

ceived a $i million grant from

the Peter Jay Sharp Foundation of

New York in January, for programs

addressing the needs of urban

schools. Half the grant will pro-

vide an endowment for the LSOE's

College Bound project, which

prepares disadvantaged Boston

high school students for college

through weekend and summer

enrichment programs. The rest

of the gift will provide college

scholarships for 30 to 35 graduate

students of color who commit to

teaching in urban schools.

MONAN RECOGNIZED

University Chancellor
J.
Donald

Monan, SJ, was honored in

February by the Association of

Catholic Colleges and Universities.

Monan received the Theodore M.

Hesburgh, CSC, Award, which an-

nually goes to a leader in Catholic

higher education who has made

"outstanding contributions to

teaching, scholarship, and admin-

istrative excellence. . . and who

has contributed to Catholic higher

education beyond the bounds of

his or her institution."

tance hasn't been an impedi-

ment to Carroll School of

Management senior Courtney

Katsur and New Yorker Mar-

got Morrell 74, a financial

representative turned author

(Shackleton s Way: Leadership

Lessonsfrom the Great Antarctic

Explorer). Morrell's location

was an advantage when Katsur

needed housing in New York

during an internship there last

summer. "I hadn't the faintest

idea what I was going to do,"

Katsur recalls. "I was looking

on-line for apartments and

it was just overwhelming. I

didn't know where anything

was." Morrell made a few

phone calls and in short order

had a lead on dormitory space

at Mount St. George in

Brooklyn Heights. "It was a

college setting and was close

to work. It was perfect," says

Katsur. "She was a godsend."

The connection between

the two has been about much

more than logistical support,

however. "I've found it really

stimulating. It's just a fun rela-

tionship," says Morrell, echo-

ing the sentiments of many

mentors who report feeling

younger, invigorated, and

grateful to share their knowl-

edge with someone eager to re-

ceive it. As one alumna says, "It

validates how far I've come."

For Katsur 's part, learning

to relate to a mentor has eased

her dealings with her superiors

in the workplace. "It helped

me to get over that nervous-

ness in approaching an older

person, like my manager last

summer, knowing it's really

not that scary," she says. "It's

given me courage." Morrell

also made a difference when

Katsur ran into a problem

with another executive in the

office. "He was arrogant and

forward," Katsur explains.

"Margot has been in this situa-

tion, and she told me, 'Just

stay away from him and do

your best job.' I took her sug-

gestion. It was so [important

in] determining how the rest

of the internship went."

EVEN THOUGH similar career

interests are a key factor in

making mentor matches and in

helping participants find com-

mon ground, the organizers

hope BC Connections will fos-

ter a "life mentoring, not just a

career mentoring" experience,

according to Susan McManama
Gianinno 70, who, with

Mary J. Steele Guilfoile 76,

cochairs BC's task force. In-

deed, participants often dis-

cover qualities in each other

that encourage deeper person-

al bonds. Monica Chandra

came to America from India at

the age of 24, received her

MBA at Boston College in

1987, and is now executive

vice president of product mar-

keting at Whatifi Financial in

Woburn. She and Arar Han
'03, a Korean-born student in

the Lynch School of Educa-

tion, recognize a lot of them-

selves in each other. About a

month after they met, Chan-

dra invited Han home to meet

her family and then took her to

lunch at an Indian restaurant.

"We talked a lot about rela-

tionships between people, par-

ticularly between mothers and

daughters and fathers and

daughters," says Han, who has

lived in America for the past 15

years. "She and I come from

backgrounds where we've had

to straddle two cultures. We
talked about how, when you're

growing up and your culture

doesn't necessarily fit in with

your mother's culture, there

might be a willful holding back

of certain parts of you."

Han not only found a sym-

pathetic ear in Chandra, she

also found someone she could

emulate. "A lot of what I hold

to be ideal in work and life,

she is," Han says. "She is one

of the rare female minorities

who's succeeded on a large

scale, and she has an enviable

husband who's supportive. If

she offered nothing more than

just talking to me, the rela-

tionship will be a success of a

huge dimension."

AND AS FOR the tantalizing

choice pondered over pasta by

Kathy Power and Meredith

Roberts? Power advised

Roberts to take the sojourn in

Australia because, she told

Roberts, the international ex-

perience would stand out on

her resume.

Since that night, the

women have grown close.

Power's willingness to share

her family and private life

with Roberts has made a big

impression on the younger

woman. "Before I met Kathy,

I was going to be a no-non-

sense businesswoman eating

Chinese food out of a carton

until 2 A.M., with no social life

and no time for a husband.

I thought that was typical,"

says Roberts. "But after look-

ing at how she manages to

do everything, to be a mother,

wife, friend, and highly suc-

cessful businesswoman, I don't

think that anymore."

Vicki Sanders

Vicki Sanders is the editor of

Boston College Law Magazine.

She wrote about historian James

O'Tooles class on "Information

Revolutions" in BCMV Winter

2002 issue.
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Wonder bar
CATHOLIC EUROPE'S TRADITION OF MIRACLE WORKERS

NEVER HAD A CHANCE IN AMERICA

In March 1 824, Ann Carbery Mat-

tingly, a 40-year-old widow and

sister of Washington, D.C., Mayor

Thomas Carbery, hovered near

death, the curtains in her room

drawn, the smell of camphor in the

air. Ill with cancer for seven years,

she was, said doctors, "out of reach

of medicine." In this dire circum-

stance, the priests of Mattingly's

parish turned to a reputed miracle

worker, a 30-year-old German
cleric with the title Prince Alexan-

der Leopold Hohenlohe-Walden-

bourg-Schillingsmrst.

Two years earlier, a priest in

Baltimore had written to request

the prince's prayers for two parish-

ioners, and Hohenlohe answered

with a promise that on the 10th of

every month he would remember

the sick who wished to join in

prayer with him. Ann Mattingly's

priests decided to offer nine days

of prayer—a novena—and to

bring Mrs. Mattingly Communion
on the 10th of March.

On that day, as Hohenlohe
began morning Mass in Europe,

two priests began Masses after

midnight in Washington. Soon af-

terward, one of the priests read a

portion of Hohenlohe's letter to

Mattingly, placed the host on

Mattingly's tongue, and began a

short prayer. According to a

sworn affidavit by a friend who was there, Miss Anne Maria

Fitzgerald, within moments Mattingly asked for her stock-

ings, drew them on, and left her bed. The tumor had disap-

peared, and ulcers on her back were gone. Her breath

became pleasant, and her mouth, she said, tasted like loaf

sugar. Her doctors declared "a miracle."

A princely miracle: Hohenlohe (left), in a 19th-century print

in the United States wanted to

hear. During the early 19th cen-

tury, as Church authorities strived

for respect in the Protestant cul-

ture, they engaged in a struggle

among themselves to reconcile

their Church's traditional accep-

tance of miracles with Protestant

skepticism and with an increas-

ingly secular national climate.

Church documents about mira-

cles during this period reflect

deep divisions in the American

Catholic community. Nowhere
was this more apparent than in

the case of Mrs. Mattingly, whose

social stature ensured the atten-

tion of the very stratum of society

in which Church leaders most

sought acceptance.

On the day of Mattingly's cure,

the bells of Georgetown College

rang in celebration; and for

months afterward the revived pa-

tient received dozens of visitors

each day, while her cure prompt-

ed a slew of published testimoni-

als written by family members

and friends.

On one side of the Catholic

divide was John England, bishop

of Charleston, South Carolina.

England believed that there was

room for the Catholic tradition

of miracles in American culture.

In fact, he believed that miracles

would draw Protestant converts to the Church and show it

to be the one true faith. Some saw the direct hand of God in

the very circumstances of Mattingly's cure, one cleric not-

ing: "He who rules the universe seems to have concentrated

these miraculous cures in a single archdiocese of the United

States for this purpose that these extraordinary events

This was not what many leaders of the Catholic Church should become known the more rapidly and easily from this
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central point."

The Mattingly cure did induce a smattering of Protestant

conversions, but generally speaking, Americans reacted to

published accounts of the event with sneers. A pamphlet war

between Catholic believers and nonbelievers of all persua-

sions was soon under way. In response to a publication by

Mattingly's parish priest, Fr. William Matthews, one au-

thor—identified as "Friend ofTruth"—published The Wash-

ington Miracle Refuted: Or, a Review of the Rev. Mr. Matthew's

Pamphlet.

There were many skeptics among Catholics. Baltimore

Archbishop Ambrose Marechal wrote to Fr. Matthews two

days after the event that it is the duty of the clergy to "mod-

erate and guide the popular emotion" in order to avoid "ir-

reparable evil and scandal." A Georgetown Jesuit, under the

pseudonym "Democritus," published a skeptical letter in the

National Intelligencer. Fr. Matthews wryly summed up the

dispute: "This miracle has caused a great deal of trouble

—

happy thing they do not occur often."

IN THE END, most U.S. Church leaders would downplay

the Washington miracle. It grated on Americans that the

primary figure in this miracle was a European aristocrat.

Protestants were bothered that a foreigner could seemingly

extend his reach across the Atlantic, much like the Pope, to

influence Catholics. Cautious Catholics worried that the ex-

citement surrounding Hohenlohe's cure would inspire na-

tivist paranoia. By mid-century, when Irish immigration and

general social unrest began to increase resentment of

Catholics, the cause, advanced by Bishop England, of estab-

lishing an American tradition of miracle cures, was doomed.

In Europe, Prince Hohenlohe remained a celebrated fig-

ure until his death in 1849. Between 1824 and 1838, he was

credited with nearly 20 American cures, half of them of

nuns. But in the United States, the attacks on his works by

skeptics, combined with the unwillingness ofmany Catholic

leaders to support him, caused his reputation to fade. The
1849 edition of The Works of the Right Rev. John England,

First Bishop of Charleston. . . in Five Volumes, published after

the bishop's death, devoted nearly 70 pages to the prince;

the 1870 edition barely mentioned him.

Mrs. Mattingly, too, faded into near obscurity. As her

strength returned, she attempted to resume the duties of her

former life, but celebrity proved an interference. Five years

after her cure, she entered the Visitandine Convent in Wash-
ington, but she soon left. In 183 1 she was miraculously cured

of an injured foot when she placed a medal of the Blessed

Virgin on it, an event that gave rise to a new round of sworn

affidavits. Mrs. Mattingly died on March 9, 1855, at age 71.

Nancy Lusignan Schultz

Nancy Lusignan Schultz, Ph.D. '84, is professor and coordinator

ofgraduate studies in English at Salem State College and the au-

thor of Fire & Roses: The Burning of the Charlestown

Convent, 1834 (2000). She is working on a book about miracles

in the early American Republic.

DATAFILE: DIVERSIFYING

African-American undergraduates at Boston College in 1990: 301. In 2000: 425.

Latino undergraduates in 1990: 401. In 2000: 491.

AHANA students in Lynch School of Education graduate programs in 1996: 124. In 2000: 162.

AHANA faculty at Boston College in 1992: 42. In 2000: 70.

AHANA staff members in 1990: 236. In 2000: 341.

Courses that currently satisfy the core curriculum's cultural diversity requirement: 150.

Times an AHANA student has been elected president or vice president of the undergraduate student body since 1991: 4.

Percent of AHANA students who graduate within 12 semesters: 84. Factor by which this exceeds the national average: 2.

Undergraduates who studied abroad in 1992-93: 227. In 2000-01: 755.

From "Diversity at Boston College," a report issued this spring by the Office of the President
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MAIDEN VOYAGE
Nights at the opera

Rehearsing, clockwise from top left: cellist Karl Cronin '03 and Daniel Sanez '03; Michael Sangalang '05, Caroline Kita '04,

and Cronin; Sahez and Amir Satvat '04; Sean Collier '03, Sangalang, Daniel Williams '04, and Cristina Zamora '04.

The idea to produce an opera

at BC came to Claudio Garcia

'02 while he was taking assis-

tant professor Jeremiah Mc-

Grann's course "Music 206:

Opera." For a final project,

Garcia and three classmates

had staged an original operatic

composition based on Ophe-

lia's death scene in Hamlet. A

semester later, Garcia became

increasingly determined when

he had to design a scene for

"Film Studies 352: Stage De-

sign." (He chose Act 1 of

Lakme by Leo Delibes.)

Though he doesn't play an

instrument and has no formal

music training, Garcia has

been fascinated by classical

music since childhood. A stu-

dio arts major, he found an ally

in cellist Karl Cronin '03, a

music major with whom he'd

collaborated on the opera class

project. They decided to lead

a student production of

Dido and Aeneas. Cronin would

be stage director and choreog-

rapher; Garcia would be pro-

EASY ACCESS

The O'Neill Library continues to

expand its collection of searchable

electronic databases. Recent

acquisitions include "Polling the

Nations," a collection of current

and historical public opinion sur-

veys from more than 80 countries;

FACTS.com, which contains the

full text of Facts on File dating

back to 1970; and "American Civil

War: Letters and Diaries," an index

of hundreds of first-person ac-

counts of the Civil War including

journals, correspondence, and

memoirs. Anyone with a BC ID

number can use the databases

through the BC libraries home

page: www.bc.edu/libraries

BUDGET ITEMS

The Board of Trustees approved

the operating budget and tuition,

room, and board fees for the 2003

fiscal year at a February 15 meet-

ing. The budget increased 6 per-

cent to $509 million, accompanied

by a 4.5 percent rise, to $35,410,

in total annual student fees.

Financial aid increased by 5.7 per-

cent, to $76.6 million. In explain-

ing the rise in annual fees, trustees

cited the need to recruit and re-

tain top faculty, in addition to the

cost of ongoing construction and

information technology projects.

LONG FLY

A new study by associate professor

of biology Clare O'Connor lends

support to the theory that an organ-

ism's lifespan is limited by its

ability to repair damaged proteins.

O'Connor studied fruit flies with a

genetic mutation that causes them

to produce excess methyltrans-

ferase, an enzyme involved in pro-

tein repair. The mutant flies, she

found, live approximately one-third

longer than flies with normal en-

zyme levels. The study appeared in

the December 18 Proceedings of the

National Academies of Science.
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ducer, assistant director, and

set designer.

One day last fall, Cronin

went to meet with Professor

McGrann to ask his advice. As

it happened, Nicole Willen-

borg '04 had an appointment

with McGrann, too. While

waiting for McGrann on the

fourth floor of Lyons Hall,

Willenborg, a French major

and voice student, introduced

herself to Cronin, and, making

conversation, he told her of his

plans. She quickly joined the

Garcia-Cronin team, provid-

ing momentum—as well as

someone to play Dido. "The

three of us were very excited

about it," says Willenborg.

"But we had to keep reassur-

ing each other."

The opera's official faculty

advisor had some reservations,

too. "When they suggested

they wanted to put on an

opera, I sort of raised my eye-

brows," says John Finney, di-

rector of the University

Chorale and BC Symphony

Orchestra. But then he heard

they had chosen Dido, which he

called "the perfect vehicle for

young voices."

"If they had picked The

Barber of Seville, I would have

said, We just don't have the

singers for that. But they really

did their research and found

the exact, perfect piece."

Based on the Aeneid and

composed by Henry Purcell in

1689, Dido is considered the

first great opera with an Eng-

lish libretto. It is also among

the shortest operas; written for

performers at a girls' school,

it is less than an hour long.

The story: Aeneas, driven off

course, lands in Carthage,

where he falls in love with

Queen Dido. Witches who
hate Dido trick Aeneas into

leaving his love and continuing

on to Italy (where he will

found Rome). Dido succumbs

to a broken heart shortly after

getting off the stunning aria,

"When I am laid in earth."

When Cronin, Garcia, and

Willenborg went looking for a

conductor, Finney recom-

mended music major Daniel

Safiez '03, who, it turned out,

had conducted the Los Angeles

Children's Choir in seventh

grade. During early auditions,

Safiez had doubts, but strong

singers eventually tried out, in-

cluding Aeneas, tenor Matthew

Thompson '05, a political sci-

ence major with lots of show

music experience who would

be making his operatic debut.

Safiez studied four record-

ings of Dido and Aeneas and

worked with Finney to learn

the music. "Without him,"

Safiez says. "We would not

look good."

The cast performed Dido

and Aeneas April 11 and 13 at

Trinity Chapel before more

than 200 spectators. Though

Finney, who has been associat-

ed with BC for nine years, has

watched students take on a

variety of ambitious projects,

he says, "I haven't seen this

kind of a production ever grow

up from the ground before."

He may, however, soon see

more. "Now that this opera

is over," says Willenborg,

"we're starting to figure out

what next year's opera will be."

Gail Friedman

Gail Friedman is a Boston-based

freelance writer.

READ ALOUD
To hell and back with Robert Pinsky

In an exercise of hope that

would make the poet Dante

Alighieri proud, members of

the Romance Languages and

Literatures Department have

embarked on a public reading

of the Divine Comedy that will

continue, at the rate of seven

cantos a year, into the year

2016. The program has drawn

readers and listeners from

other Boston-area campuses,

as well as from the local Ital-

ian-American community, ac-

cording to associate professor

Laurie Shepard. On March 11,

in conjunction with the Lowell

Lecture Series, former U.S.

poet laureate Robert Pinsky

took a turn at the lectern.

Pinsky read with brio from

his own 1964 translation of

the Inferno's 13th Canto, set in

the circle of the violent in

the woods of the suicides ("the

boughs not smooth, knotted

and crooked-forked"). Ques-

tions from the standing-room-

only audience followed. Does

it matter that Dante and

Virgil are both poets? "Poet is

a Greek word that means

maker—the opposite of de-

spair—action." And what of

his personal experience as

translator? "It was similar to

that of a kid with a video

game: There was a technical

thrill to it." Is there anybody

as bad as Shakespeare's Iago in

the Inferno? A voice in the

audience nominates the traitor

Archbishop Ruggieri, but Pin-

sky demurs: "He's not kinetic

and dynamic the way Iago is.

In Shakespeare, the characters

are like chemicals in a process.

In the Inferno, it's a different

kind of machinery. There are

wonderful conversations, but

not really personalities."

Pinsky read on the first

Monday night after spring

break, and students, many

ruddy and tanned, seemed in-

vigorated. As the crowd shuf-

fled out the doors, one said

to the group at large, "So, is

your brain sweating?

"

Anna Marie Murphy

Pinsky may be heard reading Canto

XIII at The Full Story, on the

BCM Web site: www.bc.edu/bcm
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Day two
ON THE LONG RETREAT

Gloucester Harbor

Editor's note: In the white?- of 2000, Paul Mariani, a middle-

aged literary biographer and poet, ?nade the 30-day Ignatian

silent retreat—what Jesuits call "The Long Retreat.
"

FRIDAY, JANUARY J, 2000
8:10 A.M.: Clouds partly covering the rising sun, which

would have peeped over the horizon at 7:13. Down to

breakfast, intending to eat sparingly, as Ignatius suggests.

But the box of raisin bran being "almost" empty I emptied

it, for the thousandth time smashing my resolve as I sat

there with a bowl of cereal that kept multiplying like the

loaves and fishes.

9:45 A.M.: Another emotional meeting with JJ. It is not,

of course, how I thought things were going to proceed. I

had it mapped out that the retreat would start with ground

well-covered: the First Week with the universe as God had

laid it out; then mankind's fall, and the need to recover that

world. It would be like looking at a history play, with myself

as interested onlooker, the important episodes of history

having played themselves out millennia before I ever came
on the scene. Later, in the Third Week, when it meant

spending days meditating over Christ's Passion—all right,

then the tears might come.

We talked. Or rather I talked and he listened. What was

it about the passage from St. John's gospel that so troubled

me? Finally I saw what it was: a sense not only ofJesus' being

rejected, but of my being rejected. I was thinking now of my
father's mantra that he wished us kids would get married and

move on, and my poor romantic failure of a mother drinking

for solace, then leaving the house altogether for weeks.

JJ listened, then asked simply if I thought God could heal

all this. I deflected the question and talked instead of my
passion for justice that had come out of being unjustly treat-

ed, and how I hated a lie and the Father of Lies.

I spoke of my zero tolerance for cheating, for plagiarized

work. Of the New York City detective in my prose compo-

sition course back in '68 who tried to palm off an essay I

knew wasn't his. Only by luck did I discover the same essay

in a brand-new textbook a publisher had just mailed to me
at Hunter, which I opened on the subway on my way down-

town to teach at the Police Academy on East 23 rd Street.

"I didn't do it," he kept saying, even with the goddamn
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essay right there under his nose. A tough Irishman with a

pockmarked face: tall, wiry, his fists opening and closing as

if squeezing something. Capable—I realized—of real vio-

lence. Just do the goddamn thing over, I told him, and we'llfor-

get this episode. His lying had the smell of rotten cheese, and

he was right in my face with it. If he persisted in lying to me,

I told him, I was going to the dean with the evidence.

It was late when the class ended—after 10:00 P.M.—and I

noticed another cop had also stayed behind. I glanced up in

the midst of my argument to see him staring intently at the

bulletin board. Suddenly, the classroom felt very big and

very impersonal. After the detective left, the cop—a young

guy fresh out of the Academy—came up to me and told me
that the detective had a bad reputation on the street. It was

late, he offered. How was I getting home? The Lexington

Avenue, I told him, with a transfer out to Flushing. Stay

under the streetlights, he warned me. All the way home I kept

looking over my shoulder. But the incident passed. The fol-

lowing week I received a bad essay from the detective. For

three pages it focused on the broken toilet in a suspect's ten-

ement room.

2:15 P.M.: JJ's question, so unlike what any psychothera-

pist might ask. Can God heal all this? Can He at least give me

a right heart?

At the end of our session this morning JJ gave me a map
and told me to get some exercise. I think he could see that I

was getting overheated and needed to relax and let God
work in God's own time. It's a control issue, I see, this con-

tinual search for Archimedes' lever—that Fm going to cure

all this rather than God. That's what he was saying to me by

his question.

"Take Farrington Avenue," he said, pointing it out on the

map. "Take it over to Atlantic Road and follow that up the

Atlantic side of Eastern Point to Bass Avenue. There's a

beach there called Good Harbor. Sandy, broad, a place

where you can walk." And so, after praying in chapel and

writing in my journal, I put on my light jacket and ski cap

and got in my car.

Forty degrees, blustery, clouds half-hiding the sun, low

green waves rolling in and crashing against the sand. I

crossed the bridge over an estuary of bluegreen water that

was now flowing backwards out to the ocean. An old man
was powerwalking, lifting his arms and shuffling a bit pa-

thetically, like a character out of Beckett. Myself in 15 years,

I thought. Two women in their twenties took off at a brisk

pace, one jacketed, one leotarded, their two golden

Labradors circling them, one of the labs dashing into the icy

water like a crazy teenager: circling, running out again, then

whirring itself dry. I trudged on, thinking, following in their

fast-receding tracks, taking in the waves and sand and

weather. I felt happy, as if somehow relieved of some great

but undefined burden. How simple life could be ifyou let it.

A walk on a beach in the wake of two happy dogs.

Afterward, I drove into Gloucester, this time intent on
finding a specific landmark: the statue of Our Lady of Good
Voyage that looks out to sea and beckons her mariner chil-

dren safe passage, going and coming. Ten thousand fisher-

men from Gloucester lost to the sea in the past 350 years,

and Our Lady of Good Voyage: mother of the sea, her eyes

full of concern and caring. A woman holding in her large,

capable arm—her left arm—a schooner, while her right

hand is raised in blessing. "Look for the two blue-domed

towers," JJ had said. "Up Prospect. You'll see her up there."

I parked in the lot beside the church. This is working-

class Gloucester. The building is Portuguese in design,

modest, five-windowed, with a school off to one side.

There, above the school and a package store: Our Lady be-

tween two towers, the left one empty, the right filled with

four bells. The church itself—like most churches now—was

locked against vandalism so that I could not go in to say a

prayer. But there she was, above me, cradling her schooner,

double masted, nestled there like her child. "Captains com-

ing into the harbor use the towers to bring their boats in

safely," JJ had said. Looking up at her, I could believe it.

I drove about the streets, thinking of Charles Olson,

a.k.a. Maximus, that six-foot-six poet who loved Gloucester

as William Carlos Williams loved that other working-class

town, Paterson, New Jersey. The filthiest swillhole in all

Christendom, Williams had once called his beloved city, the

place where my grandmother and mother grew up, working

in the mills along that river. One comes to love such places,

no matter how plain or ugly to an outsider. There is some-

thing in the very blood that keeps coming back to the moth-

er, isn't there? I thought of Phil Levine, of his love for

Detroit, of all poets from Whitman on who have sung our

debased, beautiful, democratic cities, our people, our un-

sung masses. Vivas for all of them. And for all unknown

poets and for all those who sing, or even croak, a song of joy.

I headed back as slowly as I could into East Gloucester

and then on to Eastern Point. Inside the compound, a back-

hoe was opening a trench from the front porch down to the

stone gate entrance of one of the grand houses that front the

harbor. Laborare est orare. To work is to pray. Everything

seemed to glow just then with a whole new life. This, I

thought, is how Emerson and Thoreau must have seen

things on good days. Rinsed and whole.

Paul Mariani

Paul Mariani is a professor ofEnglish at Boston College. He has

published biographies of Hart Crane, Robert Lowell, John

Benjman, and William Carlos William, as well as his own poet-

ry—including The Great Wheel (1997). This essay is drawn

fi-om Thirty Days: On Retreat with the Exercises of St.

Ignatius, © Paul Mariani, 2002. Reprinted by arrangement

with Viking, Penguin Putnam. The book is available at a discount

from the BC Bookstore, via the BCM Web page: www.bc.edu/bcm
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NEW HEIGHTS
BC applications defy predictions

Boston College received a

record number of undergradu-

ate applications for the

2002-03 school year. More

than 2 1,000 candidates vied for

the approximately 2,200 open

spots in the Class of 2006, up

from the previous record of

20,743, set two years ago by

the class of 2004. Applications

were up 1 1 percent over the

19,059 submitted last year.

Applications from AHANA
students and aspiring nurses

showed particularly strong in-

creases. More than 4,700

AHANA students applied for

undergraduate admission—an

increase of 6 percent from the

previous record, 4,400, set two

years ago. Connell School of

Nursing applications soared

more than 40 percent over last

year, to 327 from 230.

Meanwhile, early-action

applications for next year's

freshman class rose 1 7 percent,

continuing a recent national

trend. (Georgetown, Colum-

bia, and George Washington

universities, among others, re-

ported similar increases.)

The high number of appli-

cations surprised the Admission

Office, which had predicted—as

had a number of other colleges

and universities—a downturn in

applications following Septem-

ber 1 1 . It was expected that

many students would elect to

stay close to home for school,

thereby shrinking the applicant

pools of national institutions

such as BC.

Indeed, Boston College did

see a surge in interest among

students from the Northeast

and mid-Atlantic regions.

Applications from New Jersey,

New York, and Massachu-

setts—traditionally BC s

biggest feeder states—rose 18,

14, and 12 percent, respective-

ly. However, significant growth

also occurred in applications

from more distant states. Flori-

da's applications were up 9

percent; Illinois's, 14 percent;

and California's, 10 percent.

According to John Mahoney,

Jr., director of undergraduate

admission, students today seem

to be "researching, visiting, and

applying to schools and not

abandoning their plans, even in

the face of a recession or na-

tional emergencies."

Tim Heffernan

LOST AND FOUND—The BC
Police Department held its annual

charity auction of unclaimed goods

on March 23. Among the items up

for bid: a couple dozen men's

and women's watches, assorted

bracelets and rings, a radar detec-

tor, several Palm Pilots, some 30

cellular phones, and this Analytical

Concordance of the Bible, which

sold for two dollars. The proceeds

of the sale—$3,866—went to the

Make-A-Wish Foundation.
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IN THE RANKS

The Carrol Graduate School of

Management moved up two places

to 39th nationwide in the latest

U.S. News of World Report graduate

school rankings, released April 8.

BC's Law School held steady at

22nd, and the Lynch School of

Education graduate program

moved up one spot to 21st. It is the

only Catholic graduate education

program in the top 40.

GOOD SAVES

Recent changes in University facili-

ties are expected to significantly

reduce BC's consumption of

electricity and water. Efficient light-

ing technology, including motion-

sensing lights that turn off when

not needed, will cut electricity use

by an estimated 512,925 kilowatt

hours per year. Low-flow toilets

and showerheads are expected to

cut daily water consumption by

115,000 gallons.

NEW HEADING

Thomas
J.

Keady, Jr., has been

named associate vice president

for government and community

relations. Keady arrives from

Northeastern University, where he

served in a similar capacity for 15

years. He succeeds W. Paul White,

who left BC in September after

holding the post since 1997.

ROYAL NOD
Associate professor of physics Rein

Uritam was made an honorary

Member of the Order of the British

Empire on January 17 for his com-

mitment to improving educational

relations between the United States

and the United Kingdom. Queen

Elizabeth II recognized Uritam in

particular for his tenure as presi-

dent of the Association of Marshall

Scholars, during which he increased

the prestigious British scholar-

ship's exposure with new publica-

tions and a symposium series.

DIRECTORS' CUT
Backing student moviemakers

In the lobby of West Newton Cinema, standing, from left to right: Vincent Jacques '02, Courtney Chapman '02,

Susan Legere '02, David LaMattina '03, Robyn Hayes '02, and professor of fine arts John Michalczyk. Seated,

left to right: library staff member Ronald Marsh, Daniel Yager '02, and Margaret Oellrich '02.

Toward the end of his sopho-

more year, David LaMattina

'03 was sitting at his computer,

wrapping up his work in

preparation for the summer

vacation, when he saw a notice

on BC's Web site. "Do You

Have an Idea for a Documen-

tary Film on Moral Courage?"

the notice asked. Just as he was

wishing that he did, a news

ticker appeared on the screen.

It read: "12-Year-Old AIDS

Icon Near Death." Less than a

year later LaMattina, a film

studies minor, was behind a

camera in South Africa, shoot-

ing Nkosis Legacy, his first doc-

umentary film. The film

chronicles life at Nkosi's

Haven, a home and school in

South Africa for mothers and

their children with HIV and

AIDS that was founded by the

now deceased child AIDS ac-

tivist Nkosi Johnson.

Nkosi's Legacy, in the par-

lance of low-budget filmmak-

ing, was made possible by a

grant from the Jacques

Salmanowitz Program for

Moral Courage in Documen-

tary Film, based in the Fine

Arts Department at Boston

College. The program was

conceived to give students the

money, advice, and loans of

equipment needed to produce

films dealing with the theme of

moral courage. Any student

may submit a proposal (one

current participant is a post-

doctoral student at Harvard).

Named for a Swiss business-

man who helped rescue Jewish

refugees during World War II,

the Salmanowitz Program is

now in its second year at BC.
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Funding comes from a $3 1,000

yearly grant to the University

from the Foundation for Moral

Courage, in Washington,

D.C., supported by Societe

Generale de Surveillance, a

corporation in Geneva.

The Salmanowitz Program

began its life at George Wash-

ington University in 1999,

but moved to Boston College

last year. According to Profes-

sor John Michalczyk—the

chairman of BC's Fine Arts

Department and the director

of the program—George

Washington and the founda-

tion had begun "moving in

separate directions." The

foundation's officers "wanted

to move in a more social jus-

tice way," says Michalczyk,

who realized that as a Jesuit

school with a deep-rooted tra-

dition of volunteerism and so-

cial justice, Boston College

might be a perfect match.

With the help of fdm major

Daniel Yager '01, he put to-

gether a proposal to house the

program at BC and included a

clip of a documentary the two

had filmed recently in Kosovo.

In March 2001, Sy Rotter,

the director of the foundation,

presented the University with

its first check in a ceremony

at Devlin Hall.

"With that first check,"

says Yager, whom the depart-

ment hired soon thereafter

to be the program's student as-

sistant director, "we were able

to buy two digital cameras,

editing software, digital tape

—

all equipment that made it

possible for students to exe-

cute some really great ideas."

One of those ideas was

Yager's own, and led to The

Whitest Rose—the first of nine

films produced under the pro-

gram at BC. Yager's film re-

counts the story of Franz

Mueller, the only surviving

member of White Rose, a Ger-

man student resistance move-

ment whose members were

caught and guillotined by the

Nazis in 1943. A clip from the

film can be viewed at the

Salmanowitz Program's Web
site, www.bc.edu/itioralconrage.

Yager now works at a postpro-

duction facility in Watertown,

Massachusetts.

SINCE MOVING TO BC, of

course, the Salmanowitz Pro-

gram is no longer only about

moral courage; its mission has

expanded to encompass the

theme of social justice as well.

The fruits of this expansion

were apparent at a ceremony

held in March in Devlin Hall to

celebrate the second installment

of the Foundation for Moral

Courage's grant. Before settling

in to watch clips of several stu-

dent works-in-progress, Robyn

Hayes '02 showed off a stack of

black-and-white photographs

she had taken recently while on

a trip to the Pine Ridge reserva-

tion, in South Dakota. Hayes,

along with Vincent Jacques '02,

Sarah Beston '02, and Ronald

Marsh, a documentary film-

maker who works at O'Neill

Library, spent the spring 2002

break on the reservation, shoot-

ing footage at Red Cloud, a Je-

suit school for Native

Americans. "Most people who

go to Pine Ridge concentrate

on the poverty and the alco-

holism—the negatives," says

Jacques, a theology major and

film studies minor. "Our pur-

pose was to record the

strengths of the Lakota culture,

and to show how the Jesuit phi-

losophy is helping to foster a

strong community in one of the

poorest regions in the U.S."

Jacques was in South Dako-

ta producing his own film, as

well—a documentary about

Lakota spirituality titled Mi-

ntkuye Oyasin, a Lakota saying

that means "all my relations."

For months he had tried with-

out luck to find residents of

Pine Ridge willing to cooperate

with his project. He suspects

that many expected yet another

expose about the underside of

reservation life. He was on the

verge of giving up when

Michalczyk invited him to join

the Red Cloud film crew,

whose path had been smoothed

by the Jesuit connection.

Margaret Oellrich '02, who

succeeded Yager this year as

student assistant director, says

the film department at BC is

well positioned for such con-

nections: "BC has a great social

justice network, with tons of

domestic and international vol-

unteer organizations. We're re-

ally trying to coordinate that

with the film program." The

more the Salmanowitz Pro-

gram is able to do so, she sug-

gests, the more ambitious the

student projects can be.

Though ambition, it should be

noted, is one quality that is not

lacking in the program. Sitting

in a coffee shop talking about

Nkosi's Legacy, which he hopes

to distribute nationwide (with

all proceeds going to the South

African facility), David LaMat-

tina put his hands on the table

and looked up confidently.

"This will always be the most

important thing I've ever

done," he said, and then added,

"It's my Schindlers List."

Daniel B. Smith

Daniel B. Smith is a Boston-based

freelance writer. His article on the

Boston College Citizens Seminar

appeared in BCM Winter 2002.

Rufus L. Caine III '03

CITIZEN CAINE

Rufus L. Caine III '03, a philosophy

and political science major from

Hackensack, New Jersey, has won

this year's Martin Luther King, Jr.,

Scholarship. Caine was recognized

for his leadership in last year's

UCBC "Fight for Freedom" cam-

paign, which raised money to free

African slaves in the Sudan. The

scholarship will cover three-quarters

of Caine's senior year tuition.

BRAIN TRUST

The Infography, an on-line data-

base of scholarship in various

fields, has given a BC Web site its

Award of Excellence. The site,

"Literature, Cognition, and the

Brain," was created in 1997 by

English professors Alan Richardson

and Mary Crane, and features up-to-

date research on the linked fields

of literary studies, cognitive theory,

and neuroscience. It can be viewed

at: www2.bc.edu/~ncharad/lcb/

DEATHS

• Rose Ring Carroll, member of the

Mathematics faculty from 1958 to

1989, on March 17, at age 78.

• Emil Slizewski '41, JD'43, member

of the Law School faculty from 1948

to 1998, on February 11, at age 83.

• Francis W. Sweeney, SJ, member

of the English faculty from 1952 to

1997, on April 25, at age 86.
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Changed order
THE PROSPECTS FOR AMERICA'S JESUITS

The difficulties of institutional Catholicism

over the past several decades—the doctrinal

yawings of a polarized theological establish-

ment, the naked power jockeying between

pro- and antipapalists, the scandals and

cover-ups—have left the faithful laity strug-

gling amid sorrow and confusion to recon-

struct their spiritual moorings.

The plight of faithful religious—the

priests and nuns who have forsworn so

many of the joys and ambitions of everyday

life to dedicate themselves to the work of

the Church—is even more poignant, for

their stakes are so much higher. The trau-

ma, one should imagine, is particularly se-

vere among the Jesuits, perhaps the

proudest of religious orders, organized as

the spiritual janissaries of the Counter-Re-

formation, the legendary "long black line"

of the Church militant.

Passionate Uncertainty is a sympathetic

and probing examination of the current

state of mind of American Jesuits, as repre-

sented by 430 men, evenly split between

men who left the priesthood and men who have remained

within the order. (The authors conducted detailed, multiple

interviews with 100 men, and received extended written con-

tributions from 330 others.) The fact that there are probably

more ex-Jesuits than Jesuits in America today is itself striking

commentary on the Church's plight.

The authors, Peter McDonough and Eugene Bianchi, are

uniquely qualified for their investigation. McDonough, the

author of a well-regarded previous study of the Jesuits, Men
Astutely Trained (1992), is a political scientist who has spe-

cialized in the process of democratization in less developed

countries. (Can one think of a more appropriate perspective

for an analysis of modern Catholicism?) Bianchi, an ex-Jesuit

himself, is a professor of religion at Emory University.

The book is beautifully written and richly informed with

references outside the usual purview of "Catholic" studies.

A characteristic summing up:

The reliance on costly practices, such as celibacy, com-

bines with exclusionary customs, like forbidding the

priesthood to women, to exacerbate divisiveness and drain

-%^J meaning from [the commitment to reli-

gious life]. Like goulash communism,

the system is moderately workable but

only partially legitimate.

PASSIONATE
INSIDE 1 H E

AMERICAN JESUITSAMERICAN JESUITS

U NCERTAINT Y

GH aim EUGENE C. BIANCHI

PASSIONATE UNCERTAINTY:
INSIDE THE AMERICAN

JESUITS

by Peter McDonough and

Eugene C. Bianchi

University of California Press

380 pp. $29.95

The institutional portrait that emerges

from the interviews is one of floundering

and disarray. The post-Vatican II defec-

tions from the order have left a U-shaped

demographic profile, ripe for polarization

between older traditionalists and newer re-

cruits, the majority ofwhom may be gay. A
polarization, as the authors put it, between

"the true-grit, hardtack, Vince Lombardi

school of tough-guy religion men [who]

were supposed to take their lumps and suf-

fer in silence" and "designer Catholicism:

self-absorption, abounding sensitivity,

arias of torment and healing, soft-boiled

spirituality, and a ground bass of whining."

The root problem, in the authors' diag-

nosis, is the radical devaluation of the

priesthood, even in the eyes of many Je-

suits. In an age when parishes are run by

laypeople, and spiritual counseling is the province of profes-

sional therapists, the priest is a much-diminished figure.

Celibacy was once a bulwark of the mystical, quasi-shaman-

istic character of the priest—the man apart, with the rare

self-mastery to travel in higher spiritual realms—but now it

is more often taken as a sign of sexual confusion. The au-

thors speculate that the "growing visibility of a gay subcul-

ture in the priesthood" is related to the loss of the

camaraderie that stemmed from the communal commit-

ment to the value of celibacy.

An unforeseen consequence of the leveling "People of

God" theology that was so prominent at Vatican II was to

remove many of the psychic rewards of priestly service. An
older Jesuit laments, "There seems to be no special dignity

[accorded to the priesthood] by society in general, by 'good'

Catholic parents, and schools no longer have religious mod-

els." While older Jesuits often report a complex connected-

ness between their lives as priests and, say, their careers as

college professors, younger men find the connections hard-

er to perceive. A 3 1 -year-old Jesuit remarked of his peers as

they neared ordination,
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[They] suddenly confronted the fact that they could not ar-

ticulate for themselves any fundamental difference between

ordained ministry and lay ministry. Consequently they

began to wonder why they were making the sacrifices that

ordained ministry required, and some concluded that the

sacrifices could not be justified so they left.

It is a tribute to the inherent strength of the Jesuit model

that it has managed to survive as well as it has. The intro-

spection and the open discussion fostered by the Ignatian

Exercises give the order flexibility and surprising resiliency.

But the authors are pessimistic. The Jesuit penchant for nu-

anced introspection may be tilting into runaway "psycholo-

gization" of the religious life. One Jesuit commented,

[Tjt is fair to say that therapy is an expected part ofJesuit for-

mation these days. Therapists are accorded a kind of authori-

ty that was once reserved for spiritual directors and superiors.

The order has recently seized on the commitment to "so-

cial justice" as a focus of its institutional identity—deftly side-

stepping neuralgic disagreements with Rome on sexual ethics

or theological curricula. Admirable though the commitment

may be, it is yet another agent of fragmentation. Many Jesuits

now "live with the people" rather than in community, and

men reportedly can do pretty much as they please, as long as

it's wrapped in "social justice" rhetoric. Skeptics within the

order fear that the good intentions of the social justice initia-

tive are deteriorating into mere flabby trendiness.

No one doubts the Jesuits' resiliency—only a handful of

world organizations have ever lasted for 500 years. And the

order has been in eclipse before, surviving in the 18th cen-

tury during the years of suppression in Europe only by the

uncertain sufferance of Catherine the Great. Some Jesuits,

in fact, see the present thinning of ranks as a necessary pu-

rification that improves the outlook for the long haul. Per-

haps. But solidarity and commitment are more often

strengthened by assaults from without. Internal loss of focus

and certainty may be much more corrosive.

The authors do not make prognoses or recommenda-
tions, although a long epilogue presents a sophisticated so-

ciological mapping of the dilemmas facing the order.

None of the alternatives—from rebuilding solidarity

around a renewed commitment to the Vatican to opening

the order to ordained women—in the authors' view, could

command a consensus among Jesuits today. The foresee-

able future, therefore, is likely to be one of continued dis-

integration and discontent, which gives the book its

distinctly elegiac air.

Charles R. Moiris

Charles R. Moiris is the author ofAmerican Catholic (1997).

EXCERPT: IDENTITY CRISIS

As the functional roles of the priesthood have

shrunk and as the restriction of sacerdotal sta-

tus to celibate males has become less defensi-

ble, the ceremonial and symbolic aura of

traditional priesthood has faded as well. The

shriveling of activities that once "belonged to"

the priesthood has produced a crisis of credibil-

ity and clerical identity.

Boiled down, two developments have radical-

ly altered the world of the Society of Jesus and

have produced demoralization and conflict

within its ranks. One is institutional and the

other ideational, and both have shaken tradi-

tional beliefs about the consecrated life.

The first is the long-term decomposition of

incentives for religious vocations—in particular,

the diminishing functions of and ambivalence

about the priesthood. This change is clearest in

the decentralization of the works and the lai-

cization of ministry. Demographically and orga-

nizationally, the fulcrum has pitched away from

the clergy.

The other big shift is the loss of confidence in

absolute truth claims, crystallized by but not

confined to the shake-up in moral theology and

beliefs in sexual ethics, in addition to liberaliz-

ing undercurrents in Christology. Dissent from

the magisterium is a fact of life in the Society of

Jesus.

In neither case has the loss of control and

conviction been total. What has come close to

disappearing is the distinctiveness of the priest-

ly role as conceived by Jesuits and, to a lesser ex-

tent, of the moral sanctum of Catholicism.

Much of what Jesuits do remains valuable.

Much of what they believe in and stand for is ap-

preciated and shared by adherents of neighbor-

ing religions and ethical traditions. But there

seems to be less and less that sets the Society

of Jesus apart, at least with respect to an edge

on the truth or expertise in pedagogy, social ac-

tion, and pastoral practice. Obliteration by as-

similation has become a real threat. Jesuits have

begun to look as flawed and intermittently hero-

ic as the rest of us.

From Passionate Uncertainty: Inside the American

Jesuits by Peter McDonough and Eugene C. Bianchi.

©2002 Regents of University of California.



The accountant's art
DON'T OVERREACT TO THE FALL OF ENRON

For a while, as the story of the Enron Corporation's collapse

and the role of accountants at Arthur Andersen broke onto

the front pages, I was spending 10 hours a week on the phone,

talking about little else. At the other end of the line were

lawyers, reporters, and congressional aides, all looking with

new urgency for information and insight about the American

public accounting system. Many were as unfamiliar with the

hows and whys of the system as we in the accounting profes-

sion are with our newfound notoriety. Most brought up the

demands, heard often these days, for extensive regulation. I

believe that would be a mistake.

The challenge of accounting

measurement is to condense into

three or four pages of financial

statements (and 10 to 20 pages of

footnotes) information about mil-

lions of current and future events

affecting a business, each carrying

risk: How many current debts are

going to end up unpaid? What is

the value of a recently acquired

brand name? Unlike the price at

closing of 1,000 shares of Intel on June 15, the numbers that

represent the answers to these questions are usually uncer-

tain. Reasonable men and women may differ about them,

and they may all be proved wrong.

What accountants call GAAP, short for "generally ac-

cepted accounting principles," is a mixture of norms, laws,

and premises developed to guide the evaluation of uncer-

tainty. But if these principles are applied too formally or be-

come too restrictive (say, in response to a publicized crisis

like the collapse of Enron), they will only ensure that the

public gets mediocre, and not very useful, information.

Take bad debts, for example. Using an accepted account-

ing principle, accountants can fix the range of loans that go

sour during a time of generally low credit risk at between 2

and 4 percent. Unfortunately, even this range can penalize

the best managers—those who are the most adept at select-

ing customers likely to pay their bills and at keeping a

watchful eye on their receivables. Investors can't recognize

the good performers or even avoid the bad ones if all busi-

nesses are reported within the "generally accepted" range.

Overly strict adherence to the form of accounting principles

at the expense of good accounting judgment and evaluation

is, to my mind, what lies at the heart of the Enron debacle.

Of course, lodged within accepted ranges of honest error

are opportunities for manipulation and dishonesty. And in

the past five years, the range of honest measurement error

became wider. During the "irrational exuberance," to use

Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan's description of

the recent stock market run-up that peaked in March 2000,

the accounting system was tested more intensely than at any

time since the 1929 Crash. We saw an increased emphasis

on derivatives, special-purpose entities, and other risk-man-

agement vehicles. New business models, were created for

which there were limited mea-

surement benchmarks. And the

incentives to misrepresent infor-

mation increased significantly

with emphasis on stock options

and the growth of opportunities at

companies whose stock was on the

way up.

To be sure, there is a need for

reform. Deceit must be punished.

And we need to examine closely

the structure of incentives that

make dishonest behavior tempting. Yet it's worth pointing

out that with the evaporation of trillions of dollars from the

stock market in the last two years, among the thousands of

publicly traded companies that file with the Securities and

Exchange Commission, remarkably few audit failures have

surfaced. Andersen appears to have relaxed its internal vigi-

lance at a time when others of accounting's Big Five did not.

Accountants know that in order to serve the public inter-

est—and indeed to continue to work—they need to demon-

strate a healthy skepticism about the quality of information

reported by companies. But it would be a serious mistake to

respond to the fall of Enron and the moral and professional

errors of individuals at Arthur Andersen by prescribing

overly stringent restrictions on accountants' judgment,

whether in the form of internal professional codes or out-

side law and regulation. That would be sacrificing skepti-

cism for cynicism.

G. Peter Wilson

G. Peter Wilson is the Joseph E. Sweeney Professor ofAccounting

in BCs Carroll School ofManagement. A more detailed analysis

by Professor Wilson of accounting reform issues can be found at

The Full Story, on the BCM Web site: www.bc.edu/bcm
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CLASSNOTES
CLASS

Slavic and Eastern Languages

427/English 675: "The Art

and Craft of Literary Translation"

INSTRUCTOR

Associate Professor of Slavic

& Eastern Languages and

English and Graduate Program

Director of the Department

of Slavic and Eastern Languages

Maxim D. Shrayer

READINGS

Eugene Onegin by Alexander

Pushkin, translated by Vladimir

Nabokov; The Translation

Studies Reader by Lawrence

Venuti

IN OTHER WORDS
The translator's double life

Shrayer: "A nice, desperate solution"

Five female graduate students

sit in the cozy library of the

Slavic and Eastern Languages

Department in Lyons Hall.

Surrounded floor to ceiling by

books in an assortment of lan-

guages, they comprise a class

that professor Maxim D.

Shrayer—a writer of fiction

and literary criticism—calls his

laboratory. The students

themselves represent five lan-

guages: Russian (two of them),

Polish, French, and Latin

and Greek. They are learning,

in Shrayer's words, the science

and art of translation.

So how is translation taught

to students who speak—but

don't share—five languages?

Shrayer starts by having them

translate English into English.

The centerpiece of the

seminar is Vladimir Nabokov's

1964 English translation of

Alexander Pushkin's Russian

novel in verse, Eugene Onegin.

Shrayer calls Nabokov's trans-

lation the "bible of literalism,"

because Nabokov, by his own

admission, set out to translate

Onegin without "pounding

the clavichords," keeping his

text free of what Shrayer calls

"jingle rhymes and metrical

monotony." "Deliberately

plain and neutral in tone," says

Shrayer, Nabokov's literal

version is the shared source

that the students use to pro-

duce their own individual Eng-

lish versions—but this time,

on Shrayer's instruction, they

must follow the meter and

rhyme scheme of the Russian

original. The assignment: to

move beyond Nabokov's trans-

lation "into the realm of

Anglo-American poetry."

For nearly every class, the

students are expected to trans-

late a 14-line, iambic tetrameter

stanza from the English of

Nabokov into versions of their

own. In this way, they will com-

plete 22 stanzas, or about one-

third of the book's first chapter,

by semester's end—a significant

accomplishment in light of

the fact that some of them will

spend up to three hours on

each stanza. Shrayer collects the

assignments and circulates them

via e-mail, separately providing

each student with his individual

comments on her handling of

such matters as syntax, rhyme,

meter, and sound. All are read

aloud during the next class so

the students can assess their

literary choices alongside their

classmates'.

The students who take

"The Art and Craft of Literary

Translation" do so, by and

large, either to fulfill a degree

requirement or because they

are curious about translation

as a possible career. They all

say they've been surprised

and greatly rewarded by the

experience. Few expected the

course to be so challenging.

"I thought translation was

simple, that the hardest thing

would be looking up the words

in the dictionary," says Emelye

Crehore, a master's student in
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Russian language and litera-

ture. Several of her classmates,

lingering after class to talk

about the course, nod in

agreement. One bonus, says

Heather Braun, has been

learning a lot about English

poetic structure in the process.

"It's helping me in my poetry

classes and to read poetry, to

get an ear," says the doctoral

candidate in English, who's

specializing in 19th-century

British Romanticism.

Students also say they are

riveted to the class by the

force of Shrayer's personality

and his passion for the subject.

"I came to meet with him [be-

fore the course started]," says

one, "and he was so enthusias-

tic I knew I'd like working

with him." Another adds, "I'd

be focusing on how hard it is,

if he weren't so intense."

The youthful Shrayer is a

warm, effusive man who speaks

with a Russian accent and talks

so rapidly that it's often not

until after class that listeners

can begin to absorb all that he's

said and how elegantly he's

said it. An e-mail to his stu-

dents illustrates his style: "I've

discovered a slight infelicity

in the syllabus. Namely, Feb.

14 is listed twice, first as Tues-

day, then as Thursday (my

Polyhymnhia is getting a bit

old and senile, I'm afraid). ..."

ONE MARCH DAY, the class is

working on Onegin, stanza 1 1

.

Shrayer often punctuates a stu-

dent's recitation of her transla-

tion with a general "very

good" or "very nice," a specif-

ic, "The accumulation oim's

and 72's there is a very nice de-

vice for orchestrating rhyme,"

or, as was the case after the

group had wrestled a particu-

larly stubborn word into sub-

mission, "Good, we've rescued

it." On an earlier day, Shray-

er's practiced eye had detected

on the printout of translations

before him a student's obvious

stretch for a rhyme. He'd

nevertheless been amused by

her invention and said to her,

appreciatively and without

sarcasm, "That's a nice, des-

perate solution." Now he lis-

tens as Jaime Goodrich, a

doctoral candidate in English

with a background in Latin

and Greek, reads her transla-

tion of stanza 1 1 . She has

changed Nabokov's last two

lines from And afterward, alone

with her, / In the quietness give

her lessons! to Then after, while

with her alone, / In quietude

ideals intone. Shrayer is im-

pressed. "A very elegant end-

ing," he says. "On a phonetic

level, it's very elegant."

THE GREATEST challenge to

translators, according to

Shrayer, lies in the vast num-

ber of choices they face.

He has designed his transla-

tion "laboratory" to clearly ex-

pose this prospect while

controlling for, or distilling,

the (Shrayer uses this word ad-

visedly) "best" choices. The

key ingredient is the oddly de-

mocratic process he employs.

Sharing translations enables

each student to see how many

of her own choices were also

those of her classmates. There

is a synergy that develops,

Shrayer says, when the stu-

dents read their stanzas aloud

and take others' reactions into

account; as they rework their

stanzas, the students often in-

corporate one another's words,

phrasing, or rhymes. More-

over, translating someone

else's translation, as the stu-

dents do with Nabokov's ver-

sion, helps them become com-

fortable with yet another

translation conundrum—what

Shrayer calls the translator's

"double existence" vis-a-vis

both the original and the

emerging translation.

Through various other as-

signments—for instance, the

2 5-minute presentations in

which each student critiques an

existing translation of a poem

or short text of her choosing

and submits an alternative

—

Shrayer hones his students' ap-

preciation of the nuances of

translation. His assignments

force them to consider how in-

terpretive they can be, how to

adhere to an original's meter

and rhyme without sacrificing

meaning, and vice versa. Are

certain works "less than trans-

latable?" asks a student. What

are the particular challenges

of different authors? "There is

no one best way," Shrayer em-

phasizes. Translation is "an

open-ended process based on

aesthetic predilection."

BECAUSE EVERYONE works

on Nabokov's English Onegin,

all the students learn the same

techniques, but they also have

occasion to use their foreign

languages. Shrayer deals with

the students' multilingualism

by tailoring the midterm exam

and the final project to each

student's designated foreign

language. It works this way:

For the midterm he gives each

a short poem in her designated

language and asks that she

translate it into English using

the skills learned in the Onegin

exercises. On this semester's

midterm, students translated

from the Polish of Krasinski,

the Russian of Akhmatova, the

Latin of Horace, and the

French of Rimbaud.

Similarly, the final project

is a foreign language-to-Eng-

lish translation of 300 lines

of poetry or 20 typed pages of

prose. Shrayer has enough

proficiency in his students'

languages to evaluate their

work. If it ever happened that

he didn't, he says, he would

arrange for an outside reader.

SHRAYER DISPLAYS his gen-

de brand of humor in class one

afternoon as he coaxes his stu-

dents to relax about the

midterm exam coming up the

following Thursday. "Ques-

tions, concerns, cavils?" he asks,

explaining that the poems will

be 14 lines, either sonnets or

similar stanzaic forms. He tells

them that they should "feel free

to walk around and hum" dur-

ing the test and that they may

stay longer than the 7 5-minute

period if they need to. "I don't

want you to leave the exam with

a heavy heart," he says.

Shrayer expects to offer

"The Art and Craft of Literary

Translation" every other year.

The seminar can accommo-

date up to 10 people (qualified

undergraduates are welcome).

One of his aims is to inspire

students and future teachers

of literature to become trans-

lators. The amount of world

literature that has been

translated for English readers

is relatively small, Shrayer

explains—only a fraction of

what is possible. One of

Shrayer's intentions, when he

asks his students to select

previously untranslated works

for their individual projects,

is for them to produce pub-

lishable translations. And in

that small way, one seminar at

a time, he—and they—begin

to fill the gap.

Vicki Sanders
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Natural resource
BC TO LAUNCH WIDE-RANGING STUDY OF ISSUES RAISED BY CLERGY MISCONDUCT

President William P. Leahy,

SJ, has announced plans for a

"special academic focus" over

the next two years to examine

issues relating to the sexual

misconduct scandal in the

Catholic Church. The pro-

gram, which will begin in the

fall, will have the title "The

Church in the 21st-century."

"News stories in recent

months have left many
Catholics angry and confused,

feeling betrayed, and asking

serious questions about the

meaning of their faith as well

as their relationship to the hi-

erarchy and the Church," Leahy said in an interview. "I

think it is imperative for Catholics to engage in a process of

prayer and reflection, but also to have serious discussion

about significant issues facing them and the Church."

Among these, Fr. Leahy said, are the Church's moral and

ethical beliefs; the role of lay men and women, priests, and

bishops in the Catholic community; and "the challenges fac-

ing Catholics in living their faith in our time."

Leahy has appointed Special Assistant to the President

Robert Newton to direct the initiative. He will work with an

advisory board of faculty, administrators, students, and

alumni who will be named in early summer. "The Church in

the 21st Century" will sponsor public lectures at BC and in

other parts of the country; seminars for the campus com-
munity and alumni; "issue papers" by scholars and for the

general public; and the creation of courses in areas such as

ecclesiology and sexuality. Newton said the programs would

involve scholars from BC and other institutions and leaders

from all parts of the Catholic community.

"Our goal," said Newton, "is to increase understanding

of the intellectual and moral foundations of Catholicism,

eliciting the views of laity, priests, and bishops. As with

other crises in the long history of the Church, this one can

be an opportunity for renewal, and Boston College has the

resources to play a significant role in helping that happen."

Regan, Leahy, Neuhauser, and newly named program director New
ton in the President's Office.

John Neuhauser, BC's aca-

demic vice president, noted

that "while some have called

for Boston College to take a

stand on matters concerning

the Archdiocese of Boston,

that would be inappropriate

for us. We are a university, and

our responsibility is to offer

intellectual discourse, inquiry,

and debate about the issues.

And we will do so." Alumni

Association Executive Direc-

tor Grace Cotter Regan '82

believes that "the forum will

be of great help to alumni.

They are looking to Alma
Mater for assistance and guidance these days."

"The Church has been deeply wounded by this scandal,"

Fr. Leahy said. "Healing requires not only work of the heart

but work of the mind." The president noted that it is "a re-

sponsibility of the Catholic university to help bishops, priests,

and laity understand the complex issues they face and to learn

from one another. Boston College can be a meeting place and

an intellectual resource for these needed conversations."

The president's announcement came four months after

the first media reports of clerical sexual misconduct. While

no victims have come forward from the faculty, staff, or stu-

dent ranks, and no BC priest has been named as an alleged

abuser, the unfolding story has had an effect on the campus.

"Catholic faculty and staff are saddened, apprehensive for

the future, angry at how the Church could let children be

hurt. It's pretty much reflective of the mood in Massachu-

setts," said Stephen Pope, chairman of the Theology De-

partment. Theology professor Fr. Michael Himes said that

his students "are obviously disappointed and distressed, but

they are not astonished at the sexual misconduct. What out-

rages them most is the cover-up."

Panel discussions on campus have featured BC experts

and members of a newly-formed organization of Boston

area priests.

Ben Birnbamv
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Lesson plan
REFLECTIONS BY NINE CATHOLIC MEMBERS OF THE CAMPUS COMMUNITY

JUDITH WILT professor of English

Persons in positions of responsibility

develop a ferocious instinct for

putting out fires, quieting noise; they

need to surround themselves with

thoughtful counselors who will al-

ways probe and often check that in-

stinct.

What should Church authorities

do? Stand up and take in the despair

and anger of those abused; work more broadly with the legal

community to reform the over-reliance on confidentiality and

secrecy in dealing with both crime and sin; learn more about

how actions of theirs, like apologizing, might work in the

healing process. And surely a full scale review of the training

of priests is appropriate; training needs to fit them with the

language to understand themselves and the rest of the people

of God as sexual, social, intellectual, and spiritual beings.

Boston College should find ways to keep this painful

awakening alive with forums, discussions, courses; with pas-

toral intensity and intellectual honesty.

WILLIAM B. NEENAN, SJ vice president and special

assistant to the president

Sorrow, anger, embarrassment—also prayerful reappraisal of

my life as a believing Catholic and Jesuit priest—these are my
reactions to the unfolding story of the sexual misconduct of

priests and the malfeasance of bishops. If the Church were

the Rotary Club I would long since have cancelled my mem-
bership. But the Catholic Church for me mediates my faith

relationship with God. I view death and life, forgiveness, and

hope in the future through the lens ofGood Friday and East-

er. What gives meaning to my life comes to me through this

Catholic Church, which I love and which has been ill served.

What to do? In the short term, replace autocratic defen-

siveness with transparency. If mothers and fathers had

known of the offending priests, can we believe the depreda-

tions would have continued? If laypeople with financial ex-

pertise had been involved, would thousands of dollars in

hush money have been paid out? Larger issues of Church
reform may be needed. But now, right now, what the

Church needs is to turn on some lights.

GARY GABOR '02 editor ofCrossroads, an "independent

Catholic student newspaper"

The abuse itself was horribly sinful and scandalous. But un-

responsiveness by members of the clergy aggravated the

scandal to the extent that virtually every member of the

Church has been affected. This may strike some as odd, but

I think we need to reaffirm our faith in the Church. I know
what I and my friends are thinking. And I've been surprised

to find that the scandal has caused some to want to love the

Church more strongly. Some are considering the priesthood

and religious life, others what it means to be a lay Catholic,

with a new depth and intensity. Our hearts are burning right

now—with pain, but also love. And love is the fire that can

change things for the better.

ALBERTO GODENZI dean ofthe

Graduate School of Social Work and a

member of the Boston Archdiocese's

new Commission for the Protection of

Children

Three tentative ideas come to mind.

First, the final measure for any sys-

tem is how well it protects its most

vulnerable members. Second, power

and accountability are inseparable.

Third, in any crisis, be it on a local or international level,

one should embrace advice beyond the circle of like-mind-

ed colleagues or friends. All three lessons invite the Church

to consider open, diverse, and participative environments

and practices. These observations seem to hold true for any

organization, not just the Catholic Church, and they, of

course, do not address Catholicism as a community of faith.

CLARE DUNSFORD associate dean, College ofArts and Sciences

One of the victims of a priest's sexual abuse has said of the

Catholic hierarchy: "It's like they're speaking a different lan-

guage and living in a different reality." Men separated from

women, from children, from daily tasks, from the body will

in the end lose the wholeness of being human. The "few bad

apples" argument just doesn't wash, when those who them-

selves did not abuse colluded in the protection of those who
did. This crisis is about unchecked power and entitlement as
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well as sexual pathology. Does anyone think a group of

women would have abused these children, or covered for

their sisters? The hothouse that produced both the molester

John Geoghan and the cardinal Bernard Law is the same

dark place that closes the door on women. May a Vatican III

open the doors to a Church where women have true power,

the laity have a voice equal to that of the clergy, and priests

are educated in the wisdom of the body as well as of the soul.

LARRY GRIFFIN '03 editor of the Heights, the independent

student weekly newspaper

Most BC students I know didn't inherit the respect for the

Church's authority that our parents did, and furthermore

many are just beginning to come to grips with their faith. As

the scandals continue to horrifically expand in magnitude,

the one ingredient the Church absolutely needs to draw

young adults into the flock is eroding: trust. The solution?

To re-earn trust, the Church must confront its problems

with honesty and caring, holding the guilty accountable for

their crimes, and enacting legitimate changes—both in ac-

tion and attitude.

FR. ROBERT P. IMBELLI priest of the New York Archdiocese

and associate professor of theology

During Lent, the parish where I reside held a number of

sessions to allow lay people and priests alike to express their

grief, their dismay, their sense of betrayal. This spiritual ex-

ercise, both respectful and painfully honest, represents a

first step toward healing and reknitting bonds of trust and

affection that must continue.

In the wider Church, there must be serious re-examina-

tion of diocesan and national ecclesial structures to enable

real participation of the entire people of God: laity, priests,

and bishops. And there must be meaningful vehicles of ac-

countability. Hierarchical authority is intrinsic to Catholi-

cism; but this does not signify authoritarian disregard for

the voices of the faithful.

Indispensable as such structural reform may be, authen-

tic renewal will only come through transformation in

Christ. When Francis of Assisi heard the voice from the

Crucifix exhorting him to "rebuild the Church," the means

were not bricks, nor even organization, but, primarily, rad-

ical conversion to Jesus Christ and genuine holiness of life.

A TIME TO ACT
If silence was a sin, voices are an answer, says a Boston priest

We did something five years ago in our parish that

we grandly call our Liturgical Institute. The purpose

is to improve liturgy by informed participation. The

way it works is that the presider announces some
themes beforehand that connect the readings. And

then, after the Communion prayer, we open it up

for discussion. We have a small church—i,ioo

families—so we can do that.

The first two years, we talked about liturgy; then,

Catholic identity; then belief. We used it after

September n to talk about the terrorist attacks. And we have

been using it consistently since January 6, when the first major

Boston Globe story about sexual abuse by priests was pub-

lished. We've used it weekend after weekend, with people talk-

ing about their feelings.

People are outraged. They feel this situation to be loath-

some and degrading. They do, however, make a distinction be-

tween this disaster and their Catholicism. They are trying to say

that the crisis, grave and dreadful as it is, is not about faith or

belief. It's not about Catholicism. It's about our

structures, our governance. It shows the dichotomy

between the ecclesiology of Lumen gentium—that

great Second Vatican Council concept of Church as

mystery, Church as people—and how the Church is

administered.

But we are moving beyond anger. The mantra in

our community, and in many others, is "organize

and analyze." And we're doing that. And now we are

forming a parish task force to design a strategy for

change, and to join our efforts with others.

We know the Catholic Church is not a democracy, but it's

not a dictatorship either, or an oligarchy. It is a community.

And the sense that we may be able to make that realization

effective is felt as a kind of exhilaration. At our parish on Ash

Wednesday, we never saw such crowds. At the Arch Street

Shrine, in Boston, the lines for ashes went around the build-

ing. It's almost like the aftermath of September n—as though

the wounded Church of the people is coming together to be

continued on page 26
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LISA CAHILL professor oftheology

The pedophilia crisis teaches that,

while big institutions change with pre-

dictable reluctance, there is huge hid-

den power in grassroots Catholicism.

Principles for dealing with pedophiles

were instituted by the national bish-

ops' conference in 1993, but dioceses,

including Boston, applied them errat-

ically. Neither the National Confer-

ence of Catholic Bishops nor the Vatican has confronted

problems fully and openly. Yet leaders of a new Boston Priests

Forum, pastoral councils, lay church members, and lay orga-

nizations are demanding a say in policy and finances, with or

without higher approval. The challenge ahead is to keep the

momentum growing. The test of good faith for bishops will

be to grant laity and parish clergy a voice in governance im-

mediately; this could be done within existing canon law. The
test of the depth of the reformist agenda will be persistence

—

even if future episcopal leadership resorts to silencing, co-op-

tation, or halfway reforms.

MARY ANN HINSDALE, IHM associate professor oftheology

and director ofBCs Institute of Religious Education and

Pastoral Ministry

I think Catholics have come to an agreement that there

must be no toleration of sexual abuse by any member of the

Church and especially not by its ministers. However, there

is still a deep, unhealed wound (to use the writer Eugene

Kennedy's phrase) surrounding everything that has to do

with sexuality in the Roman Catholic Church. Thus, such

issues as optional celibacy for the diocesan clergy, homosex-

uality, and the inclusion of women in all ministries of the

Church must continue to be discussed. While these issues

are not directly related to pedophilia, they do contribute to

the "closed clerical culture" that has allowed situations of

abuse to go unchallenged.

Another important issue is the Vatican's acceptance of

American democratic values as a legitimate "inculturation"

of Catholicism. Participation in decision-making and open

disclosure in a free press distinguish the U.S. Catholic ex-

perience. Legitimate diversity has always been a hallmark of

true catholicity.

A TIME TO ACT continuedfrom page 25

part of the healing.

Boston priests, too, are organizing. This began prior to

January 6. More than 100 priests are part of a Boston Priests

Forum that will engage in imperative questions. What has hap-

pened to us? What is happening to us? What about our num-

bers? The numbers of Roman Catholic clergy are not

diminishing, they're vanishing. We are vanishing. There are

27,000 parish priests for 63 million American Catholics.

Matthew 9 and Luke to talk about Jesus' warning to observe

the signs of the times. "The harvest is plentiful, but the labor-

ers are few." We're not reading the signs properly. We're given

pieties on praying for vocations, and we do that; but the prayers

are being answered in ways we're not hearing. Why is there a

shortage? That's the question that is not being investigated.

This association of priests will form task forces of men
and women, lay and clergy, to investigate the issues of which

this crisis is symptomatic. And we'll take advantage of re-

markable resources in the Boston area, including the Boston

College theology faculty.

I'm also a member of a Presbyteral Council—40 priests

who meet monthly to advise the archbishop on matters of

pastoral concern. But we don't advise. In all our delibera-

tions, the matter of sexual abuse has never come up. It's not

been mentioned. Once, a priest mentioned [defrocked child

abuser] John Geoghan because John Geoghan was a [semi-

nary] classmate, and he was concerned about his well being.

He was greeted icily. No one came to his support. We feel

cowed. We feel silenced.

This begs a larger question for priests. The abused chil-

dren were our parishioners. The abusers were our brother

priests. We may have heard rumors, we may have had suspi-

cions, but only a few of us did anything. What is it that has

made us so passive? What has made us so unwilling to take

initiative and risks? We are quick to criticize our leaders for

their silence and corrupt complicity, with good reason. And

we were part of that silence. We didn't speak up.

Fr. Robert W. Bullock '57

Fr. Robert W. Bullock is the pastor of Our Lady of Sorrows

Church in Sharon, Massachusetts. These remarks were edited

from a panel discussion, "Priests and Pedophilia: A Current Crisis

in the Church," which took place at BC on April 3. Other panel

members were BC theologian Mary Ann Hinsdale, Social Work

Dean Alberto Godenzi, and CSON Professor Ann Burgess.
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The gift
TO BE A PRIEST, EVEN IN THESE TIMES

I love being a priest.

To be a priest is to be given a precious gift and invited

to serve people and work for the greater glory of God in a

special way. I realize that such convictions may strike some

as inconceivable in today's world, but they are true for me
and for so many men who have chosen to minister as

priests in the Catholic Church.

I am a Jesuit priest because of the grace of God, not be-

cause I have earned or merited such a vocation. When I

review my life, I see evidence of grace and freedom, free-

dom as defined by the Jesuit theologian Karl Rahner: "the

power to decide about oneself and to actualize oneself."

Ever since I can remember, there has been a sense that

I would someday be a priest. I recall a moment in Iowa

when I was 7 or 8. My brothers, sisters, and I were talking

about what we would be when we grew up. I said that I

wanted to be a farmer or a baseball player, but privately I

told my mother that I thought I would be a priest.

That early desire for the priesthood has always been

with me, not as something oppressive or robbing me ofmy
freedom but as an invitation. I entered the Society ofJesus

(the Jesuits) because I wanted to, because I felt God draw-

ing me to it.

Nothing in the years since has ever made me want to

change my mind. Ordination was not a time when I was

plagued with doubts or apprehensions. Rather, after lis-

tening to myself, my deepest desires, and examining the

pattern of my life, I believe I freely and positively chose to

be ordained, obviously not knowing all that would be

asked of me as a Jesuit priest but at the same time trusting

in God's grace.

So much of the grace and freedom that I believe is part

of my life has come to me through my fellow Jesuits. They
have profoundly influenced me, and I owe them a tremen-

dous debt. I have never met a finer group of men, and they

have given me far more than I deserve or have a right to

expect. I have been privileged to know a great number of

excellent priests, men who are deeply human and gener-

ous. The quality and commitment of their lives speak so

eloquently to me about priesthood. They do not promote

themselves or continually tell you about their latest

achievements and insights. Instead, they have a self-pos-

session and simplicity about them. They do not seek for

themselves, but give to others. They are ministers in every

sense of the word.

The Gospel of Matthew urges, "The gift you have re-

ceived, give as a gift." These words apply to the priest-

hood. It is a gift, a grace to be used prudently and wisely,

of course, but nonetheless one that does not allow for

holding back or refusing to get involved with the human
situation.

To be a priest requires living a life marked by faith, in-

tegrity, and service, and it offers the possibility for doing

so much good and for helping make God more present in

our world.

One day this winter I visited the parents of a recent

graduate of Boston College whose son, like 20 other alum-

ni of our university, was killed in the attack on the World

Trade Center. In grief and pride they told stories about

their son, and showed me photographs, awards, and diplo-

mas that chronicled his young life. They were speaking to

me, I knew, as the president of the institution their son had

loved, but also as a priest. They asked if I would like to go

upstairs and see their son's bedroom, which they had kept

exactly as he had left it. Perhaps they would have asked the

same of the president of Harvard University or Stanford

University. Perhaps not. But as a priest I was glad to be

there to offer whatever comfort I could. Such moments

have been part of my life as a priest, and as a result I feel

truly blessed by God.

I do not deny that there have been times of suffering

and sorrow in my life. Like so many others, I feel betrayed

and saddened by the shameful incidents of sexual miscon-

duct committed by some priests, so devastating and harm-

ful, especially to children and their families. But I trust

that God and his people will sustain me and my fellow

priests, now and in the future, and that my vocation, with

all of its gifts, will never cease to be the wonderfully ful-

filling experience that it is for me today.

William P. Leahy, SJ

William P. Leahy, SJ, is in his sixth year as president ofBoston

College. This article first appeared in the Boston Globe on

April 17, 2002.
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ADVANCEMENT

ICE BREAKER—University Chancellor
J.

Donald

Monan, SJ, C. Michael Daley '58, and the Daley

grandchildren enjoy the festivities at the nth annu-

al family skating party held on Sunday, March 3, in

Conte Forum for members of Fides, the President's

Circle, and the Gasson Society. More than 400 peo-

ple attended this year's event.

PRESIDENTIAL ENDOWMENT
Gabelli Foundation supports Presidential Scholars

A $10 million gift from the

Gabelli Foundation, founded

by Mario Gabelli, chairman

and CEO of Gabelli Asset

Management, will endow the

Gabelli Distinguished Presi-

dential Scholars Fund within

Boston College's Presidential

Scholars Program. The leader-

ship education program

attracts some of the most gift-

ed students in the nation to

Boston College. The Gabelli

endowment will give prefer-

ence to students of Italian-

American descent.

Gabelli, father ofMarc '90,

Matthew '93, and Michael

Gabelli '00, and Elisa Gabelli

Wilson '95, is a founder of the

Boston College Wall Street

Council, which sponsors an an-

nual dinner that has raised more

than $11 million to endow

Presidential Scholarships.

The Presidential Scholars

Program each year enrolls 1

5

incoming freshmen, chosen for

their academic excellence,

demonstrated leadership ability,

and significant community ser-

vice involvement. The scholars

enter the Honors program in

their selected field of study and

take part in three summer pro-

grams that include social ser-

vice, travel and study in Europe,

and professional internships.

"It is impossible to over-

state the impact and impor-

tance of a gift like this one

from Mario Gabelli and his

family," said University Presi-

dent William P. Leahy, SJ.

"Aside from the obvious and

primary purpose of providing

substantial, permanent support

for one of the University's

flagship academic programs,"

said Leahy, "the gift also gen-

erates tremendous momentum
for the final phase of the Ever

to Excel Campaign."

The director of the Presi-

dential Scholars Program,

Chemistry Professor Dennis

Sardella, said Gabelli's contri-

bution will help fully fund

tuition costs for incoming

Presidential Scholars, in addi-

tion to providing a recruiting

advantage to attract the top-

level students in the country.

"We made the commitment

this year to go from a half-

tuition to a full-tuition merit

scholarship for Presidential

Scholars, beginning with the

Class of 2006," said Sardella.

"This gift will make a huge

difference in our ability to

support that commitment."

"Mario Gabelli's name obvi-

ously carries a great deal of

weight in the financial commu-

nity. For students who are in-

terested, for example, in the

Carroll School of Management

or in studying economics, it

may very well be that the ability

to name some of these people

'Mario Gabelli Distinguished

Presidential Scholars' will go

a long way toward helping us

recruit them," said Sardella.

"From the earliest days of

the concept of Presidential

Scholars at Boston College,

we have seen the positive and

widespread impact that this

program has had in attaining

Boston College's Jesuit goals

and ideals," said Gabelli. "This

gift from our foundation un-

derscores our continuing belief

that the program will continue

to attract some of the most

gifted students in the nation to

Boston College and create a

group of future world leaders."
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CLASSNOTES
Dear Boston College/Newton College Graduate:

Summer greetingsfrom the Boston College Alumni Association. We have

just completed our busiest season and I am pleased to report that the new

reunion program was a tremendous success. For those ofyou celebrating

your reunion in 2003, check out the alumni Web site for plans for your class.

Boston College will host the regionalJesuit Advancement Administrators con-

ference this month. The theme is "Walk the Talk - It's all About the

Mission. " It is quite an honor to welcome ourJesuit colleagues to BC.

What an incredible year this has been for all of us. As I traveled across the

country and walked on our campus, I was profoundly struck by the apprecia-

tion and commitment to Boston College and to ourJesuit and Catholic

ideals. The stories of loss, courage, altruism, andfaith renew our commit-

ment to alma mater and the importance of Boston College in our lives.

As we lookforward to a new academic year, we thank Chris Flynn '80, outgo-

ing president ofthe Alumni Board of Directors, for his vision and leadership,

and welcome our incoming president, Charles Heffernan '66. As we prepare

for the launch ofmany new local, national and international initiatives, we

look to you for your support and involvement in the alumni association. We
have responded to those ofyou across the country who took the time to

enlighten us that there is life outside route 128.

The Distinguished Alumni Awards will take place on Thursday, September

26, 2002 at 7:00 p.m. We hope that you willjoin Father Leahy and the

Alumni Board of Directors at Robsham Theatre, as we honor this year's dis-

tinguished recipients. The Alumni Association Board of Directors is also

accepting nominations for the national alumni Board of Directors. Should

you like to nominate an alumnus as a candidate for the Board of Directors,

please contact Dennis "Razz" Berry, Esq. '70 LAW '73, Nominating Chair, at

the Alumni Association.

Soon, we will be transitioning the Alumni Newsletter to the Boston College

Magazine. Look for a new and improved classnotes section and alumni pub-

lication! We continue to find the on-line community and the Web site

tremendous resources to connect alumni,

highlight events and profile alumni stories.

As always, for more information, visit our Web
site at www.bc.edu/alumni, or call Alumni

House at (617) 552-4700. We welcome your

feedback and suggestions.

Have a wonderful summer.

Grace Cotter Regan '82

Executive Director
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"The Correspondent"
the words of, and an interview with, Walter Drohan '32

by Tracy L. Strauss

Walter Drohan '32 as he appeared in Sub Turri in 1932.

I t's amazing how [classnotes]

touches," says class correspondent

and Boston College graduate Walter

Drohan '32.

Since 1985, Walter has penned the

news for the class of 1932 notes col-

umn in the Boston College Magazine.

Today, he continues to connect the

remaining fifteen members of his class,

who are separated by physical distance

- Walter states that several live in

California and Florida - yet who are

"/ get lettersfrom classmates

but alsofrom theirfamilies."

closely tied by lively memories, friend-

ship, and devotion to their alma mater.

As a class correspondent, Walter

collects news and other information

from individual class members, and

then reports them in a column, along-

side those written by the approximately

eighty other Boston College/Newton

College class correspondents, pub-

lished in the Boston College Magazine

and distributed on a quarterly basis

throughout the year.

"I get letters from classmates but

also from their families," says Walter,

whose own loyalty to Boston College

began when his older brother Edward
'21 took him to a BC football game in

1920. With pride, Walter states, "I went

to every football game after that." Now,

Walter continues to watch BC games

from the comforts of his home and

birthplace in Winchester, MA.

Born during Thanksgiving, 1908,

Walter eagerly enrolled as a member of

what he and his classmates call "the

Depression class" at Boston College. In

the late 1920s and 1930s, there were no

"majors" at Boston College, according

to Walter, but rather every student took

the same courses. "Those were the

days when we had to have Latin in

order to get in, and when most all of us

commuted," he says, "and any place

outside the greater Boston area, Lowell

or Framingham, for example, was con-

sidered out-of-state."

Walter recalls meeting up with fel-

low classmates, including now
deceased friend Joe Solari '32 - "he

was a great poet," said Walter, "he wore

a big overcoat all our four years, and

he'd keep a book in his coat to read!" -

at a central point in Winchester: "We'd

take the street car in to BC together."

A dedicated reader himself, Walter's

favorite course was on the works of

Dante. "People warned me to not dare

take such a difficult class, but I did it

"Those were the days when we

had to have Latin in order to

get in, and when most all of

, us commuted..."

anyway," he says. "[Professor] Father

Murphy would lecture for an hour and

a half, and without any notes. I loved it.

Dante teaches us to do something."

Walter applied the lessons learned

from studying Dante to his own doings

and life's work.

After completing his bachelor's

degree in 1932, Walter went on to earn

his master's at BC in 1933. From there,

through the Depression, he served as

an educational advisor at the Civilian

Conservation Corps Camps in Maine

and Vermont. With the start of World

War II, Walter wanted to help the war

effort: "They turned me down," he says

of his attempt to serve in combat.

Although he was unable to serve in a

physical capacity, in 1944, Walter took

on a role helping blind solders in Avon,

CT He received an Army citation com-

mending his work.

In 1945, Walter moved to a position

as registrar at what was then known as

Lowell Tech, and then continued his

career at Salem State, also as registrar,

until his retirement in 1974.

Now, at age ninety-three, Walter

attends mass every day and spends

time contemplating his attachment to

Boston College. "BC did so much for

us," Walter says, "We - alumni - love

BC. We get satisfaction out of con-

tributing. I encourage everyone to give

something back. What a wonderful uni-

versity it is today."

"We - alumni - love BC.

We get satisfaction out of

contributing. I encourage

everyone to give something

back. What a wonderful

university it is today."

Walter, who has decided to leave his

house to the University, sits in his liv-

ing room amidst a BC shrine, filled

with memorabilia from his alma mater,

including banners, pictures, and a

ceramic statue of an eagle, the school's

mascot.

Wearing a Boston College jacket and

a newly-acquired BC Final Four hockey

cap, Walter, poised with his pen, lends

weight to the words he offers.

"Always realize that you are very

important," says Walter. "The skills you

have help everybody. You have them.

Pass them along."

IMMlllMMIHMIMHH IIIMiil

Know of a graduate who's

doing something interesting?

Contact tracy.strauss.Klpbc.edu

for profile consideration.

ALUMNI CLASSNOTES
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Maurice J. Downey
180 Main Street

Walpole, MA 02081

(308)660-6958

30
Charles A. McCarthy

2081 Beacon St.

Waban, MA 02468

(617) 244-9025

32
Walter M. Drohan

85 Nelson St.

Winchester, MA 01890

(781) 729-2899

The next column for the class of 1932

will be paying tribute to Frank Curtin,

who died last summer. Frank was an aca-

demic brilliant of the highest level. He
coupled this with a sense of humor and

friendliness of the highest order. He
liked us all and his popularity spread

across the campus. His beloved Boston

College received his four children,

Patricia, James, Kathleen and Terrence.

Frank's lovely wife, Josephine, sent a let-

ter and I am enclosing part of it here to

share with you more of our friend and

classmate: "Things have been happening

so fast, especially when the Twin Towers

tragedy in NY happened. Fortunately, if

God was to take Francis soon, it was
God's grace that it happened before the

tragic event and that was August 22,

2001 at 5:00 p.m. at Mount Auburn
Hospital. That day we all felt something

good was happening in spite of the sad-

ness that the angels were taking

Francis's soul up to paradise. He died

peacefully with a wonderful look on his

face. He was a good saintly man and it is

easy to vouch for that in as much as I

was married to him for fifty-three years.

He loved Boston College and the years

he spent there and the class notes he

had were special to him. We tried to

attend all the reunions, for they were

special to him and me." Frank leaves his

wife, Josephine, of fifty-three years, nine

children, eight of whom are married, and

eleven grandchildren. Our thoughts are

with you.
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William M. Hogan,Jr.

Brookhaven, A-305

Lexington, MA 02421

(781) 863-8359
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Class Notes Editor

c/o Alumni House

825 Centre Street

Newton, MA 02458

class correspondent, passed away on

Good Friday, March 29, 2002, at his

home in Manchester by the Sea. His

funeral services were held April 2, 2002
at the Sacred Heart Church in

Manchester. Lenahan is a former

Commander-in-Chief of the Military

Order of the Loyal Legion composed of

descendants of officers of the civil war

soldiers and sailors. They had a com-
mandary meeting in Richmond, VA,

which he attended. Sending out the

notices for Laetare Sunday, Lenahan con-

cluded that there are forty-six members
of the class left. Lenahan states that he

was the motivating factor in getting the

portrait of General Health hung in the

first session of the Norfolk Probate

Court in Dedham.
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Edward T. Sullivan

2082 Oyster Harbor

Osterville, MA 02655

(617) 698-0080

36
Joseph P. Keating

24 High St.

Natick, MA 01760

(508) 653-4902

The following information was received

from Lenahan O'Connell: Herbert Kenny,

As only briefly noted in the winter issue

of BC Magazine, Bishop "Larry" Riley

died very suddenly on December 2. He
had been a priest for sixty-one years, a

bishop for thirty years, and a true class-

of-i936er for sixty-nine years! The Boston

papers and The Pilot had numerous arti-

cles on his priestly career. After his

"retirement" he seemed more active

than ever continuing to do work for oth-

ers and for God. He was frequently in

touch with 36ers, celebrating weddings,

funerals, and special occasions of and

for classmates and their families. He
always came to our class luncheons and

kept an active interest in the class. In

fact, quite often he'd give me a call with

a bit of news that he thought I could use

for class notes. His body lay in state at

the Most Precious Blood Church in Hyde
Park where he had been a pastor at one

time and also at the cathedral from

where the funeral Mass was held. Frank

Hilbrunner and Joe and Mary Keating

were at the wake and attended the serv-

ice at Hyde Park. George Mahoney was
at the funeral Mass at the cathedral as

was the late Brendon Shea's widow,

Mary. Mary and Brendon had been mar-

ried by Fr. Riley. Cardinal Law celebrated

the Mass with numerous clergy in atten-

dance. We will all miss him very much,
especially Frank Hilbrunner. For many
years after the Bishop stopped driving,

Frank frequently would drive the Bishop

to wherever he was needed. Johnson had

his Boswell; Larry had his Frank to help

and drive. • Sorry, there are two more
deaths to report, George Goodwin and

Frank Mahoney. George died in late

December. Within the last two years he

had moved up here from Florida to

Westwood and a year ago was at our

luncheon. Frank Hilbrunner and Joe

Keating attended the wake. George,

before returning to Florida, was general

agent for State Mutual Insurance Co. of

Worcester. Please remember George and

his family in your prayers. Frank

Mahoney died in January and until the

last year or two was always at our lunch-

eons and lived in Needham. Frank, too,

used to send me news clippings or call

with news of classmates to use in class

notes. He had been a manufacturer's rep

for paint supplies and educational

media. Please remember Frank, his wife,

Gertrude, and his family in your prayers.

Other than those mentioned above I'm

sure other classmates attended some if

not all of the wakes and funerals. I

recently talked with Bernie Kelley and he

and Mary have moved up from the Cape
to Arlington and I have heard that Leo

Horgan has also left Florida and moved
somewhere in the mid-west. As I write

these notes, Laetare Sunday is just

ahead and it looks like for the first time

in a long time there will be no one there

from the class of '36. Tempus Fugits. And
to end on a couple of brighter notes: it is

just twenty-five years ago that Neil

Owens was awarded the William V.

McKenney award as most outstanding

alumnus. Again congrats to Neil! And
'36 is still the only class to have four

members receive this distinguished

award! The class luncheon is scheduled

for late May - more to come on how it

went in the next issue.
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Thomas E. Caquin

206 Corey St.

West Roxbury, MA 02132

(617) 325-2883

38
William D. Finan

1202 Creendale Avenue

Unit #134

Needham, MA 02492

39
John D. Donovan

12 Wessonville Way
Westborough, MA 01581

donovanJ@bc.edu

My new email address is provided above

because at long last - fifty years - and to

the relief of students, I am finally retired

from BC. Whether I am now retarded or

not remains a question. Coincidentally

these notes will establish a record for

brevity because we have news regarding

only two classmates. The good news was

provided in a nice and welcomed letter

from Dr. John Petkus. John reports that

he retired some nine years ago from his

www.bc.edu/alumni



country medical practice in the Poconos

of PA and is now settled down with his

wife, Betty, to retirement in Sun City

Center, FL He golfs three times a week
(no scores reported) and enjoys continu-

ing contact with his five children and ten

grandchildren. Congratulations, John,

and many thanks for your letter.

Unfortunately, this good news is offset

by word of a recent death of Thomas B.

Burns, a retired administrator for many
years at Cambridge Latin High School.

He will be remembered in our prayers

together with the members of his family.

• Sadly, we have a bit of late news to be

added to our notes. On March 5, Dr. Al

Branca passed away after a long illness.

APs contributions to our class, and even

more importantly to Boston College, can

never be adequately described. He
founded the Blue Chips organization, the

first and most successful support sys-

tem of BC's athletic program. And that

was not all. His thoughtfulness and sen-

sitivity to the concerns of retired alumni,

their spouses and friends, prompted him

to another dramatic initiative, the found-

ing of BC's Institute for Learning and

Retirement (I LR). In words and in action,

Dr. Branca must be ranked in the fore-

front of BC's alumni. A successful and

admired physician, he brought to BC and

to all who knew him a caring and loving

persona. We will all miss his presence.

Our prayers will be with him and our

prayers and sympathy too are extended

to his wife, Ann, his children, and grand-

children. And tragically, the sad news
continues. On March 6, George Devlin

passed away after a long illness. George

was a prominent classmate during our

college days as a Fulton debater, a boxer,

and a football player under Gil Dobie. A
graduate of HLS, he did his duty in

WWII and later served as chief counsel

for H.P. Hood and as a lecturer at both

BC and Suffolk law schools. Our prayers

and sympathy are extended to his wife,

Pat, and to his children, and grandchil-

dren. Try to keep healthy. Peace. • These

bits of news sum up today's supply of

the truth and probably move us to page

one. I'll look forward to more news,

hopefully good news, from more of you

via mail, telephone, or email. Peace!

teachings of St Ignatius. Fran Cosgrove's

wife, Irene, died in September. Fran is a

permanent deacon and coordinator of the

training program for the diocese of PA.
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Sherman Rogan

34 Oak Street

Reading, MA 01867

loganrealty@mediaone.net

Dr. Elmore Campbell passed on, leaving

his wife, Margaret, five daughters, and

three sons. Dr. Joseph W. O'Neil died,

leaving his wife, Lillian, seven children,

and fourteen grandchildren. Elmore left

sixteen grandchildren; he rarely missed a

reunion or committee meeting. Both

doctors were truly representative of the

generation of Catholic pioneers who
spread the faith by being true to the

41
John M. Callahan

3 Preacher Rd.

Milton, MA 02186

(617) 698-2082

42
Ernest J. Handy

84 Walpole Street Unit 4-M
Canton, MA 02021

(781) 821-4576

As reported in the last issue, these notes

are being put together as I enjoy the soft

Gulf of Mexico breezes. This morning I

had an enjoyable round of golf. This

evening my wife, Helen, and I will social-

ize at dinner with Helen and Jim

Stanton, and Agnes and Frank Colpoys.

Later this month we hope to have Louise

and Jack Hart as houseguests. On the

sad side, time was when we would gath-

er at the beach, at social gatherings, etc.,

with several classmates and their wives.

Gone are Joe Stanton, Ned Martin, Frank

Driscoll, and Ed McDonald. On the

bright side, the monthly meetings of the

Boston College Club of Southwestern

Florida continue to be enjoyable as we
meet younger graduates. The club's

involvement in the annual St. Patrick's

Day Parade is one of the highlights of

the season. Youngsters along the route

wait for our arrival as they then scramble

for the candy and other goodies thrown

to or at them. Of course no youngster is

left empty-handed. Back to the sad side.

Though he rarely appeared at class func-

tions, his heart has always been with

Alma Mater. Certainly his life was an

excellent example of what Boston

College instilled in us. For more than

fifty years Bob Maher worked tirelessly

on behalf of the elderly. He began as a

volunteer for the Committee on Aging in

Worcester. In 1963, he was very instru-

mental in establishing the Age Center for

the Worcester Area and in 1970 he was
appointed to the Council on Aging. In

1981, Bob was appointed a congressional

delegate to the White House Conference

on Aging. Space does not permit listing

his many other civic and religious

awards. Perhaps it might be summed up

in saying, "Bob loved Worcester, the arts,

and his Catholicism." As reported in the

last issue, he died December 2, 2001.

John Mitchell attended Bob's funeral

mass, which was celebrated by Bishop

Reilly of the Worcester Diocese.

Condolences to his two brothers and

many nephews and nieces. Bob was also

included in our prayers at our memorial

mass. • More sadness. I quote from a

recently-received letter. Speaking of her

husband, Mary A. Phelan says, "He was

always proud of his Alma Mater and a

very happy 'Golden Eagle.'" John. J.

Phelan died on December 22, 2001.

Though born in Boston, John lived most
of his life in the Springfield area, where
he was very active in community, educa-

tional, business, and governmental

affairs. He served as president of the

Western Massachusetts Boston College

Alumni Association, president of the

American Society of Training Directors,

and was cited by the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts for the development and
promotional activities for the employ-

ment of the physically handicapped.

Sincere condolences to his wife, their ten

children, twelve grandchildren, and two
great-grandchildren. John was also

included in our prayers at our memorial

mass. Also remembered were Michael

W Beksha, brother of Francis W. Beksha,

who died December 13, 2001, and

Thomas Geoghegan, brother of Terry

Geoghegan, who died on October 29,

2000. • On December 27, 2001, I

received word from John Fitzgerald that

Joe Pazniokas had died on December 20,

2001. I quote from John's letter: "Joe

was one of our real scientists. I was
unable to attend his wake and assured

his wife we would be praying for Joe at

our annual memorial mass. May he rest

in peace." In addition to his wife, Nelia,

Joe is survived by two sons, Stephen and

Paul, one daughter, Nina, and eight

grandchildren. • John Mitchell reports

that Phil Gill is failing physically. Phil, as

previously reported, is at a nursing home
in Camden, ME. I sincerely hope and

truly look forward to seeing you at one

or more events scheduled for our

Sixtieth Anniversary. Look for a report in

the next issue.
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Thomas O'C. Murray

14 Churchill Road

W. Roxbury, MA 02132-3402

(617) 323-3737

Perhaps it's winter that brings about

some sadness, but we must report more
deaths of some classmates: First, to

Peggy and the family of Joe Turke who
died October 14 in Washington. Joe was

a Navy vet who served on a carrier in the

Pacific and worked later for twenty years

in the Department of Defense. Second,

condolences to Helen and the family of

Bob O'Meara who died December 14.

Bob was an Army vet with service in

Europe and was our leader for Laetare

Sunday for many years. Honorary pall-

bearers at his funeral were Ed Lambert,

Joe O'Neil, Al Donovan, Ernie

Santosuosso, and Tom Manning. Third,

our condolences go to Jeanne and the

family of Jim Duane who died January 2

in Ohio. (Jeanne was the sister of our

late Jim Hagan.) Jim was a Marine vet

and as a chemistry major, later founded

the Contour Chemical Co. with our late
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Tom Conlon. The family held a memorial

mass on February 9 at St. Ignatius

church with class members Jean and Jim

Harvey, Jean and Paul Healy, Dat and

Dan Healy, and Marie and Tom Murray

in attendance. Fourth, our condolences

also go to the family of Charlie Watson
who died January 12. He was an Army
vet who served in the India/Burma the-

ater and was a lawyer for many years in

Cambridge. Fifth, our condolences go to

Ruth and the family of jack Kelleher who
died February 5 in Beverly. Jack started in

the old CBA at Newbury St. (who can

forget Jack driving down in his grand

Ford Phaeton?) but left us early for serv-

ice in the Navy as a pilot and retired as a

captain. He later graduated from BC Law
and was very active in many business

and municipal affairs in Beverly. Our
condolences also go out to Joe O'Neil

on the death of his wife Mary on

February 4. It's rather late but we just

learned that a few years ago, Joe, who
was supervisor of the Research Library of

Boston, received the Shattuck Public

Service Award for outstanding service

and commitment to excellence. Our
belated congratulations to Joe. • Other

notes from here and there: Frank Reade

tells us that he's in "pretty good shape

for the shape he's in," still on oxygen,

the old eyes are a bit troubling, but he's

still taking nourishment. From NH,
George Bray says he's "still breathing

and kicking." Jim Harvey says that

depending on response to our golf day

we may have to use a miniature course!

Among the first returns of the class dues

for 2002, we thank John Foynes for his

extra support and must congratulate

Dolly Conlon who took honors as the

first dues paying member, while thanks

also to our other widows for their sup-

port: Kay Owens and Dorothy Hoar. A
late note from Herman Vorel who lays

claim to being an "Eagle" four times. His

name translated from Czech means
"eagle." He had a BC undergrad degree,

a BC graduate degree, and shot an eagle

on a Cape Cod golf course. Who can

beat that? • One item for ALL to remem-
ber and put on your calendars now: our

annual Fall Festival will take place on

Sunday, October 6, with the usual for-

mat, details to come. In the meantime,

don't forget your class dues and PLEASE
send us some news bits.
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Jim (James) O'Donnell

3317 Newark Street

Washington, DC 20008

odonnellbc@aol.com

As these notes are being faxed, Jeanne

and I, with daughter Jeannie, grand-

daughter Conner, dog Bingo, and four

cats, are in a temporary home in the

neighborhood of our D.C. residence,

which awaits rehabbing after a fire. On
January 7, at 2 a.m., we were awakened
by battery operated detectors, sounding

and flashing through choking black

smoke. Though the power went off, our

family, including all animals, survived.

Immediately, neighbors responded with

shoes, beds, and gourmet meals, while

we looked for a temporary residence and
read insurance policy fine print regarding

"restoration." Household records were

shuffled and windows broken, as fire-

fighters contained the blaze and diffused

the choking smoke. All this adds to my
lame excuse for losing notes that should

be in this report. After the fall 2001 issue

of BC Magazine arrived, focusing on the

tragedy of September n and on Saint

Paul's ever-relevant message of hope,

calls and letters came from '44 class-

mates Bill Phillips and Gerry Carroll.

Both had left the Heights in junior year

for seminary studies with the

Maryknolls. They were joined by Gerry

Zeigengeist of Plymouth, while Ed Moan
of Tewksbury - also from Patrick Sullivan

SJ's Sect. 2E Class, left for Oblate stud-

ies. Bill Phillips would later link up with

Army Air Corps in Japan, returning to

Boston College
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degree classes at BC, where he would

meet and marry Barbara. Together they

have raised a wonderful family of talent-

ed children and grandchildren. In recent

years, Bill and Barbara have divided time

between their homes in Seminole, FL,

and the Washington, D.C. area. Gerry

Carroll has retired from a career with the

FBI, lives with his family in Northern VA,

and has hardly enough time to keep up

with golf game and family, including sev-

eral grandchildren. DV, I promise not to

be losing classmates notes to fire or to

firefighters. Please keep them coming.

Please, check your smoke detectors over

the stairs and in the bedrooms. Put in

new batteries! A reflection on another

successful Golden Eagle football season.

BC measured up to old grads' "Ever-to-

Excel" hopes: game-ready for the

National Champs of Miami and on to

post-season bowl in Memphis. Finally,

grads are grateful that Notre Dame, in

an hour of post-season frustration, did

not turn powers of persuasion on BC's

sterling coaching staff in seeking another

Frank Leahy to return the luster to the

Golden Dome. How many of us remem-
ber coach Leahy's admonition to the

Sugar Bowl Team: "Never settle for a

tie"? Some remember ethics class

Professor Fr. Duncan's lecture on the

sanctity of contracts, as BC released

coach Leahy to ND and welcomed
Denny Myers to coach.
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Louis V. Sorgi

5 Augusta Road

Milton, MA 02186

LVSorgisr@aol.com

I am sorry to report the death of Louise

Ryder's mother at age 105 on November
3, 2001. Paul reports that his mother-in-

law had a good life and died peacefully. •

News from Florida as I write these notes

is all good: Charlie McCready teamed up
with Bud Curry, Bill Hamrock, and Dr.

Frank Colpoys '42 for a golf match. They
did not tell me the results so I imagine

that the golf was suspect. Bill Cornyn

has been playing with Eddie Burns and
Mike Holavak and reports that all are

doing well. I am sure that Mike was very

happy to see his former team, New
England Patriots, win the super bowl.

Talking about football, your BC Eagles

had a great year ending with a victory

over Georgia in the Music City Bowl.

Coach Tom O'Brien is very happy with

his recruits this year. He feels that this

class has a high percentage of guys who
will have the opportunities to start or

play football at BC. Two recruits, Jim

Unis and Will Blackman, were the two
top players in the New England area.

They also have another group of top

offensive linemen coming in weighing

from 285 to 320 pounds a piece. The first

game is August 31 with Connecticut

coming to the Heights. Stanford follows

on September 7, Virginia Tech on

October io, Navy October 19, Syracuse

November 16, and Rutgers November
30. Let's all try to attend these games
and support our football program. Paul

Paget is chairman again for our Mass for

our deceased members with luncheon to

follow. The Mass will be at St. Mary's

Chapel on June 5. Professor Tom
O'Connor will address us about the city

of Boston at the luncheon. Dr. O'Connor
is the college historian and taught at the

college. You will have probably received

the notice in the mail by the time you

read these notes and I hope you have

responded in the affirmative. • On the

medical front, Louise Ryder has recov-

ered nicely from surgery on her neck

with a non-malignant report. • Leo

McGrath's wife is trying acupuncture for

her spinal stenosis with no positive

results at this writing. • Things are going

well in the Sorgi household as I continue

to play tennis and golf in this warm win-

ter weather and Jillian continues to exer-

cise and maintain her youthful looks.

Those of you with computers please

email me information on your lives and

activities. These notes are hard to write

without information from you.
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46
Leo F. Roche, Esq.

26 Sargent Road

Winchester, MA 01890

(7&) 729-2340

47
Richard J.

Fitzgerald

P.O. Box 171

North Falmouth, MA 02556

(508) 563-6168

48
Timothy C. Buckley

46 Woodridge Road

Wayland, MA 01778

pacema@pacetemps.com

Lawrence H. O'Brien died on February

27, 2002. Larry was an attorney and a

CPA. He and his wife Jane have nine

children and nineteen grandchildren.

Memorial contributions may be made to

Doug Flutie, Jr., Foundation for Autism,

Inc., Box 767, Framingham, MA. •

Francis J. Dunn is retired. His wife Jean

died last year. They have one child. He
still plays a lot of golf. • Frank Cay has

emphysema and is on oxygen twenty-

four hours daily. He and his wife, Claire,

have thirteen children and twenty-three

grandchildren. Their fifteen-year-old

granddaughter has cystic fibrosis. She is

fifteenth on the list for a lung transplant

and needs prayers. • Prisco Giordiello

has been retired for eleven years. He
and his wife, Catherine, have three chil-

dren, all BC graduates. His two sons

graduated in '76 and '86, and his daugh-

ter in '82. They are expecting their first

grandchild. Catherine writes her class

notes for Simmons College. • In January

2001, William F. O'Meara had a shoulder

operation and was in therapy for six

months. Last summer he had a family

reunion with five children and twelve

grandchildren, including one-year-old

twin boys. He and his wife, Norma,
have been to Medjugorie seven times

and many other European shrines. Bill

informed me that Ray Keegan, who start-

ed with the class of '48, passed away last

year. His wife predeceased him. They

had four daughters. • Robert Colbert has

retired. He had a stroke in 1985. He and
his wife, Virginia, have six children and
twenty-one grandchildren. • Bill Curley is

retired and is attending the ILR at BC.

He is currently taking courses in

Shakespeare and the Opera. Bill and his

wife, Ann, have four children and five

grandchildren. Two of his daughters are

BC graduates. • Jim Costello and his

wife, Jeanne, have ten grandchildren with

another three on the way. Jim informs

me that Betty Carroll, wife of our

deceased classmate Thomas M. Carroll,

has had some health problems but is

now improving. • Fr. Leahy and members
of the Boston College community spon-

sored a dinner in December to celebrate

the generosity of John Corcoran's gift to

Boston College, which made possible the

establishment of the Center for

Christian-Jewish Learning at BC. The
speakers at the dinner included Frs.

Monan and Leahy, Jim Mclntyre, EVP of

BC, and Phil Cunningham, executive

director of the center. In a gracious

speech, John Corcoran explained why he

felt such a center is needed. The center,

henceforth to be known as the Corcoran

Center for Christian-Jewish Studies, has

already established itself as the largest in

the world and is an official source of

information, via video tapes, for the

Vatican as well as for councils in both

Christian and Jewish communities. • The

class was saddened to learn that Neil

Scanlon died on February 28, after a long

battle with cancer. Well known to the

class, Neil was in the Air Force, was a

Harvard Law School graduate, and was
the dean at a law school in Connecticut.

He will be sorely missed. • 1948. ..A Year

to Remember: here are some highlights

of our graduation year. Harry Truman, a

"io-i underdog, beat Tom Dewey in the

presidential election. Maurice
J.
Tobin, a

Truman supporter was rewarded with a

cabinet post - secretary of labor. Eamon
deValera was replaced, after sixteen years

as premier of Ireland. He visited

Boston. Snow was a big story. A record

of 89.1 inches fell in Boston and 136

inches in the suburbs.
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William H. Flaherty, Jr.

44 Concord Road

Billerica, MA 01821

(978) 670-1449

I had just emailed my class notes to BC
when I received a sad note from

Margaret Linehan telling me of the death

of her husband, classmate John Linehan,

on November 12, 2001. She reminisced

about past reunions and how much John

enjoyed them. He was especially delight-

ed with our trip to Ireland for the

BC/Army game. His one regret was
missing the fiftieth reunion. John had a

form of Parkinson's, which affected his

walking. I remember John and Margaret

as a major part of our class cruise just

prior to our fiftieth. Another outstanding

Catholic gentleman has left us. The list

continues to get longer. • Father Bill

Burkhart called me to tell me of the

death of Bob Bidwell on February 5,

2002, in Cincinnati, OH. Bill, along with

Fred Murray, both seminarians at the

time, served as altar boys when Bob
married Ann. Through Dr. Jim Whelton's

urging, Bob and Ann adopted four girls

and four boys, all who arrived as infants

from the Boston Catholic Charities

Bureau. Starting at Stop 'N' Shop, he

realized one food market success after

another. In 1988, he became a co-host

on a radio talk show. In 1994 he had his

own weekly call-in TV show. Bob taught

at the Business School in Dayton, wrote

a book for Simon and Schuster, and was
selected by Industry Magazine as one of

the country's top twenty-five manage-
ment thinkers, along with Bill Gates and

Jack Smith of General Motors. Not bad

for a double eagle. Bob died from can-

cer and was buried on February 9, 2002.

• A while back my phone rang and it was
Gerry Cameron calling from Naples, FL.

It was Ash Wednesday and he had

attended Mass that day and saw me at

church. He called to see if I picked up

the phone at home. If I didn't he knew I

was in Naples. No such luck! I

answered the phone didn't I! • Saw Ed

Marshall at the BC/Pittsburg basketball

game. We lost the game and broke a

long home game win streak. I am sure

Ed had nothing to do with that! • I'm

including a note from Father Paul

McCarty, SJ. Very informative and clever

for a man his age! "February, 2002: Dear

Bill: Hope this finds you well. It may be

obvious that I don't read BC Magazine

'on time' - but I usually do get around

to it, and like it. Accept a word of thanks

for toiling faithfully at classnotes. You

did mention health matters once, so I

hope those concerns are gone by. Was
glad to see you again at the celebration

for John and Mary Hickey last June. I

always thought that BC south was locat-

ed in Scituate and on the Cape; it's

beginning to look as though there's been

a migration to Naples, FL. I'm still

'Subminister' here at Campion Center

(read, glorified and ordained gofer). I

came here in 1993 after eight years as

pastor on one of the Passamaquoddy
Indian reservations way Downeast, near

Eastport, ME. (Spy in from the cold.)

This place was 'house of studies,' philos-

ophy, theology, until c. 1969, Built c.

1926 to house around 240 Jesuits.

Rehabbed a couple of times in recent

years. One side of building a health-care

center for Jesuits, thirty-four to forty men
there; other side is renewal-and-retreat

center (Adv.). About ninety men total

currently live here, with various jobs

inside and outside the house. Personal

adventures: I had a free twelve-day trip

to Rome and Berlin in October 2001,

courtesy of a nephew who runs a travel-

and-tour company and had an empty

seat. First time out of country since '56;

got huge kick out of it. My health is ok

so far and testified to by my ophthalmol-

ogist, podiatrist, dermatologist, and GP.

I went to the BC-Miami game and cer-

tainly got a huge kick out of that, too,

despite the hairbreadth loss. I'm spurred

to write because of the death of a class-

mate, and long-time friend of mine - Joe

Dee. He died on Feb. 13 (Ash Wed.) at a

nursing home in Cohasset where he was
recovering from a vein transplant.

Majored in English, "'42-'49 crowd, law

degree later, big interest in social justice,

www.bc.edu/alumni 7



labor unions, politics, anything and
everything Irish, and also English and

Irish Lit., the whole bag. Worked for

years as community action program

director, Boston and South Shore, and

ABCD agency, etc. Five kids, including

son Jim who is stationed in Belfast and
writes regular columns on developments

in N. Ireland for Boston Herald. Again,

hope your health is holding up. Best

Regards, (Fr.) Paul McCarty, SJ" • I hope
this letter will "spur" other classmates to

write or call to keep us informed.

Newton

50-53

Ann Fulton Cote

11 Prospect Street

Winchester, MA 01890
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John A. Dewire

15 Chester Street, #31

Cambridge, MA 02140

(617) 876-1461

I went to Tennessee with the alumni for

the Music City Bowl Game against the

University of Georgia. I spent a delightful

five days in the Nashville Hilton Hotel.

General Andrew Jackson, the hero of the

Battle of New Orleans in the War of 1812,

has always been Tennessee's first citizen.

However, he is always listed as being

born in North Carolina. While there last

December, I found out why from the

Grey Line Sight Seeing Co. that

Tennessee was part of North Carolina

until 1796. When George Washington

was president, Tennessee became the fif-

teenth state of the Union after Vermont,

number fourteen. It was a great victory

for our team. The University of Georgia

football team and entire staff joined the

Boston College team at mid-field after

the game for a ten-minute prayer service.

Athens, GA, should be proud of them.

They showed excellent spirit in defeat.

They are a distinct credit to the state of

Georgia. Alfred DeCastro died in Belleair,

FL, on August 22, 2001. I had a long talk

with him during our fiftieth anniversary

in May 2000. He is survived by his wife,

Barbara, and two sons, Stephen, of

Pembroke, and David of Duxbury, and

two daughters, Charlotte Locke of

Marshfield, and Janice Boote Tamrog of

Marshfield. A funeral mass was said for

him on Saturday, August 25, 2001, at

Our Lady of Assumption Church in

Marshfield. Marland Slaven passed away
in May of 2001. Robert

J.
Fraser died in

January 2001. Paul A. Gillis died in May
of 2001. Patrick D. Sullivan died in July

2001. John P. Weston passed away in

June 2001. • Clarence W. Baker passed

away. Condolences to his wife, Mrs. C.

Wesley Baker. Our class sympathy is

extended to the families of these recently

departed classmates. May they rest in

peace and may perpetual light shine

upon them.

Sadly, I must tell you of the death of

Mary Beth O'Shea Landergan '52 after a

long illness. She leaves her husband,

Walter, and four children. Our prayers

and thoughts are with this family. • I had

the great pleasure and big surprise of

hearing from my freshman roommate at

Newton after fifty-two years! Clarita

Loumiet Bacaldo left after freshman year

and returned to her native Cuba. She
and her husband and three daughters

left Cuba at the beginning of the Castro

regime and settled in this country. They

now live in Key Biscayne, FL. One of her

daughters graduated from Boston

College and lives in Framingham, so

Clarita and I will meet later this year! •

Jeanne Hannon Grace '52 would love to

hear if anyone is interested in a lunch-

eon celebration of the actual fiftieth

reunion year. • The Newton Alumnae
book group continues to meet approxi-

mately every two months. Call the BC
Alumni Association if you would be

interested in attending "spirited discus-

sions" on a wide variety of books.
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Joseph A. Ryan

28 Guilford Drive

Harwich, MA 0264s

(508) 432-0035

Banks in 1991. His career was as a com-
puter and date processing expert. Bob
was an enthusiastic and competitive

golfer at Woodland Gold Club in

Newton, and in his retirement he

became executive director of the New
England Senior Golfers Association. We
offer condolences to Jackie, his wife of

forty-four years, son Michael, daughter

Kathy, and four grandchildren. As Bob
wrote so many times in closing- this col-

umn: 'May he rest in peace!'"

52
Edward L Englert, Jr., Esq.

128 Colberg Avenue

Roslindale, MA 02131

(6iy) 323-1500

Fellow classmates, hello: this is my first

assignment as your class correspondent,

and it is a bittersweet one! Bob Sullivan

of Westwood, who has been filling this

space for some ten years with good
news and sad, recently passed away. I

knew Bob, who graduated from the busi-

ness school, only through his and my
involvement with our fiftieth reunion

steering committee, and publication of

our anniversary yearbook. In that capaci-

ty, I found him to be convivial and con-

scientious, always ready wit ha quip or a

quote, devoted to his class and to his

college. Steering committee chairman

John Bacon and I sought out a close life-

time friend of Bob's, Ed White of West
Newton, for his reflections. Ed is board

chairman of Richard White Sons, Inc.,

the general contractor firm which con-

structed Boston College's O'Neill Library,

Conte Forum, and Alumni Stadium, and

renovated Devlin Hall, Fulton Hall, and

the Bapst Library. Ed writes: "It is with

regret that I inform the class of 1951 that

our longtime class correspondent, Bob
Sullivan, passed away on February 22.

Bob and his wife, Jackie, participated in

all the events at our fiftieth reunion, and

said it was the best of times - and how
proud he was to become a Golden Eagle.

Bob worked in the banking industry, and

retired as executive vice president of Bay

The fiftieth reunion is moving along and
the "big party" is just around the corner

at this writing. The response to class

dues was tremendous, so much so, that

I cannot list all the names. The women
of '52 recently had a luncheon, attended

by Mary Conway Haley, Nancy Dempsey
Hanson, Pat Child Foley, Gen Doonan
Tyrell, Mary Sheehan Hanley, Annette

Lawless Lyons, Nancy Haggerty

Dempsey, Phyllis Dustin Smith, Rita

Walsh McGowan, Pat Chard O'Neil, and
Mary Fallon McCabe. Betty Flaherty and
Isabel Markey Gallagher sent their

regards. Kathy Harte Kahle wrote from

California and is looking forward to

Alumni Weekend. Do you find it hard to

believe that fifty-four years have passed

since we were freshmen at the Heights?

I cannot imagine where the years have

gone and how fast they went by. The
past fifty years have been filled with so

many dreams, expectations, and events

that it is impossible to describe them
adequately; however after reminiscing, I

tried to sum up in general: Remember
September in '48? BC freshmen! We
were great! Either from high school or

from the service, some were calm - oth-

ers were nervous. Orientation - and then

a retreat, friendships renewed - other

people to meet. The clock in the Tower

would suddenly sound. Bodies would

scatter - classroom bound. Science

building? Business school? Let me see. If

this is T-ioo, where is S-203? Remember
Linden Lane - so peaceful and neat?

And the Army barracks facing Beacon

Street? Gone is the gym - scene of many
sports. Replaced by Gothic of the finest

sorts. And the lines in which we all

would wait for football tickets at the

Liggette Estate. Braves Field and football

- under the lights. The arena and hockey

- absent the fights. We thumbed to

school - we had no cars. While our chil-

dren now talk of trips to Mars. "Hear

this, gentlemen - wear a coat and tie!"

No riots or protests - and we knew why!

Mention this to your "kids" today, they'll

simply laugh as they drive away;

Sneakers - "T" shirt - clothes derenged.

Boy! Oh Boy! How things have changed!
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"Get a haircut - that's an order!" It's

hard to distinguish between a son and

daughter. In between classes when we
were free, down to the "Beacon" or else

the "One G." Sophomores, then juniors

- time did pass, the picturesque reser-

voir was replaced with grass; we picked a

major - or, so we thought, religion and

philosophy are what we got! And the oral

exams - "two against one," for most it

was torture - for "them" it was fun.

Senior year - only weeks to go, where we
were headed, we didn't know. Then grad-

uation - with relatives and friends, and

just like that - college ends! The last

goodbyes and the last hand shake,

tomorrow, as alumni, we would wake;

the time for decisions was very near, the

service? more school? or a business

career? And then we went our separate

ways, in a matter of weeks - and even

days. Korea! Grad School! Nursing! And
more, none of us knowing what the

future did store. And as we settled, our

thoughts did scatter. The days gone by

didn't really matter. Marriage - families

- new jobs - new places, classmates

replaced by many new faces. As the

months went by they turned to years,

joys and happiness, and perhaps some
tears. We've had our victories, defeats,

and sorrows but fortunate enough to

enjoy tomorrows. Fifty years since gradu-

ation now have passed. The time has

really gone too fast! Stouter, wiser, and

somewhat gray, we still look forward to

each new day. When our thoughts turn

back - we must agree, the Lord has been

good to you and me.
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Robert W. Kelly
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Plymouth, MA 02360

(508) 888-3550

I can't believe that we're in the year

2002. To me that means that the big

fiftieth is coming up next. Received a

couple of notes from classmates since I

wrote last. Fr. Tom Flemming writes that

he's reached the magic age of 70, and

has decided to step down as pastor of

Saint Peter's Church in Gloucester, but

will continue to serve the Lord as a sen-

ior priest in residence at Sacred Heart

Church in Lynn (571 Boston St. 01905)
effective January 14, 2002. Fr. Tom says

his new position will free him up to con-

nect with family, friends, classmates, and

participate in class of '53 activities.

Frank Drago is trying to set up a visit to

White Cliffs for Fr. Tom early summer-
time. We're all looking forward to his

visit, which we hope will be the start of

many. Received a letter from Bishop

Norbet Dorsey announcing the upcom-
ing retirement of Tom Aglio from his

positions in the Diocese of Orlando.

The effective date is January 2, 2002, on
the occasion of Tom's forty years of

employment in the Church of Florida.

Tom was the sole voting lay member of

the bishop's executive staff, and execu-

tive director of Catholic Charities in

Orlando, which he founded in 1962.

BC's Alumni Association honored Tom
in 2000 with its award of excellence in

public service. We all wish our two Toms
(Tom Toms) a well-deserved and long

retirement. A great time was had at the

BC/Georgetown basketball game.

Although attendance could have been

better and the score different, whenever

more than two classmates are together a

good time has to be had! (Is that good
grammar? Who cares!) Received a note

from Jean Williams about the passing of

her husband and classmate Richard on

October 31. They lived at i Bonney St.,

Pembroke, 02359. Our prayers and sym-

pathy go to Jean and Dick's family. • Our
dinner went off great for the forty-two in

attendance. We had several prize win-

ners, all young women, Marie Flaherty,

Nancy Duggan, Muriel Delaney, Mary
Willworth, Mary Farley, and Jean Murray.

Heard of a Christmas party in Osterville

attended by Bob Brawley, who says that

he can be found most often at a BC
hockey game, and by Robert P. Sullivan

(the Chelmsford Classic). Both have

recovered pretty well from some serious

medical problems. Phil Dolan, a

Worcester commuter, was recently

inquiring about Jim Dunn, Jim Lowe, and

several more of his business school

classmates. As a follow through from

our last notes, we can report that George

Krestwetter has set up the following Web
site for the class of 1 953 —
www.bc.edu/reunion.53. We will make
every effort to keep this Web updated.

From the desk of our President Paul

Coughlin we have the following report.

The initial response to our class trip to

London and Paris, September 25 to

October 4 received more than no enthu-

siastic replies. Subsequent commitment
letters were sent out. We expect an

enthusiastic group. Hopefully you can all

hear about the trip and see some pic-

tures at what we hope will be our foot-

ball game October 19 vs. Navy, if the ath-

letic office will stick to a noontime start.

Gerry McLaughlin and Ray Kenney, co-

chairs of our fiftieth anniversary class

book committee want to thank all who
signed up to join their committee. I

think a need may exist for editing peo-

ple. Where are our English majors? You,

no doubt, have received your autobiogra-

phy form requests. Please take the time

to tell us your story. This is one area

where everyone can contribute. The
more replies, the better the book. Dick

Horan is building his all-important Class

Gift Committee. I'm sure that will be in

shape by the time you read this. Give

from your heart! Your class committee is

thinking about the Christmas Chorale

early in December. Watch the Web and

the mail. Congratulations to Bob and

Mary Kelly on the appointment of their

son, Father Augustine Kelly, OSB as vice

president for Academic Affairs and dean

of St. Anselm's College. Father will

assume his important duties on July i,

2002. We wish he and his family well. •

As you can see, the information received

by your class snoop has been slight. I

need your help! I can't write if I have

nothing to write about. And I'm sure

there are a lot of happenings out there

with the class of '53 going on everyday.

Retirements, promotions, grandchildren,

relocations, meeting with other class-

mates, etc. Our fiftieth is near and we
all want to know what's happening. You

write, I'll write. Thanks for your help

over the years in communicating with

me. I love it!
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David F. Pierre
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The class of '54 continues to turn out in

record numbers for various activities.

The following members were present at

the UMass hockey game in February:

Janet and Paul McKenna, John Ford, Lori

and Lou Totino, Joan and Frank Patchell,

Margaret and Peter Vasaturo, Margaret

and Dan Miley, Pat and Bob King,

George Seaver, Frank Bonarrigo, Lenny

Matthews, Peter Mobile, Tom Lane, Tony

Pellegrini, Jane and Paul McGee, Mary

and Murray Regan, Ellen and Bert Good,

Betty and Tom Warren, John Kelly, Mary

Jean and Jim Coughlin, and Henry

Bagley. Barry Murphy, who was also at

the hockey game, informed me that two
of his five children graduated from BC.

Graham, in 1988, and Melissa, from the

law school, in 1987. Barry owns a deep
discount brokerage company in Boston

with a national customer base. He and

his wife, Pauly, have lived in Wellesley for

forty-one years. The School of

Management was saddened to learn that

Fr. John Collins, SJ, passed away last

December. After his Jesuit training, he

attended the Wharton School of Finance

at the University of Pennsylvania. In

1948, he joined the School of Finance.

He will always be remembered as an

outstanding teacher. Many successful

executives acknowledge his help in land-

ing their first job. He was also responsi-

ble for assembling a directory of former

students, business contacts and major

players in the financial world. We learned

from Tom Lane (CT) that Robert Breck

passed away. He was a US Navy veteran

and a member of Attack Squadron 72.

Professionally, he worked in sales for a

pharmaceutical company. Ray

MacPherson informed us of the passing

of Joseph White. He was the former

owner and manager of the Norwood
Businessmen's Club. • We are sad to

report the passing of classmate Robert
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D. Cately last August. He had lived in

Miami and worked for the Dade County

sheriff's office as a polygraph expert for

over forty years. Bob will also be remem-
bered as an accomplished musician. He
is survived by his wife, Eileen, five chil-

dren and numerous grandchildren.
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Marie J. Kelleher

12 Tappan Street

Melrose, MA 02176

(781) 665-2669

"Isle of hope, isle of tears, isle of free-

dom, isle of fears" - these words begin

the song sung so beautifully by the Irish

Tenors at Ellis Island. The song could

become the theme song for little Jessica,

the new granddaughter of Mary Jane

Brennan Ceis and her husband, Greg.

Jessica was born in China in June 2000
and finally arrived in New York in May
2001 where, sadly, that isle of hope and

freedom became an isle of tears and

fears for so many. I pray that the country

stays an isle of hope and freedom for all

the children as they mature. • The other

Mary Jane in our class, i.e., Mary Jane

Kelly Dempsey, reports that she had a

great time at the BC/Stanford game last

fall. She sent along a delightful picture,

which I shall put in our archives. • Dr.

George LeMaitre answered my request

for names of deceased classmates and I

am thankful because he included a name
that we did not have. In addition to writ-

ing textbooks, George has successfully

invented surgical instruments, including

those that assist surgeons in doing vas-

cular bypasses. His company, LeMaitre

Vascular, headquartered in Burlington,

has offices in Germany and France, a

factory in St. Petersburg, FL, and distrib-

utors in forty countries. My post-

Christmas mail brought an update from

Jim Nolan. He and his wife, Phene, have

retired to Florida and have also pur-

chased a home in, as Jim describes it, "a

little farm community on Prince Edward

Island." Jim has maintained his interest

in music and uses his talents to sing in

the choir up there and he plays the piano

and sings at a weekly Mass when it is

celebrated in a nursing home. A person-

al note, Jim, there have been so many
get-togethers in the past when I have

thought that what was missing was you,

playing the piano and motivating us to

joyfully sing along. There was a wonder-

ful article in the January 4 edition of the

Archdiocesan newspaper, The Pilot,

about Sean Callahan. Sean is the son of

Joan Sexton Callahan and the late Dr. Bill

Callahan. The regional director of the

Catholic Relief Services in South Asia,

Sean was home from Afghanistan for a

visit at Christmastime. • John Brennan

sent the sad news that his wife, Elee,

had died on December 22. In reading his

tribute to her, I noticed that John had

mentioned her love of Christmas and all

it entailed. This included decorating the

sanctuary of their church in Canton for

many years. While I know their holiday

season must have been filled with loneli-

ness and sadness, I hope John, Sheila,

and other members of the family were

comforted by the fact that heaven must
have taken on a special glow that Elee

brought to it for the celebration. • Just

before closing this column, I learned

that Garrett Dalton began his eternal life

a few weeks ago. Garrett had been a

member of the Walpole School

Committee for about forty-two years. I

know you all will join me in a prayer and

offering of sympathy to Garrett's wife,

Joan, and his family as well as to John,

Sheila, and the rest of the Brennan fami-

ly. John had a wonderful idea. He sug-

gested that I add the names of spouses

to the list of the deceased classmates I

am gathering for our fiftieth. Please send

me any names that you wish to have

included on the list as well as any news.

I really enjoy your letters, phone calls,

and emails. • One last item of news:

With three majors in four years, Jim

Alvord is giving up hospitals as a new
year's resolution. He won't be giving up

nurses though as it was wife Barbara

Driscoll Alvord '59 who "saved his life"

deducing and diagnosing each incident

of stroke, double by-pass heart surgery,

and "triple A" (abdominal aortic

aneurysms) to keep him up and at it

(not quite running with a chest and bel-

lyful of staple scars). After forty years

married and thirty-six of those in

Norwalk, CT, they are totally pleased with

their grandson, Willie, two sons married,

one daughter to be wed August 10 in

Williamstown, another son on the verge,

and other daughter at home and con-

tent. Jim is looking forward to "golden

eagledom" (or is it "bald eagle dome")
and trying to figure out how to login to

the BC online program for messages to

and from classmates and fellow alumni.
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We have a major collection of regular

news, thanks to your update cards.

Frank Duley heads the Kennebunkport,

ME, Shade Tree Committee, continuing

their twenty-three-year tradition of being

named Tree City, and he is a member of

the Coast Guard Auxiliary. Frank and

his wife, Brigitte, visited her family in

Stuttgart, Germany, and witnessed the

millennium celebration there. • Marge

Callahan has kept busy with a ski trip to

Park City, a visit to Tom and Elaine Evans

Bresnahan, an Interhostel walking trip in

Ireland, and proctoring exams at

Harvard with Betty Casey and Peter

Colleary. • Jack Driscoll writes from
Marietta, GA, that he has retired as exec-

utive vice president of Murata

Electronics and formed an international

consulting company, Jack Driscoll

Enterprises. Jack is on the boards of two
companies. • In Charlotte, NC, John

Duffy has retired from active duty as an

admiral and assistant surgeon general.

In 1994, he received the BC Alumni
Association award of excellence in medi-

cine and also earned a master of arts

degree from Dartmouth College. He's

editor-in-chief of the journal Military

Medicine, consultant to the Joint

Commission on Accreditation of Health

Care Organizations, and serves on many
professional and civic boards. • Frank

Furey is a consultant at Compaq
Computer in Marlboro, and is active in

the BC Varsity Club. His son, Sean, was
last of their four children to graduate,

from Trinity College in Hartford. • Bob
Halloran suggests that he would partici-

pate more if we could move events clos-

er to New York City. (We probably won't.

Sorry, Bob!) • Bonnie and Len Healy

have lived in Maine for twelve years. Len

is completing a non-fiction trilogy about

the Lizzie Borden case, Chappaquiddick,

and the 1932 Lindbergh kidnapping. •

Jim King checks in from Chicago where

he is vice president and general counsel

of Resource Partners, Inc., an application

service provider. Jim's wife, Barbara, died

in 1999. Two of their four children gradu-

ated from BC, son Brian in the class of

'85 and daughter Colleen with an MS in

1988; their grandchildren number nine

boys and one girl. • Dan and Mary
O'Regan Looney have retired to Cape

Cod. Dan was an Army colonel and also

president of Copley Business Service,

Inc. All eight children graduated from

college (Anne Marie and John from BC),

are married, and have produced fourteen

grandchildren. • We received letters

from two "class members," John H.

Donovan, M.D., and Ernest Caponi. John

came over from St. John's Seminary to

take science courses — freshman and

sophomore in 1953-54 and junior and

senior in 1954-1955, but didn't graduate

from BC. Ernie started with us, but had

financial and medical problems, and fin-

ished in 1958. After twenty years in

industrial engineering, he taught it as an

associate professor. Later, he switched

to selling environmental lab equipment,

and most recently to international sales

for ECG Electronics. • Please pray for

your classmates and their families and,

again, thanks to all who keep the news

coming.
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January 16, 2002 was truly a very sad day

in the annals of our great class. Rev.

Joseph R. Fahey, S.J. passed away unex-

pectedly in the pre-dawn hours of that

early winter's day. At the time, Fr. Joe

was provincial assistant for finance of

the New England Province of the Society

of Jesus. He was former president of BC
High School (1988- 1999). He served

with distinction on the board of trustees

at Boston College fromi 972-79 and

1981-1982. He became academic vice

president and dean of faculties at BC
from 1982-1988. He earlier served as

dean of academics at the College of the

Holy Cross. He was trustee of several

Jesuit institutions of higher education

and was presently serving on the boards

of Regis College, Weston, and Loyola

University, Chicago. Fr. Joe was an emi-

nent scholar with a brilliant mind. He
was awarded a Woodrow Wilson

Fellowship in (1961-62), and a National

Science Foundation Fellowship in

Economics (1962-64), and a PhD in eco-

nomics from the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology in 1967. Fr. Joe

very often concelebrated our special

class masses over the years along with

our other priest classmates. Joe's funeral

Mass on January 19 was a beautiful trib-

ute to an extraordinary person who was
in every sense of the word "A man for

others." The mix of people, over seventy-

five priests, his BC High 1953 and BC

1957 classmates, others from all "walks

of life" to current BC High students,

filled St. Ignatius Church to bid Joe a

fond farewell. Fr. Joe, may you rest in

peace with the Lord. He is survived by

his sister, Peggy Fahey Annett, a cousin,

and many nieces and nephews. Please

keep the Fahey family in your prayers. •

The class Georgetown vs. BC basketball

post-game reception on January 12 was a

great success. Our chairman, Jim Devlin,

did a great job in organizing this reunion

event. Fr. Gerry Kelly, MM and Fr. Tom
Ahearn, MM concelebrated the Mass
after the game. A social hour and dinner

then followed. The following classmates

were in attendance: Fr. Tom Ahearn,

MM, Steve Brady, Ed Brickley, Norma
Cacciamani, Paul Cochran, Kay Cotter,

Paul Daly, Jim Daly, Jim Devlin, Dick

Dowling, Ralph Ferrera, Don Haskell,

Mary Lou Hogan, Bob Huber, Jack Joyce,

Fr. Gerry Kelly, MM, Peg Kenney, Bob

Libertini M.D., Frank Lynch, Dave McAvoy,

Tom McDonald, Bill McQueeney, Cecelia

McManus, Eddie Miller and his daughter

Gretchen '86, Leo Morrissey, Paul

O'Leary, Marilyn Smith, Anna Mary

Stewart, Al Supple, Bob Tiernan, Bill

Tobin, Gerry Toler, and Betty and Jim

Turley. A social hour then followed with a

wonderful sit-down dinner to top off the

evening. Another forty-fifth event took

place at Mahoney's Rocky Ledge Farm in

Winchester on Saturday, March 2, 2002.

It was a great break from winter. The

beautiful greenhouses filled with colorful

flowers and plants provided a great back-

drop of good food and fun. Norma
Cacciamani and Eddie Miller were the

co-chairs of this pleasant event. The fol-

lowing classmates that were on had

were; Rev. Tom Ahearn, MM, Joe Berkley,

Steve Brady, Norma Cacciamani, Jim

Cantwell, Lois Carr, Phyllis Clarke, Ed

Coakley, Paul Cochran, Jack Daly, Jim

and Paul Daly, Jim Devlin, Frank

Dirksmeier, Dick Dowling Marty Dunn
M.D., Dom Emello, Ralph Ferrera, Frank

Greelish, Tom Harrington, Peter Higgins,

Mary Lou Hogan, Bob Huber, Cathy and

Neil Hynes, Jack and Dorothy Kelliher,

Peg Kenney, Bob Libertini MD, Paul

Mahoney, Bill Mathews, Paul McAdams,
Myles McCabe, Rosemary McDermott,

the Honorable Shelia McGovern, Cecelia

McManus, Paul McNulty, Bill McQueeney,

Don Moran, Leo Morrissey, Ann Dwyer
O'Donnell, Paul O'Leary, Anna Mary

Stewart, Bob Tiernan, Bill Tobin, Gerry

Toler, Betty and Jim Turley, Pat Vacca,

Bob Wilcox, and John Wissler. • Patrick

F. Cadigan Ph.D and his wife are enjoy-

ing the great living conditions in beauti-

ful Kamuela, HI. Pat plans to attend his

fiftieth reunion from BC High in May. He
sends along his very best regards to all.

Martin J.
Dunn, D.M.D. is now associat-

ed with Aspen Dental based in Brockton.

He keeps a very active weekly schedule

conducting oral & maxillofacial surgery

in the Greater Boston and Southeastern

MA hospitals. • Rev. Gerry Kelly, MM
was recently transferred, by the Mary

Knoll Order, to Houston, TX, after serv-

ing eight years in the Greater Boston

area. Fr. Gerry's new address is 2360
Rice Blvd., Houston, TX, 77005, tele-

phone (713) 529-1912; email is

Gekellymm@aol.com. Fr. Gerry, we all

hope to see you at our forty-fifth in May.

• Joseph J.
Lyons retired back in late

1994 after thirty-five years with Howes
Leather Co. Shortly thereafter, Joe and

his son, Paul, started their own sales

agency, the Lyons & Volpi Leather Co.,

with an office and warehouse in

Pocasset on the Cape. Joe and his wife,

Jane, built a new house in Cotuit after

living in Milton for many years. • Chuck
Lynch and is wife, Marlene, are fine, and

live out in Dana Point, CA. Chuck recent-

ly lost his younger brother Jim (Rocco)

from a brain tumor. Jim was a "Double

Eagle." Speaking of "Double Eagles," it

is with great regret I report the passing

of one of our most popular and astute

accounting classmates, Bernard F.

O'Neil, on February 8, 2002, in

Longwood, FL, after a lengthy illness.

Bernie was a former senior partner of

the former Coopers & Lybrand (now
PriceWaterhouseCoopers.) Following his

retirement with Coopers, he became
national industry chairman for Health

Care Services, and was the co-author of

six publications related to health care

management. Peace be to you always

Bernie. John J. Chisholm, Sr., another

"Double Eagle," passed away in late

October 200i.Jack joined our class in

1953 and became our freshman class

treasurer, along with other class officers

Frank Lynch, Marty Dunn, and Shelia

McGovern. Unfortunately, Jack had to

leave the class at mid years due to the

death of his father, and graduated with

the class of '58. Condolences of the class

are also extended to Paul W. Sheehy, on

the death of his wife, Joan, last

December 2001. Other members of the

class that have gone on to eternal

reward include, Frederick
J.
Crosdale and

John J. Fallon. Condolences to all their

families and loved ones. These notes

were produced and due to the BC
Alumni Association on March 1. As a

result of the long lead times, I will report

further on all of the forty-fifth reunion

events yet to come in the next issue of

BCM. Best wishes for a healthy and

happy summer. "Fair winds and follow-

ing seas."
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David A. Raffertyjr

2296 Ashton Oaks Lane 101

Stonebridge CC
Naples, FL 34109

Condolences of the class go out to the

family of Ann Guerini who recently

passed away after a very short illness.

Ann was a loyal member of the '58 class

committee and an active representative

of the School of Nursing. I am also sad

to report that Jack Chisholm and Stan

Curran passed away. Jack was the former

principal of Sandwich High School and

an accomplished actor who lived in

Brewster. Stan lived in Ashland and was

a retired Lt. Col. in the military. Paul

Fennell called to report that his son Dan
and Mike Yaroschuk's son are buddies

and career officers in the Marines sta-

tioned at Cherry Point. Joan Downing
Lachance is happily retired from teach-

ing and enjoying the YWCA, teacher test-

ing, and babysitting for the grandkids.
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Bill Doran is now retired and living on

the Cape. • Bea and Tiny Busa were my
neighbors here at Stonebridge Country

Club in Naples, FL, this past January,

February, and March. They are contem-

plating being my permanent neighbors.

They hosted many fine meals, Marilyn

and I emphasizing her Italian specialties.

Bea is happily retired from teaching first

grade in Lexington and is planning on

visiting children Chris, who lives in

Lexington; Charles '82, in Louisville, KY;

Barry in Aurora, IL; Mary Beth in Puebla,

Mexico; and Dana in Houston, TX. Bea

and Tiny have thirteen grandchildren. •

Pat Baine O'Reardon has retired from

teaching after twenty-eight years at

Northeast Metro-Tech in Wakefield. Pat

went to Australia, New Zealand, and Fiji

for a month this past summer. Their chil-

dren are all married and produced ten

grandchildren, ages two to nineteen

years. • Carol Brady Vegliano is still work-

ing on the Cape and hoping to retire

soon. • Barbara Cuneo O'Connell is retir-

ing from her husband's dental practice.

John is delighted that she will have more

time to spend with their grandchildren. •

Eileen Teahan Quigley spends her days

helping her seven grandchildren enjoy

life to the fullest and is still active volun-

teering at Rhode Island Hospital. •

Dottie Sollitto Hiltz has been retired for

five years and is living in Mashpee on

the Cape. She recently got together with

Marge O'Brien Shyne for lunch at the

Daniel Webster Inn in Sandwich. • Dick

Simons is enjoying retirement, living in

Canton and Falmouth. Dick and Peg

have seven grandchildren that keep them
very busy. Both Dick and Peg keep active

with volunteer work - Peg on the board

of directors of Catholic Charities and

Dick with the greater Boston YMCA. •

Jack "Mucca" McDevitt, after retiring

from teaching at Medford High School,

teaches "detainees" at the Cambridge

Jail part time and so far he hasn't met

any '58 classmates. • Ed Cilmore, the

"hugs and kisses" rep, is still working for

Hershey's chocolate after retiring from

Sears. Ed and Elaine have two grandchil-

dren in college - Bates and Notre Dame.
Ed organized a very successful luncheon

here in Naples this past March strictly

for the class of 58. A great turn-out and

a good time was had by all. • Pete

Guilmett is still among the employed

(self) calling on funeral directors in the

NE area. What are you selling now, Pete?

Pete and Laurie are planning on moving

somewhere to catch the warm sunshine

in the near future. • Peter Stevens is still

in practice in Franklin. He and Dorothy

are married forty-one years and have

thirteen grandchildren. • Tom "Tank"

Meehan continues to chase terrorists

around Europe. He and his wife Marie

are currently living in Germany and who
knows where they will be living next. •

Joe Linehan called to tell me he talked to

Al Carroll. Joe has a daughter at UNH
and Al Continues to keep busy in the

investment business in Cape Elizabeth,

ME. Again, I need some help in trying to

fill up this column. Please call or write to

let me know what is going on with your

lives. Don't forget your class dues. Send

$25.00 to Jack "Mucca" McDevitt, 28

Cedar Rd., Medford, MA, 02155. Keep the

cards and letters coming.
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Condolences to Carole O'Connell Hand
and her family on the death of her hus-

band Dr. David Hand of colon cancer.

David was also the sister of Doss Hand
Quirk. David will be missed by his large

family and for his keen sense of humor. •

Another shocker was the death of Rev.

Peter D. Hickey who died on February

25. Peter was an English teacher at BC
High, where he taught for twenty-eight

years. A scholarship fund at BC High

has been established if any of you wish

to remember Peter. • Sad news: John

Sheehan's daughter Tara passed away at

age twenty-five. Condolences to the

Sheehan family. John is retired from

United Way and living in Southampton. •

Ken Cahill of Warwick, Rl, has kept all

family information for all these years so

here goes. Retired from IBM in 1993
after twenty-six years in human
resources and management training.

Then he became affiliated with School-

to-Career in Rl, a federal grant program.

He is still involved and managing the

program in the northern half of Rl. The

Cahills have four children; three have

obtained a PhD and one daughter

obtained a law degree from Yale after the

doctorate. Always interested in receiving

information from you. Have a GREAT
summer!
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Patricia McCarthy Dorsey

S3 Clarke Road

Needham, MA 024^2

dorseypm@attbi.com
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Robert W. Sullivan, Jr.

484 Pleasant Street

Brockton, MA 02303

rwsul@cs.com
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Martha Clancy Rudman
i8iq Ladkeside Dr.

Arlington, TX 76013

NewtonMiz@aol.com

Since last publication I have heard from

Kathy Hunter, Julie Gilheany, Gretchen

Trusilli, Ellen Carbone, Mary Sue

Flanagan, Mary Alice Molloy, and Nancy

Porter. Thank you! Ellen and Duane
spent time in FL in January; February

found them in Hilton Head, joined by

their son, Peter, and his wife. Four of the

Carbone's five grandchildren live in

Beverly, much to Ellen's delight. Nancy

Porter writes that Ralph has retired after

thirty-three years in medical practice.

They sold their home and are moving to

a condo in Waltham and will be able to

spend time there and at the Cape. She

underwent brain surgery in September

(related to her melanoma) but was feel-

ing okay. So let's keep Nancy in our

prayers; she has an upbeat attitude,

which is so admirable. • Julie Gilheany

tells us that she is teaching U.S. history

at Manhattan College to undergraduate

students as well as giving lectures and

mini-courses in U.S. history and U.S. for-

eign policy at New York University and

Fordham College at Lincoln Center. •

Mary Alice Molloy answered my ques-

tion, about volunteer work leading to a

job/career. In 1976 she became a docent

at the Chicago Architecture Foundation,

this in turn lead to her "finding her

field." She is an acknowledged expert on

Chicago architecture, with two published

books to her credit and a third waiting

for publication. She is also on the lecture

circuit. Kathy Hunter, Julie Gilheany, and

her husband had dinner in NYC before

Christmas with Gretchen Trusilli's sister

Lisa. Kathy and I were "talking" (via

email) about the changes in the city over

the years. She is especially cautious

about travel to the city since 9/11 seeing

as it is an island and exiting is limited.

We recently visited our son Tim in

Denver, giving us the chance to see the

Air Force Academy as well as visiting

Leadville (of Unsinkable Molly Brown

fame). We got lightheaded in Leadville

because of the altitude. The mountains,

trees, snow, etc., were just breathtaking.

Soon after, we visited our daughter

Michelle and husband David in Las
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Vegas. David is from LV and loves to

share the history, landscape, etc., with

us. Michelle had some business at the

Bellagio, so "big spender" Missy got out

quarters. Result: the machine ate one

and I lost four others. Warning: the

worst place to play slots is at the airport

waiting for your flight. I watched as four

out of five players lost. And they were

putting in "bills." Happy summer to all!

Don't forget to send news/notes, etc.
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Richard N. Hart, Jr

5 Amber Road

Hingham, MA 02043

rhartny80@aol.com

Congratulations to Bob Capalbo on his

new position at Boston College. Bob

was recently named associate director-

corporations and foundations for the

Boston College Fund. Bob previously

served for many years with great distinc-

tion as the director of housing for BC.

Bob holds a BA, MA, and PhD from BC.

• It was nice to hear from Theresa (Terry)

O'Malley Carlitz. Terry resides in

Needham with her husband, Jack, and

three children and seven grandchildren.

She has retired from Bunker Hill

Community College after many years of

teaching there. She can be reached by

email at: terryg444love@aol.com. • Jim

Lynch reports that he has served for

more than twenty years as a professor of

psychiatry at the University of Maryland

Medical School, Jim has published five

books in the area of psychiatry. He and

his wife, Eileen, have three grown chil-

dren and six grandchildren. Both Jim

and his wife are psychologists in a pri-

vate group practice in Townson, MD.
Jim would be interested in hearing from

psychology majors from 1962, especially

jack Sullivan, Ronald Reilly, Ralph

Sureete, and Bob Normandin. His email

address is: jjl@comcast.com. Please

keep the news coming!
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Mary Ann Brennan Keyes

94 Abbott Road

Wellesley, MA 02481

Makmad@mediaone.net

Mountain Morton, and Ellen Markey

Thurmond all were able to come. We
missed Janet Richmond Latour, Sheila

O'Callahan O'Marah, and Mary Jane

Moran MacLean, who at the last minute

had to cancel. • Edwina Lynch McCarthy

has once again very kindly taken over the

task of updating our class directory as

well as planning the reunion. Please

keep her updated as time goes by about

change of address, email, phone num-
bers, etc. Now that many are retiring, we
have noticed a lot of changes in address-

es. • Mary Jane Moran MacLean wrote

that she married Biff MacLean about

four years ago. They met in Nantucket

after his wife died and that is where they

spend much of their time. She retired

two years ago as a secondary special

education teacher and although she

missed it initially, she finds herself busy

with four children and four grandchil-

dren. I can relate to that, as my youngest

of three is being married in June and

with three married and four grandchil-

dren as well, just keeping track of the

birthdays is challenging! • Julie McGraw
Brown writes that she is working on a

new book, The Public and its Health:

Precedents and Legacies to the Health

Displays at the 1904 St. Louis Exposition. I

am a proud owner of her last book

Contesting Images: Photography and the

World's Columbian Exposition. It is fasci-

nating, and I am overwhelmed at the

amount of research involved in its pro-

duction. Her work at the Missouri

Historical Society in St. Louis this past

fall was made possible by her stay at

Villa Duchesne/Oak Hill Sacred Heart

School. She was in D.C. during last sum-
mer working on the new project at the

National Library of Medicine and the

National Museum of American History

where she continues her affiliation as

research fellow. I hope this finds you all

well and that many were able to make
our fortieth. Please keep in touch.
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Dianne M. Duffin-Stanley

6 Hanover Street

Newbury, MA 01957

dduffin@ netplace.com

Reunion weekend is fast approaching,

but I would guess by the time you

receive this update we will be on sum-
mer vacations! To kick off the reunion

planning, I had a potluck dinner here on

February 7 for classmates in the area. It

was a great party and we decided we
needed to do this kind of thing more
often. While Ann Morgan O'Connor just

had to walk around the corner, Anne
Ferrone Gallagher drove down from

Concord, NH. Donna Coughlin Carroll,

Betty Eigo Golden, Mary Martha Pallotta

Llewellyn, W Martin, Sheila Leahy

Valicenti, Betty Eigo Golden, Edwina

Lynch McCarthy, Marsha Whelan, Judy
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Marie Craigin Wilson

2701 Treasure Lane

Naples, FL 34102

(94i) 435-9709
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Maureen Gallagher Costello

42 Doncaster Street

Roslindale, MA 02131

(617) 323-4652
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Priscilla Weinlandt Lamb
125 Elizabeth Road

New Rochelle, NY 10804

agneau76@cs.com

As I write this, we will be leaving in a

month to visit our daughter, Alexis, in

Paris. She is on Smith's study abroad

program and it has been a truly wonder-

ful experience. • Now I seem to recall, a

couple of columns back, promising to fill

you in on Ann Marie DeNisco L'Abbate's

business/pleasure trip out west. Well,

Ann Marie and husband Basil did indeed

go to the racetrack in Rancho Santa Fe

with Judy Sullivan Bescher and her hus-

band, John, and the L'Abbates won!

They also had dinner with Kay Raleigh

DiFrancesca at her home in La Jolla. Kay

is a forensic psychologist and has three

sons. Ann Marie also hosted a dinner

party/Newton get-together in mid-

December at her home in Greenwich,

CT I was delighted to be included and

had great fun seeing Judy Nolan Cahill,

Louise Majewski Dunleavy, Nance
Lyons, Mary McGuire, Judy Ernst

Tortora, and Bunny Verdon. Louise actu-

ally did a round-trip that evening from

her home in Pennsylvania. Nance came
down from Boston and tied in some
Christmas shopping with Judy Tortora,

and Judy's husband, Pete, dropped by at

the end of the evening. Bunny did her

"Swami Predicts" routine (don't ask).

Judy Cahill demonstrated the versatility

of her "fur piece" (again, don't ask),

albeit with a little prodding from yours

truly. Judy and I also discovered that we
both have daughters (her Maura, my
Dana) living in Somerville. And Mary

McGuire and I got to reminisce about

the last time we saw each other, which

was thirty-six years ago in Paris. Wow.
So when I got home that evening and

was telling my husband, Marc, about the

event, there was a noticeable snap to

attention at the mention of the name,

Ernst, and the fact that Judy grew up in

Manhasset. Marc asked whether her

father was a doctor and, well, not only

was he a doctor but also, it seems he

was Marc's family's doctor when he was
growing up in Manhasset! This is this

month's winner in the "small world" cat-

egory. In closing, Kay Raleigh

DiFrancesca suggests again that we
compile a list of email addresses - it's a

wonderful way to reconnect, especially in

these strange times. So please send me
your email address (and a little piece of

news, perhaps) and we'll try to get a list

together. Kay, by the way, is at

3821front@cox.net. Where are you?
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Patricia McNulty Harte

6 Everett Ave.

Winchester, MA 01890

(781) 729-1187

Pat McCarthy Hammill writes that she

and Jim have moved to Montana after

Jim's retirement from McCarter &
English. They live in Clancy and have a

big house and would welcome any class-

mates traveling out west. Jim has been

appointed to their county library board

and is also a certified hospice volunteer.

Pat has also been involved in the com-
munity and she and Jim both serve as

Eucharistic ministers in their country

church. • A note from Judy and Doug
LaBrecque relates that they are the

proud grandparents of four. Daughter

Mary and her husband, Bob, have a son

Matthew and daughter Julia; daughter

Beth and her husband, Joe, have two

sons, Jacob and Patrick. Doug and Judy's

son, Fred, is a consultant in Boston at

Compass, an alternative school teaching

violence prevention, and he is taking

classes at BC for a master's in the clas-

sics, and son Joe is finishing at Notre

Dame in mechanical engineering! •

Kathy McVarish Sullivan writes that she

has left teaching and is doing an intern-

ship in counseling and will graduate in

May. Kathy's daughter, Tricia, and hus-

band Tom have given Kathy her first

grandchild, Katelyn. Kathy's son,

Michael, is working in Santa Monica,

son Sean has become engaged to Aimee
Riendeau, and son Ryan is making a

career change and taking classes to

become an electrician. • We extend our

thoughts and prayers to Noreen Grady

Goodwin on the death of her brother,

Tom. • Bruce Gormley writes that he has

a son Ross, age ten, and a daughter

Maurade, age fifteen. He works for the

New Haven Police Department as a

computer programmer/network engineer

and teaches computer science at

Housatonic Community College.
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Linda Crimmins

RRi Box 1396

Stroudsburg, PA 18360

crimmins@ epix. net

Jane Mullowney Tyler has retired after

many years of teaching elementary

school and then high school history,

math, and physical science. Daughter

Rebecca is assistant to the president of

M.I.T., and after graduation from Notre

Dame last May, son David works for a

consulting firm in Chicago specializing

in health care, jane's husband, Bruce,

has his own law office in their small

town of Somers, CT. • After recuperating

from knee surgery, P-J Mikita McGlynn
began a new part-time job as telecom

administrator for Western Industries in

July. Son Brian was married on October

6; the bride's parents came from China

and during the ceremony the bride and

groom donned traditional Chinese wed-

ding garb. P-J's other son Sean was mar-

ried on November 17, just a week after P-

J
and husband Peter's first anniversary.

• Judy Violick and husband Larry Hedge
have returned from a fabulous trip to

Australia where they visited their son

who is a student there. Judy is looking

forward to another big trip in the near

future, destination yet unknown. • Lisa

Pusterino Edmiston and husband Mark
have purchased a second home in

Madison, CT Lisa is hoping to make
this their retirement home if Mark ever

retires! It's only a ten-minute drive from

granddaughter Julia's home - how con-

venient! Daughter Ann visited from

California for the celebration of Julia's

first birthday. Incidentally, Lisa is looking

for Newtonites who live on the

Connecticut shore from Branford to the

Old Saybrook area. Despite the warm
winter weather, I have returned for my
sixteenth year as a part-time ski instruc-

tor at Camelback Mountain in PA. I

would love to see some of you on the

mountain! The "Grandparent Name
Game" drew several responses including

one from a grandfather in another class

who just happened to read the column.

The overwhelming winner was Grandma,
closely followed by Grandma followed by

a first name such as Grandma Dottie as

Dottie Sforza Calabrese is called by her

grandchildren. My entry remains unique.

For some unknown reason, my daughter,

Tracy, wanted me to be called YaYa and

so I am. I do fear that there may be

some hidden translation that may not be

entirely complimentary so if anyone can

explain this name before baby Ella starts

to talk, I would appreciate it! I continue

to acquire frequent flyer miles as I am
determined to see my only grandchild at

least once a month. I am looking for-

ward to retirement so I can spend more
time in SC at the second home that I

share with my daughters on Lake

Wateree. How about sharing your hob-

bies in our new poll? Hobbies can

include fitness activities, handwork, aca-

demic pursuits, and anything else that

takes up your free time. Send your list

and your latest news and any other top-

ics on which you would like to poll your

classmates. My best wishes to each of

you for good health and happiness.

Please keep in touch!
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BC Alumni House

825 Centre Street

Newton, MA 02458

dent, and year after that as immediate

past president); he will be most happy to

assist our classmates in any way that he

is able to do. We can write him at

heff44@earthlink.net. The Music City

Bowl in Nashville was a great take. There

were many more Dawgs than Eagles in

town, but that made victory even sweet-

er. My wife, Mary E. (Flaherty) Ford,

LSOE '68, and I were joined by my broth-

er, Brian P. Ford, CSOM '64, and his

wife, Ginny. We had a marvelous time.

Mary and I took a side trip to Memphis,
as long as we were in the neighborhood,

and there we visited Graceland. I shed a

tear at Elvis's grave. A month later, Brian

called me on Wednesday night before

the Superbowl with a plan to fly with his

son, Michael, to Mobile and then drive

to the Big Easy without reservations or

game tickets to see what develops. I

declined the challenge. They proceeded

as planned. They got a room not far

from Bourbon Street and wound up sit-

ting on the 35-yard line at the game.

Happily, my brother emailed me several

pictures including those of him and his

son with players and cheerleaders at Bob
Kraft's victory party in the Fairmount

Hotel. I really have no regrets. If I went it

would not have happened that way, and

the Pats would have lost. So, in a way, I

share in the victory. This will be my last

piece as class scribe. It would be a great

help to the alumni office if someone
could volunteer to pick up the slack. It is

not a difficult task, and it does give you

the opportunity to keep in touch with

classmates. Contact Tracy Strauss,

Boston College Alumni Association, 825

Centre Street, Newton, MA, 02458, or

email tracy.strauss.i@bc.edu, if you are

interested. I have very much enjoyed

doing this column and being in contact

with so many classmates. {Editor's Note:

We'd like to thank Bob for his many issues

ofservice and class spirit! His input and

participation has been invaluable and we

wish him well!}
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Catherine Beyer Hurst

49 Lincoln Street

Cambridge, MA 02141

cbhurst@mediaone.net

Charles J. Heffernan, Jr. will be on the

Alumni Association Board of Directors

for the next three years (this year as

vp/president-elect, next year as presi-

Doris Heller Wise is a senior project

coordinator in customer services at

American General Life and Accident

Insurance in Nashville, TN. Doris's son,

John, is general manager of Monix

Advance Company, and lives in

Manhattan. • Martha Roughan is revisit-

ing her study of genealogy, putting form

and shape on information she collected

during her sabbatical about fifteen years

ago. • Sandra Puerini DelSesto recently

moved to the house next door to her old

home in Cranston, Rl—a move that

ended up being a lot more complicated

than it sounds, since the renovations on

the new home were not completed, and
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she spent several months cocooning at

her mother's. Sandra reports that her

father's death early in 2000 was a

tremendous loss to her and her family.

She writes that "the wake and funeral

were a tribute to a great man. Two thou-

sand people came through the line to

share funny stories of acts of kindness

and help, which we never knew about. I

miss him so much, but I am grateful for

the gift he was and continues to be for

me." Sandra and her husband, Rick,

have had a commuter marriage for five

years. Rick works in Tulsa, OK, for the

Oklahoma Credit Union League. They

meet monthly in OK, Rl, or in between.

"It is a challenge, but it works." Sandra

is executive director of initiatives for

human development in Pawtucket, for a

not-for-profit corporation she founded in

1989. IHD specializes in training, strate-

gic planning, and organizational capacity

building in health areas. Her avocation

is travel, and her work has brought her

to forty-three states. In August of 2000,

Sandra, along with her daughter, Lia, and

classmate Pat Ryan Grace, had an amaz-

ing experience traveling to Indonesia for

a visit to Bali and a wedding in Jakarta.

Sandra concludes: "My closest and

dearest friends continue to be Newton
women. Our frequent gatherings have

been life-changing, nurturing, and sus-

taining. A group of us began meeting

regularly after our twentieth reunion, and

have increased the frequency of our

gatherings over the years. It has been a

gift!" • Therese Myers, CEO of Bouquet

Multi Media, is a member of the Boston

College Board of Trustees. • Nicole

Hatoun writes that she and her daughter,

Jennifer, witnessed the World Trade

Center incident on September 11.

Jennifer was pregnant at the time, and

had started having premature contrac-

tions, so they were headed to the

Bellevue Hospital Clinic. Jennifer and

her husband, Joey, are now the happy

parents of Joseph. Nicole managed to

sandwich in time for lots of travel in

2001—with visits to Florida, Boston,

Seattle, British Columbia, and Lisbon,

and a Mediterranean cruise with her

mother. She reports that she is looking

forward to semi-retirement in the very

near future. • I ran into Judy McCluskey

Flood at my antique booth at the

Cambridge Antique Market in December;

she is a school counselor in Lowell.
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M. Adrienne Tarr Free

3627 Great Laurel Lane

Fairfax, VA 22033

(703) 709-0896
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Judith Anderson Day

The Brentwood 323

77500 San Vicente Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90049
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Charles and Mary-Anne Benedict

84 Rockland Place

Newton Upper Falls, MA 02464

chasbenedlct@aol.com

Our class email network has already

heard, but I must report to the rest of

you the sad news of the passing in mid-

January of our classmate Debbie

Wollaston Morgan. As we knew, she had

been ill with cancer for more than a year

now. We send our sympathy to all her

family members. Her funeral in Chestnut

Hill was well attended, including by sev-

eral class members. • As an addition to

the news I reported in the last issue

about Nancy Birdsall's new think tank

involvement, you can read more for

yourself about their endeavors at Nancy
also reports that older daughter Joanna

is living in Maine and getting her mas-

ters in education at Harvard; younger

daughter Sarah, a sophomore at Yale, is

playing viola with the university sympho-

ny and writing for the humor magazine;

son Sam is a virtuoso pianist who at the

tender age of fifteen has already played

Carnegie Hall and in Moscow, and also

has been on the soccer team that won
the Virginia State Cup last year; husband

David teaches law at Temple and "is

famous for his more or less libertarian

views on the way the Internet should

(not) be managed." • My life took an

interesting turn in early January when my
school administrators asked me to take

on the additional task of teaching a class

of remedial reading. It is proving to be

an interesting change of focus, but then

I guess I have managed to acquire the

reputation of being a "jack of all trades."

Next on the agenda is coordinating

another tea for the Newton alumnae

here in the Washington-Maryland-

Virginia area. If any of you are nearby any

springtime, let us know as you would be

most welcome to join us. • I have been

receiving inquiries about our reunion

activities in recent weeks from several of

you. By the time you read this, Reunion

weekend will either be upon or behind

us. I sincerely hope that many of you

are able to find the time to join us for as

much of the weekend's activities as you

can. I am also hoping for more news

from everyone so I will have L-O-N-G

columns of interesting tidbits for the

next several issues, if you can't come to

Boston personally, send the latest about

yourself and your family to any of my
addresses above. Let me know if you

have an email address, too, so you can

be included in any interim news that we
pass along. Happy summer!

Moreen (Owens) Donahue and her hus-

band, Steve, are enjoying the pleasure

and treasure of two little granddaugh-

ters, Caitlin and Coleen. The Donahues
have been longtime residents of

Trumbull, CT. • Jeannie (Grosz) Davis

and her husband, Don, joyfully celebrat-

ed the wedding of their daughter, Joelle,

last October. Jeannie described the wed-

ding as being a fun, romantic outdoor

ceremony and reception under clear

skies. Congratulations to the newlyweds,

Joelle and Ken. The Davises live in

Bethlehem, PA, where Jeannie continues

her nursing career. • Bill O'Mahoney
keeps us updated on his fun adventures

living and playing in NH. Bill keeps in

touch with many of our classmates from

way back when. He writes that his child-

hood friend and fellow BC '68-er Sue
(Rowen) James is living in Sandwich, and

is a professor at Curry College, as well as

being a proud grandmother. More from

Billy O... Steve "ROTCY" Riordan has

retired from the Navy and is living in

Bethesda, MD. • Lenny Gorelick travels

(more accurately, commutes) to Hong
Kong. • Ed McGrath lives in San Diego

and works in the high-tech field. He is

married to Linda Levy, and still plays the

trombone. • Boston College Magazine has

invited alumni to send in their remem-
brances of classmates who were killed in

the attacks of September n. Our fellow

classmate, Kevin Connors, was among
the victims of the tragedy. Kevin left BC
after his sophomore year to serve in the

Navy, but always considered himself a

member of our class of 1968. Please

share your memories of our special

friend at bcm@bc.edu . The magazine

has begun posting these remembrances
on its Web site at http://www.bc.edu/bcm.

The electronic file will be given to the

Boston College archive and become part

of a permanent record. Classmates, as

always, please feel free to send me your

news via email at JnJDay@aol.com or

use the snail mail route to my home
address in the heading...Happy Days!
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Kathleen Hastings Miller

8 Brookline Road

Scarsdale, NY 10583

fivemill@msn.com

As I write this, it has been six months
since the terrible September n tragedy

touched all our lives. Our hearts and

prayers continue to go out to Ellen and

Doug Mello as they strive to cope with

the loss of their son, Chris. They have

shown all of us how to move forward,

how to keep hope, through the darkest
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days. • People on the move: Julia Lopez

has relocated to San Francisco and Jean

Sullivan Burchard is back in Providence,

Rl. Polly Kayser Hober writes that she

and husband Steve are thoroughly enjoy-

ing their new role as doting grandpar-

ents. Mini-reunions are in the works.

Pat Mannion Sugrue and Pat McEvoy
Cousins are planning an April get togeth-

er in Charleston, SC, and Jane Sullivan

Burke has organized a NYC dinner in

March. Feel out of it? Send me your cur-

rent email address so you can be includ-

ed. Have a peaceful summer.

6 9
James R. Littleton

39 Dale Street

Chestnut Hill, MA 0246-/

jrlneag@aol.com
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Mary Cabel Costello

450J Swan Lake Drive

Copley, OH 44321-1167

mgcio2Q@aol.com

I got lucky! Two of my solicitous letters

were answered. Mimi Marchev doesn't

know how I was able to track her down
because she hasn't lived in the US for

ten years. After addresses in Chile, then

Mexico, Mimi now lives in Brunswick,

ME. After graduation, she received a law

degree from Rutgers. She then practiced

as a public defender in NJ and ME.

While in ME, she became very involved

in the battered women's movement and

ran a shelter there for three years. In

1984, she traveled to South America and

began to work internationally in the

women's movement. She started a pro-

gram called "Our Sisters, Our
Neighbors," an exchange program that

brought groups of feminist activists to

Mexico. In 1992, she completed a mas-

ter's degree in international administra-

tion and was hired by the School for

International Administration as a resi-

dent director in their study abroad pro-

gram in Chile. She then transferred to

Oaxaca, Mexico, where she lived with her

son, Andrew (born 1989), until last July.

Realizing that Andrew, who is completely

bilingual, needed an educational chal-

lenge, they moved to Brunswick, ME,

because of a special co-housing commu- -

nity there. Any Newtonites into co-hous-

ing, she asks! Presently, Mimi works as

a health care analyst in Portland, ME.

She keeps in touch with Lydia (Liz

Mclntire) Thomson and Margee Scola. •

Another message came from Chris

Mallouk, a member of the class of 1970,

but a graduate with us. Married and

divorced with no children and about ten

different careers such as waitress,

model, dancer, dance teacher, and dance

school administrator at the Martha

Graham school, she now lives in Deer

Park, NY. Chris runs her own business,

"Christina's World." She is on the Web
at www.christinasworld.com. She began

her own business in 1994 after learning

sales and marketing at Kodak, and sever-

al microfilm companies and then work-

ing for her father in his importing busi-

ness. All of this was perfect preparation

for the designing and importing of her

own line of glass ornaments from

Europe, which are sold by "Christina's

World" primarily to wholesalers such as

Christmas shops, garden centers, cata-

logs, and department stores. (Special

prices for Newton grads.) She claims it

has been very fulfilling and takes most of

her energy. Somehow, she has also

found time to continue her study of bal-

let and earn a master's in Italian, which

she uses for romantic conversations, or

discussions in art history. Chris reflected

on how she'd sometimes give anything

to just go to class again and soak in the

knowledge. She has terrific memories of

Newton and how relatively problem free

those days were. Don't we all? • Susan

Power Gallagher's son, Tim, carried the

Olympic Torch while it was in Boston.

Let's hear from you.
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Norman C. Cavallaro

c/o North Cove Outfitters

75 Main Street

Old Saybrook, CT 0647s

Newton
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Fran Dubrowski

3215 Klingle Road, NW
Wash'mgotn, DC 20008

dubrowski@aol.com

My mailbox carries news of globe-trot-

ters. Lured by prospects of "a warm,

sunny climate caressed by sea breezes,"

Kathy Sheehan moved to Palestine: "I

lived in a hotel rich in history in Arab

East Jerusalem...commuted with car and

driver every day to the Palestinian West
Bank, and had Sundays [for]

touring..The work was challenging and

the Palestinian people with whom we
worked were very gracious. But everyday

life there is not good — and that was
before it got worse. Military checkpoints

to and from work are a way of life; we
drove through refugee camps to avoid

some of the checkpoints but even those

rocky dirt roads would be blocked even-

tually... People try to go on with daily

lives [but] are fearful and angry and it's

palpable." After "a very difficult deci-

sion," she returned to Atlanta, joining

Cingular Wireless. • Harriet Mullaney

headed south-of-the-border: "I am really

enjoying my life as a student of justice

and peace. The hours are long and the

work is intense, but very rewarding. My
plan is not to have a plan and just see

where that leads me. I have always had

an interest in Central America, [studied]

at lliff and the University of Denver to

support it, [and] participated in a delega-

tion to Guatemala and Chiapis to study

the economic roots of violence and
obstacles to peace [there]. The trip left a

profound impression. ..continues to pro-

vide sobering reflection in the aftermath

of 9/11, [and revealed] that my Spanish is

very limited. So I went to Cuernavaca,

Mexico, to study language for two weeks.

I am hardly fluent but can now engage in

some conversation. The school was
good and the family I stayed with was
lovely so I will probably return during the

summer...." • Similarly inspired, Jane

McMahon Endicott and daughters

Isabelle and Anne sperlt four weeks liv-

ing with Mexican families and studying

Spanish at a language institute in

Oaxaca, a Mexican State capital north of

Chiapis and Guatemala. To get to the

beach (every teenager's dream), Jane

took a ten-hour bus ride at night over

the mountains, risking contact with ban-

ditos. Safely home again, she took

National Literacy Volunteer training and

now teaches English to a Guatemalan

youth.* Closer to home, Patti Bruni Keefe

and husband John enjoyed "tailgating

and Notre Dame football in the pouring

rain" while visiting offspring in Indiana:

Peter, at Notre Dame after touring Italy;

Emily, accompanying her husband on a

year-long federal court clerkship in South

Bend; and Tricia, working in administra-

tion in Valparaiso. Patti adds: "John and

I cherish family times. This year's high-

light was the birth of our gorgeous

granddaughter, Madeline Rose." •

Finally, in my last column I asked class-

mates to remember Pam Moore in their

prayers. Thanks to Rita Houlihan for

providing more information about Pam's

wishes. Before she died, Pam set up a

fund for research on ovarian cancer.

Contributions can be sent to: Spirit of

Care, Daniel H. Smith, M.D., 161 Fort

Washington Ave., Suite 837, New York,

NY, 10032.
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Robert F. Maguire

46 Plain Road

Wayland, MA 01778

rfm71@bc.edu

The Wallace Carroll School of Business

National Advisory Board for Finance

includes the following classmates:

Robert Foley, Michael Costello, John

Murphy, and Robert Griffin. It is obvious

who among us spent quality time in the
"

old Fulton Library. • John F. Lavey

emailed to get an update on classmates

and reports that he and Janet live in

Hudson, NH, and have three sons:

Scott, William, and Kevin. John has

worked with the Department of Defense

for more than twenty years. • John

Flynn's daughter, Katie, has come east

from Sacramento, CA, to join the fresh-

man class at BC. Congratulations! • Get

well wishes go out to John Mashia fol-
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lowing back surgery. Condolences to

him for the pain he felt in the Yankee's

loss in the World Series is more difficult

to extend. • Former Alumni Association

Executive Director John Wissler reports

that Anthony C. Pizzo has been named
executive director of the Ships of the Sea

Maritime Museum in Savannah, GA.

Tony and wife Laura have lived in north-

ern New England since graduation. The

past twenty years were spent in the gate-

way to the Northeast Kingdom,

Lunnenberg, VT, where Tony worked at

Stinehour Press, publisher of museum
catalogues. What a contrast, snowshoes

to barefoot in the sand! Their daughter

Justine lives in New York. • Paul
J.

DeCourcy sent a note to inform us that

his mother, Mary L. DeCourcy, passed

away on January n. Our condolences

are extended to the DeCourcy family.

Paul makes his home in Winchester

where he is the assistant treasurer of the

Winchester Co-Op Bank.

Newton
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Georgina M. Pardo

6800 S.W. 67th Street

5. Miami, FL 33143

ed.gigi@worldnet.att.net

Christine, who is at Holy Cross is study-

ing abroad this year in Spain. Martie and

the family were planning to join her for

the Christmas holidays. Ellen mentioned

that the Cape was lovely in the fall and

that she had been substitute teaching at

her daughter's high school, Sacred

Heart. Apparently one of the teachers

there is also a Newton alumna. • Martha

Lappin larrapino sent everyone her

warmest regards for the holidays. • And
finally, this laugh's on me. Eileen

Mclntyre sent me a letter, a news
release, and an attached photo with the

comment: "What a year! Happy belated

New Year!" However, I couldn't open any

of the files. So, I leave you with this

cliffhanger: What is in the letter? Who is

in the photo? What about the news
release? Stay tuned to this station and

we promise that three months from now,

we will deliver the fast breaking news on

Eileen Mclntyre. Hope all is well.

Regards.
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Lawrence G. Edgar

530 S. Barrington Avenue, #no
Los Angeles, CA 90049
ledgar@earthlink.net

Hello everyone! Sharon Zailckas Lena

emailed the most wonderful news:

"Valentine's Day is universally celebrated

as a holiday of love. This February 14, my
husband, Nick, and I were recipients of a

telephone call with the loving news that

our son Rich and daughter-in-law Steph

are expecting their first child sometime
in October. We are both excited grand-

parents-to-be! Rich is actively serving in

the Army and was promoted to rank of

captain last December. Rich is an aide-

de-camp for a general and is stationed at

Ft. Carson, CO. Steph is finishing her

college degree at University of South

Colorado and will graduate in May. Our
other son, Chris, is also actively serving

in the Army and is ranked as a lieu-

tenant. Chris is in his second year of

medical school in the Washington, DC
area. Both Nick and I are so very proud

to be part of the United States military

family. Keep your flags flying!" • It

appears that Melissa Robbins had a busy

holiday season. Her mother-in-law was
visiting with them in CT and was forced

to stay for an extended period of time.

Seems she was from Buffalo where the

seven feet of snow fell and could not get

back home! Melissa's daughter, Sarah,

was headed to Florida with the Regis

College diving team at about the same
time. Unfortunately, she couldn't really

tell her mom where in Florida they were

going. Melissa took it in stride with her

comment of "it must be great to be

young and carefree." Sarah had just

interviewed for an internship with

Project Bread in Boston. Hope she got

the job. • Ellen Sheehan Driscoll wrote to

tell me that Martha Kendrick's daughter,

The year 2001 was certainly a grim one

in many respects, but it did have one

redeeming feature - it may have been

the best year ever for a BC sports fan. I

didn't fully appreciate it until the end of

the football bowl season, when I saw
Miami (the team that the Eagles came
within a fluke play of upsetting) pound
Nebraska to win the national title. For

the Eagles to come so close to the top

team in college football, after winning

the college hockey title and improving so

in basketball, made for quite a year. I

was able to gather some news during the

BC - Georgia bowl game from my host,

Newport Beach software magnate John

Sacco and our classmate Jon Sidoli.

Besides the Christmas card John gets

from his longtime friend, Yankees' third

baseman Robin Ventura, he showed me
several from classmates: Jim (Ben)

Fogarty is a partner in a New Bedford

law firm and the father of a West Point

cadet; Gene Meehan is a vice president

with the National Economic Research

Association, for which he has moved to

Washington, D.C., from Atlanta (he has a

daughter who's a graduate of Georgetown

and a son who's a sophomore at

Dartmouth); and Bill Fornaci, who has

moved from Orlando, FL to Ridgewood,

NJ, is the father of a member of the

Penn State marching band. Jon Sidoli

related that he and Bill had a reunion in

Las Vegas last year, along with Lou

Marett, John Kahwati, and Phil Fragasso.

Lou is a trial attorney in Manhattan

who's son is a senior at BC; John is an

officer with a major Boston bank and a

resident of Wellesley; and Phil is a vice

president of marketing for Liberty

Mutual Insurance Company. I spoke to

Jim Fallon '73 and learned of the annual

Christmas newsletter he gets from Mary
Cincotta Reed and her husband, Austin

'73. Austin is the general counsel for

Pittston Corp. in Richmond, VA. They

have a son (a Harvard graduate) who's

finishing UVA Law School this year, and

a son who's a freshman at Harvard. I

need a rest after thinking of all those

tuition payments! One other topic - I've

read a couple of BC-related books lately

that you might find interesting: the oft-

mentioned Dr. Pat McGovern sent me a

copy of "Fixed" about BC basketball circa

1979; I sent back "Summer Wind," the

other book (besides "...And Never Let

Her Go") about the events in Delaware of

recent years. They're both worth reading.

As usual, please let me hear from you.

Newton
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Nancy Brouillard McKenzie, Esq.

7526 Sebago Road

Bethesda, MD 20817-4840

nancY.brouillard.mckenzie@bc.edu

Congratulations to our Newton College

Committee for leading us to fund the

Newton College Alumnae Professorship

in Western Culture. Naturally, this suc-

cess is in our hearts forever and now on

the Kenwood bulletin board. Similarly,

congratulations to Mary-Catherine

Deibel and Deborah Hughes of Upstairs

at the Pudding, who have been awarded

the Burt Miller Classic Citizen Award by

the Anthony Spinazzola Foundation

(ASF). Annually, the award goes to a

member of the hospitality industry who
has demonstrated outstanding charitable

service to the community and who best

reflects the passion and dedication

Anthony Spinazzola exhibited in his pur-

suit of perfection in all aspects of food

and wine. For more than twenty

years, Mary-Catherine and Deborah

brought exemplary service and the high-

est standards of hospitality to Harvard

Square with their restaurant marked by

many awards, including the Wine

Spectator Award for Excellence,

Gourmet's Top Table, and Boston

Magazine's Best of Boston Hall of Fame
award. This award recognizes their com-
mitment to the Greater Boston Culinary

Community and allows them to donate

the prize of $10,000 to the charitable

organizations of their choice: City

School, a leadership program for young
people of all different backgrounds who
are interested in social justice, and

Community Servings, a home-delivered

meals program for individuals and fami-

lies ill with AIDS. Mary-Catherine is still

working on a new location for the

Pudding and hopes to have an opening

in the fall. • Please take a moment to

remember in our prayers Katharine T
Hargrove, RSCJ, who recently passed

away. • At Kenwood, March marks an

extraordinary month of jubilee from first
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vows for Gabrielle Husson, RSCJ, to

Cora Brady, RSCJ, Marguerite Seymour,

RSCJ, all celebrating their seventieth, and

Grail McMullen, RSCJ, her sixtieth. •

Cathy Cyr Dowling, Steve, and Bailey the

dog have lots of news. Mamie, a sopho-

more, at Loomis Chafee plays the bas-

soon for the school orchestra and band,

was a fall field hockey co-captain, and

gives tours of the school. Suzy graduat-

ed with honors from Loomis Chafee. As

a freshman at Bates, Suzy is on the

novice rowing team and was featured as

a soloist in the Bates Choir presentation

of Handel's Messiah. In order, Steve

teaches fifth grade, took his students on

an Oregon Trail re-enactment (read two-

day trip with thirteen miles of walking)

and will be entering his eighteenth con-

secutive Mt. Washington road race.

Cathy is a commercial lines insurance

service representative at M&M
Insurance in North Conway, NH. Yes,

Cathy continues her pie baking business

too. Take care and please send news.

{Editor's Note: In October, Nancy was a

member ofher Agency team recognized

with an awardfrom the President's Council

on Integrity and Efficiencyfor their work to

save Federal monies.}
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Joy A. Malone, Esq.

i6 Lewis Street

Little Falls, NY 13365

class0fj3@bc.edu

Classmates, as a follow-up to the last

column, Boston College Magazine is also

inviting alumni to send in their remem-
brances of classmates who were killed

on 9/11. The magazine has begun post-

ing these remembrances on its Web site,

www.bc.edu/bcm. Our classmate, Gary

Lasko, who graduated magna cum laude

from the School of Management Honors

Program, looks out from the remem-
brance page, an older guy amongst the

mostly younger grads who lost their lives

on 9/n. So sad. If you would like to send

your remembrances of Gary to BC
Magazine, please do so by emailing to:

bcm@bc.edu. Classmates, in January

classmate Bob Edelman emailed the fol-

lowing message to the class: Since '73

I've lived in eight states, from New York

to California, and spent most of that

time trying to get back to Boston. We
finally made it back in 1998. Over the

course of this past year, I've had the

opportunity to talk with and meet some
of our BC classmates (mostly '73)

including Dennis Belisle, John Lally,

joe Capalbo, Jack Killoran, Tony Nuzzo,

Doug Goransson, David Pallai, Jim
Faucher, Joe Murphy, Joe Winn, Tony

Manfredi, Steve Sousa, George Downey,
Rick McCrossan, Bob Berish, John
Powers, Ned Guillet, Jack MacKinnon,

John Wissler, Charlene Watler, J. P.

Hansen, Steve Platten, MaryAnne
Kelleher, Jim Chisholm, Joe Clair, Jim

Craig, Mike Herbert, and Mike

McDonald. This is just a note to say

thanks to each of them for all their help

as I transitioned between careers allow-

ing me to stay in Boston after my com-
pany was sold. My wife Jane, an RN at

South Shore Hospital, and two daugh-

ters, Caitlin, age fourteen, and Meghan,
age sixteen, both ofwhom attend Sacred

Heart in Kingston, call Plympton our

home. As for myself, I am looking for-

ward to a new career role as a vice presi-

dent of sales for a national legal publish-

ing firm located in downtown Boston.

That's all for now. Best to you, Bob.

Classmates, if you would like to give Bob
a call, you can reach him at his Lawyers

Weekly, Inc., telephone number: 617-218-

8130. Thanks to Bob for sending us such

a long list of BC grads to put in the col-

umn. But Bob did not indicate in his

email which of the folks he mentioned

were members of the class of '73! Not
to worry. Your class correspondent

flipped through her copy of our class

of '73 commencement booklet! Ihope
I found all of you. That's all for this

column. Please email your messages
to the class. Your classmates look for-

ward to hearing from you! Thanks and

have a nice summer.

Newton
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Nancy Warburton Desisto

P.O. Box 142

W. BoothBay Harbor, ME 04575

desistonancy@aol.com

Karen Kollins is alive and well and living

in NJ. She is a cash and risk manager
for an international company . She has

spent spent seven years renovating a

turn of the century Victorian home and

furnishing it with antiques. Now she has

gone back to needlework, including knit-

ting which she started in the dorm to

relax. • How about updates from other

classmates??
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Patricia McNabb Evans

35 Stratton Lane

Foxboro, MA 02035

paej4bc@a0l.com

Hi everyone! I had a lot of help from our

classmate Tom Mahoney to get this col-

umn written for this issue. Thanks Tom!
• Steve Hoover is the new chief financial

officer for ITT Technical Institute. Steve

and Tricia '75 live in Everett and have

three children; their oldest, Tim, just

completed his junior year at BC. •

Newton resident Ken Brennan is the

president of the Auburndale Cooperative

Bank. • Paul Machunski recently joined

Fidelity as financial manager and John

Guliano is teaching history at Everett

High School. • Other Lynch School of

Education grads take note: the school

will be celebrating its fiftieth anniversary

in the fall. Maybe it's time to dust off

some of those SOE skits! • Our family is

well, and Jim and I are having a hard

time believing that we are now the par-

ents of an alumnus; our son Jim gradu-

ated in May. Congratulations to all the

other proud parents in our class! Have a

wonderful summer, take care, and please

email or call with some news; I would
love to hear from you.

Newton
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Beth Docktor Nolan

693 Boston Post Road

Weston, MA 02492

75

Hellas M. Assad

749 Lincoln Street

Norwood, MA 02062

Newton
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Margaret M. Caputo

507 Kinsale Road

Timonium, MD 21093

m.caputo@ worldnet. att. net

Please note my new home address and

telephone number above. I moved to

the Baltimore area during the winter to

join WMAR-TV/ABC as their national

sales manager. My move to the East

Coast allowed me a great visit with Mary
Stevens McDermott in November. It's

great being 'back home,' with much clos-

er proximity to family and friends.

• Melanie Byrne Thomas sent an email

regarding her plans to ride in an April

bicycle event, the MSi50. There are

8,000 riders participating in the 150-mile

trek from Houston to Austin to raise

money for Multiple Sclerosis research.

One of our classmates suffers with this

disease, so this is a dear cause. I hope

to hear from Melanie subsequently to

learn how she made out and, ideally, that

donations were generous. • Carol

Finigan Wilson sent a lovely note about

her blended clan. Meghan, a freshman

at BC, lives in Keyes North. Cameron, a

graduate of Santa Clara U, joined the

Marines in January 2001, was commis-
sioned a second LT in April 2001, and is

currently on duty as a public affairs and

communications officer at Camp Legune

in NC. Ginny is a college freshman in

Bellingham, WA; Amy is married and

teaches English in Richmond, CA.

Lauren recently started work at Arnold

Worldwide, the advertising firm in

Boston. The three youngest girls are

happy, healthy, and busy at home in

Concord with Carol and husband, Chris.

• Francie Anhut's most recent global

adventure was a February trip to Beijing

during the Chinese Spring Festival, with

husband Jim and daughter Kelly (six).

They were impressed with the Great

Wall, Forbidden City, Tiananmen Square,
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Summer Palace, Ming Tombs, the

Aquarium. ..what didn't they see? They

also had the unique opportunity to visit

a Beijing family in their home, enjoy an

authentic Peking Duck meal, and Kelly

charmed her way into a custom-made
pearl bracelet, that her mother covets!

Francie is currently training for her par-

ticipation in the Boulder, CO, Avon

Breast Cancer Walk, August 2002. This

cause, too, has a particular resonance

for our class because we lost our dear

Jean Hudson to this affliction. As it

relates to such fund-raising events, I'd

be happy to be the point-person for your

donation requests when you participate

in these. Please let me know when you

are involved, if you believe I can assist in

getting the word out. Many of our class-

mates are doing the literal legwork in a

variety of events, and I would be hon-

ored to spread the notices for you. •

Sadly, I end our column with the note

that Beth Walsh Alexander unexpectedly

lost her husband, Buck, during the

Thanksgiving weekend when he suc-

cumbed to a heart attack. Beth's many
Newton friends mourn this sadness, and

we ask that you keep Beth in your

prayers. • As I continue to open boxes,

finding pictures and yearbooks, I've been

reminiscing our capers at Newton. I

want to tell you all how proud I am to

know you, just adore the memories, and

truly look forward to hearing from you.

So, please don't be strangers. ..write to

let us know how you and your loved

ones are doing.
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Ceroid B. Shea, Esq.

10 Rogers St. #501

Cambridge, MA 02142

As all should know, Danielle Delie and

Edward Papa were taken from us on

September n. This magazine invites all

alumni to contribute remembrances of

these fallen classmates by forwarding

them to bcm@bc.edu. Submissions can

be viewed at www.bc.edu/bcm. The
entire electronic file will be given to the

Boston College Archive for inclusion in

its permanent record. Please notify other

friends of the deceased of this opportu-

nity to honor their lives and impact on
others. Ben Franklin said, "A good life is

long enough, but a long life isn't neces-

sarily good enough." It is a comfort to

know that decades hence an interested

party can read about their shortened

lives and the love they generated while

among us. • Beth (Hurley) Falzarano

attended the memorial Mass for Danni

Delie held last October, and was inadver-

tently omitted from the last notes. Mea
culpa. A memorial scholarship fund in

Danielle Delie's name is being estab-

lished. Contributions can be forwarded

to Dominican Aademy/D. Delie

Scholarship Fund, 44 E. 68th St., New

York, NY, 10021. • The Diversity Channel

(www.thediversitychannel.com) is head-

quartered in Bethesda, MD, and its pres-

ident is Alejandro Gonzalez. He and wife

Maria have three children, Michael (six-

teen), Alejandro (fifteen), and Eduardo

(twelve). • Steve Fuhst survived a har-

rowing experience in August 'oi when a

school bus he and other teachers were

riding in was struck from behind and

flipped over. He suffered a fractured

back and broken ribs in the collision,

which happened after a commercial driv-

er allegedly fell asleep at the wheel. Steve

teaches at Avapai College in AZ, and is

back on the job. The Tucson Arts Center

has produced three of his plays, the

most recent "A Walk In The Desert." He
resides in Presott, AZ, and recently wel-

comed Joseph, their second child. • Nick

Cistaro and wife Jayne are the parents of

three daughters, two in high school and
one a junior at the University of Arizona.

Jayne is a teacher at a Catholic grade

school, while Nick is active in the Rotary

Club and the Salvation Army. • John

Ogonowski, a pilot killed aboard

American Airlines flight 11 and husband

of Margaret (Lavelle) Ogonowski, was
posthumously given the Outstanding

Environmental Leadership Award by the

Massachusetts Association of

Conservation Commissions at its annual

conference in March. Away from work,

John and family tended to his White

Gate Farm in Dracut, growing hay,

pumpkins, blueberries, peaches, and

corn. Prior to his murder, John arranged

for the farm to forever remain an open
space under an agricultural preservation

restriction, and he was remembered as a

dedicated nature lover. • Please note the

email address for your submissions.

Hoping to hear from all, have a safe and

happy summer. God bless!
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MaryJo Mancuso Otto

256 Woodland Road

Pittsford, NY 14534

mottoooi@rochester.rr.com
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Julie Butler Evans

977 West Road

New Cannan, CT 06840
Jubutevans@aol.com

At this time next year we ALL will have

attended our twenty-fifth (!) BC reunion.

It seems as if we just celebrated the

twentieth. My own little Mod has had a

mini-reunion and plans another for the

fall of 2002, but it will be great to see

other classmates in all our mid-forty-

something glory! Speaking of getting

older... how do you feel about that? This

column doesn't have to be an "every-

thing-is-just-great" forum. Gotten

divorced lately? Sometimes that can be a

good thing, actually. Or maybe your

teenager is a trial. I've mentioned in here

that I started a magazine for women
recovering from disease, addiction,

and/or trauma. Why? Because I happen
to be a recovering alcoholic. I may have

graduated academically magna cum
laude, but in drinking, I was surely a

summa! So, being an active alcoholic

was not a great thing, but staying sober

is an accomplishment of which I am
proud. • Speaking of being proud, Jack

Stapleton emailed that he was asked by

the Alumni Association to run for

"Nominating Chair of the Alumni
Board." Did you win, Jack? Joe Ramos, of

the class of 1977, also emailed me. Joe's

former roommate, Bob Elia, is the older

brother of our own Mike Elia, who is

actually Dr. Elia now, practicing (I think)

in Bronxville, NY. • On a somber note, I

received a belated "death notice" from a

member of the class of 1974, regarding

our former classmate Ann Lawrence

Rogers, who died of cancer in July of

2001. A resident of Silver Spring, MD,
Ann worked in clinical social work and

psychotherapy. She founded and was the

first director of the Milestone Program, a

rehabilitation program for the mentally

ill. Her husband, Webster, and three chil-

dren, JoAnne, Catherine, and Alex, sur-

vive Ann. • Okay, back to the twenty-fifth

reunion. ..we gotta get going on the plan-

ning. So if you are interested in helping

to any degree, please email Jack Foley at

bceagle78@hotmail.com. And contact

me any way you'd like with any and all

milestones, conundrums, or anything

else you'd like to share with your fellow

eagles.
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Laura Vitagliano

78 Wareham Street

Medford, MA 02155

(781) 396-2972
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Dr. John Carabatsos

478 Torrey Street

Brockton, MA 02301

j. carabatsos.dmd@ worldnet. att. net

Hello fellow classmates. I hope all is

well in your lives. I ran into Dr. Bob
Shalvoy at a basketball game this winter.

He is a clinical assistant professor at

Brown University School of Medicine.

He lives in Cumberland, Rl, with his wife

and three children. • Congratulations to

Mary Menna Darveau and her husband
on the birth of their daughter, Nicole,

born November 9, 2001. • I got a great

letter followed by a phone conversation

with Greg Cassin. He lives in San

Francisco with his partner of seven

years, David, and their daughter

Breanna. He travels the country speaking

at high schools and universities on

issues such as self-esteem, HIV and

gay/lesbian awareness. He also has

www.bc.edu/alumni
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worked as a mixed media artist for the

past three years. He also reports that he

is long-term survivor of HIV. He writes

that Mary Ellen Roche (remember Fr.

Fred's folk mass?) lives now in Sea

Bright, NJ, fulfilling her lifelong dream of

owning a house on the water. She is

also pursuing her dream of professional

vocal training and singing more than

ever. She is human resources director

for AT&T in Basking Ridge, Nj. • Bill

Skerry was recently inducted into the

Re/Max Realty Hall of Fame for career

sales achievement in the real estate pro-

fession. He specializes in the Newton
real estate market. He and his wife live

in Dedham with their three-year-old

daughter. He would like to hear from his

Hillside A-45 roommates Mark Young,

Jeff O'Hara, Steve Sartor, John Sprague,

and Rich Harris. He remembers mellow-

ing out after they were called to visit Fr.

Hanrahan. One visit was enough. •

Stacy Hamilton Katz has been a stay-at-

home mom for eight years after a career

as a trusts and estates attorney. She and

her husband, Michael, are celebrating

their fifteenth wedding anniversary this

summer. Her eldest son is a New York

state gymnastics champion and partici-

pates in a distance-learning program

with Stanford University. Her younger

son and daughter are also gymnasts and

good students. She writes that Camilla

DePaull Ireland lives in Ellicott City, MD,
with her husband and son. Donna
Socha lives in Cambridge with her hus-

band. They are doing a lot of traveling.

Jennifer Burns Lewis and her husband

live in Carmi, II, with daughter and son.

Jennifer is the minister of their

Presbyterian church. • Kathy Mahowald
Skinner and her husband live in the

Cincinnati area where Kathy works for

Proctor and Gamble. Stacy's email

address is mikekatz@bestweb.net. My
special thanks go out to Greg and Stacy

for kindly including updates from other

classmates.

8l
Alison Mitchell McKee, Esq.

1128 Brandon Road

Virginia Beach, VA 23451

amckee8i @aol.com

Just a few things to report this quarter. •

Eileen Durkin is living in Norton and

teaches English at Norton Middle

School. Ken Sejkora and Eileen will cele-

brate their twentieth anniversary this

June and have three sons, Patrick,six-

teen, Thomas, thirteen, and Luke,

eleven. • Leslie Stone McKee met her

husband while working in NY. They

moved to the suburbs of Philadelphia

seven years ago. Leslie is a principal with

Buck Consultants, a human resources

consulting division of Mellon Financial

Corp. Leslie and her husband have two
girls, Bailey, eight, and Kendall, five.

Leslie is happy to report that the girls

know all of the words to "For Boston"

and wear their BC sweatshirts proudly

despite living in Villanova country. • Last

year David lannini was promoted to

treasurer of Viad Corp where he contin-

ues to hold responsibilities as executive

director in the company's corporate

development department. David was
previously an investment banker with

Salomon Smith Barney and also has

prior experience with Arthur Andersen &
Co. • As you can see, my mailbox has

been pretty empty. Please take a minute

to write!
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John A. Feudo

8 Whippletree Lane

Amherst, MA 01002-3100

perfplus@bigfoot.com

Sue Ryan wrote for the first time, but like

many of us she always turns to class

notes right away when the magazine
arrives. Sue graduated from UCLA Law
School, and now lives in Phil Jy where

she's the executive director of a non-

profit organization called Partners for

Kids and Families. She's looking forward

to our reunion, and she'd love to catch

up with Esther Muscari Lin. How 'bout

it, Esther. It's been a long time.

• Cindi Bigelow spoke with Ed McHugh
recently. Ed works in California.

Speaking of Cindi, Greg Rossi works at

the San Luis Resort and Conference

Center in Galveston, TX, where they use

Bigelow Teas exclusively. Sounds just

like at my house! He, Elizabeth, and

son Evan live in Houston. Greg sent

along a terrific update of all the Grey

House guys. • Joe and Kim Mays Kropf

live in Burlington, VT, where Joe has a

dental practice. They have two boys,

Mason and Quinn. • Jack Kelley and his

wife, Jennifer, recently moved from

Singapore to Stamford, CT— can any-

one say "culture shock"? They have a

daughter, Alexandria. • Dave
Fitzsimmons works for IBM in St. Louis,

where he and Sheila have three children:

Timothy, Erin, and Patrick. • Brian and

Lynne Lynch are in Atlanta, with sons

Kevin, Patrick, and Sean. Brian works for

RehrigPacific. Sam Flemister is an

orthopedic surgeon in Cooperstown, NY.

He and Monique have two kids,

Nicholas and Sydney. Rick Vanderslice is

a doctor in Hilton Head, SC. He and

Joani have two girls, Sarah and Grace. •

Gary and Catherine McDonough live in

New Jersey with their three kids, Andrew,

Ellen, and Mary. Thanks for practically

doing the column for me this time,

Greg! • Greg Good sent along the sad

news of the passing of Gerry Paglia.

Gerry was living in Newton Centre at the

time. Greg is living in Florida, working

for Hartford Life Insurance. • Gene
Roman saw Dan Leahy and Dave
Gleason at an RA/Barat House Jesuit

Community Reunion that Grace Cotter

Regan organized. • Charlie D'Atri and
wife Jan recently had a baby boy, James
Charles. Big sister Emma (two years

old) is still puzzled by the new plaything!

Charlie stays in touch with Kevin

Shannon (Atlanta), Fran Sullivan (New
Orleans), Ed Storey (Cape Cod), and
Peggy O'Donnell, who is living in both

Brussels and England. Charlie works in

the entertainment business in LA, and
he sends his regards to Grace, who's

doing a terrific job as our alumni direc-

tor (okay, so I added that last part

myself!). • Dennis Monahan heard from

Carolyn Pistocchi, and he welcomes
emails from old friends. His address is

dmona25941@aol.com. • Andre Raspanti

and wife Clarissa welcomed their first

child, Catherine Anne. They live in Phil ly.

• Good to see we forty-somethings are

still in the baby-making mode. My beau-

tiful wife, Jenn, gave birth to our equally-

beautiful (editorial privilege) daughter,

Madison Grace, just after New Year's.

Ali (twelve) and Tony (ten) love having a

baby sister.
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Cynthia J: Bocko

77 Hood Road

Tewksbury, MA 01876

(978) 851-6119

Happy summertime to everyone! If

you're wondering why this column is so

empty, it's because I didn't receive any

class notes this time around! Let's make
up for this notes-less column in the next

issue. Please send me your updates via

email at cindybocko@hotmail.com, or

call me on the telephone with your news!

Hope you're enjoying the summer!
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Carol A. Baclawski, Esq.

29 Beacon Hill Road

W. Springfield, MA 01089

(W) 737-2166

Hope everyone is enjoying summer.

Here's the news I've received. Last fall

David Salter married Nancy Taffell in

Louisville, KY Bob Mission '82, best

man, and Greg Mancini were in the wed-

ding party. At the wedding, Dave sere-

naded Nancy with "Some Kind of

Wonderful" by Grand Funk, while Nancy

charmed attendees with her grace. Dave

and Nancy live in Atlanta, GA, where

Nancy is a national account executive for

Corporate Environment and Dave is the

global account manager for Compuware
Corporation. Greg and his wife, Suzanne,

have three children and live in Rhode

Island. Greg recently left his law practice

to become executive director of the 21
st

Century Labor Management Partnership,

a newly founded coalition among seven-

teen local construction unions and their

contractors. Susan Govoni Sequeira and

husband Buzz announced the birth of

son Xavier Joseph, born August 2, 2001.
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He joins big sister Christine, age eight-

een months; Elisabeth, age six; and

Morgan, age twenty. Susan and family

live in Buzzards Bay. Susan welcomes

email at bnssequeira@earthlink.net. •

Clarke Devereux married Kathleen

Kearney last October 13, 2001, in

Winnetka, IL Attending the wedding

were Clarke's brother, Doyle Devereux

'88, serving as best man; sisters Mary

Pat Devereux-Ebzery '80, Aimee
Devereux '85; cousin Bill Luby '88, and

wife Janis Parisi Luby '89; and Tom
Bransfield '89. Clarke is an attorney in

private practice with an office in Mount
Prospect, IL. • Brian LaChapelle is direc-

tor of development for major gifts in the

Allied Health, Nursing and Pharmacy

School at the University of Connecticut

at Storrs. • Kevin and Pamela (Corski)

Wright announced the birth of daughter

Catherine, born December 6, 2000. They

live in North Billerica. • Michael Sellers

is the new editor of the Episcopal New
Yorker, the newspaper for the Episcopal

Diocese of New York. He has lived in

Manhattan for the last eleven years and

still sings and acts on occasion. He and

his partner, Robb, live in midtown
Manhattan, with two cats and a dog.

Adrian Kerrigan has been appointed vice-

president for university advancement at

the University of Detroit Mercy. Adrian

will be the chief development, alumni

relations, and communications officer

for the university and will be responsible

for the fund-raising strategy and imple-

mentation, alumni relations, and special

events programming. Adrian previously

worked at LeMoyne College in New York

where he was vice president for institu-

tional advancement. Adrian and wife

Sandie, and their children, Jake,

Nicholas, and Liam, live in Crosse Point,

Ml. • Jim Dwyer and his wife, Colleen,

and darling daughters Anna (five) and

Maggie (three) have settled (hopefully

permanently) in Williamsburg, VA. Jim

is an associate professor at the William

& Mary School of Law. His second book
on schooling, Vouchers Within Reason: A
Child-centered Approach to Education

Reform, was published in November.

Jim can be reached at jgdwye@wm.edu.
• Thanks for all the news. Please keep it

coming!
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Barbara Ward Wilson

8 Via Capistrano

Tiburon, CA 94920
bwilson@ hlmx.com

Karen Broughton Boyarsky

205 Adirondack Drive

East Greenwich, Rl 02818

karen.boyarsky.86@bc.edu

Congratulations to our dear friends, Paul

and MaryLou Burke Afonso on the birth

of Caroline Burke Afonso in February!

Caroline will undoubtably be good bud-

dies with Colin Alcott Riordan, born just

two weeks earlier to Donna Alcott

Riordan and her husband, Jack. Colin

joins brother jack, one, so the Riordans

are busy! We are so happy for all of you!

• I had the opportunity to visit with

Jackie Haxton this winter, who is on

leave from her job as a first grade

teacher. Jackie and her husband live out-

side Poughkeepsie, NY, and have a six-

year-old daughter, Marilyn. It was also

great to see Eileen Foley who is living in

the Back Bay and is in management for

Lee Munder Capital Group. • Kathy

Blouin Drake and her husband are

thrilled to announce the birth of

Nicholas this past winter! Kathy is a

sales manager for Oracle in Waltham
and lives in Newton. • Loved hearing

from "Hutch" Barry Hutchison who
wrote with an update! Barry spent ten

years in D.C. as special assistant to

Newt Gingrich and then left politics five

years ago to work for the United States

Golf Association! He has recently joined

a venture capital firm in San Francisco

where he is the director of media rela-

tions. He was married in 1999 to Tracy

Tone and they recently had their first

child, Conor! Congrats to Barry and his

family and thanks for writing! Hutch

mentioned that Tony Williams is doing

great and is the weatherman at KCBS in

L.A.! • Hello to Maria Rita Petrillo-

Bolanos who is an emergency medicine

physician at Newport Hospital. She and

her husband, Byron, are the proud par-

ents of four-year-old Isabelle, and live in

Portsmouth, Rl. She sends her best to

her old friends and classmates! • Thanks

for the updates! Keep those cards and

letters coming!
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Catherine Stanton Rooney

35 Emerald Ave.

Braintree, MA 02184

cathsr5@a0l.com

Hello! I hope that you are all well. I am
writing this column on a cold February

morning, but by the time this is pub-

lished we will already have had our

reunion. I'm sure I'll have lots of

updates to report in the next issue. I

received several emails from classmates,

so here's the news. • Congratulations go

to my friend Stephen Birmingham on his

recent marriage to Alison Mosher '89.

Classmates attending included Gerry

McAree, Roberto Zaccaradelli, Larry Joel,

Jim Murphy, and Tim Hackett. Gail

DeMarco emailed that she and her hus-

band, Keith Folz, are living in Clinton,

CT, with their two children, Gianna (four)

and Luciano (ten months). They moved
last year from Chicago where she did her

grad school training. Gail is a clinical

psychologist at a Community Health

Center in Middletown and she has a

small private practice. Thanks Gail! •

Wally Mullin also emailed that he is a

senior economist with the Council of

Economic Advisors, which provides the

president and White House staff with

economic policy advice. He is living in

Arlington, VA. • Bob Checkosky also

emailed with the news that his wife,

Diane, and he just had their second

child, Olivia, on January 6. She joins big

sister Sarah, who will be six in May. The
family moved to a new home in

Sturbridge last fall. Bob is working as an

underwriting officer for Travelers

Property Casualty in Hartford. • I also

heard from Phil Cocco who bought a

restaurant, The Bridgewaye Inn and

Marina at Humarock Beach in

Marshfield. It is a 435-seat restaurant

and function facility that has overnight

guest rooms as well as a forty-four slip

marina. Phil is planning a lot of renova-

tions for the fall, but drop in for a drink

if you're in the area, or visit his Web site

atwww.bridgewayeinn.com. Good luck,

Phil! • Joan Keane Zimerman emailed

from California where she is working as

an analyst at UC Davis' newly estab-

lished School of Education. This is after

she had worked for five years at UCLA's

Graduate School of Education and

Information Studies. She is also partici-

pating in master singing class work-

shops and performed three shows in

several Los Angeles cabaret venues,

including the Hollywood Roosevelt

Hotel. She hopes to continue to pursue

singing opportunities in both the LA and

San Francisco areas. Thanks Joan! •

Congratulations to Shaun Real, a former

senior manager with Ernst & Young's

Boston office, who was named a partner

of the firm last July. • I also received a

request from Boston College Magazine to

all classmates who knew Tom Fitzpatrick

and would like to share a remembrance
that will be posted on its Web site. If you

would like to do so, you can email them
to bcm@bc.edu. Thanks again to all who
checked in with updates. Enjoy the sum-
mer!

88
Laura Cermak Ksenak

54 Kendal Avenue

Maplewood, NJ 0J040
ksenak@msn.com

One of my former Duchesne dorm-

mates, Maureen Keaney Fisher, has been

in Tampa, FL, for nine years. She hangs

out there with husband Steve and their

two children, Carly Grace and Brendan
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Thomas. In addition to wife and mother,

Maureen also is implementation manag-
er for Allscripts Healthcare Solutions.

Maureen let us know that Anne
(Roemer) Kuczynski lives in Phoenix with

husband Peter and little Matthew. Anne
recently changed careers to be in real

estate. • Another fellow Newton campus
alumna, Veronica Noonan Olszewski,

can be found in Philadelphia with hus-

band, John, and daughters, Julia and

Elizabeth. In her spare time, Veronica is

a trial attorney with the law firm of

McKissock& Hoffman, P.C. in Philly. .

Don't know where he lived freshman

year but now Norman Patry is living in

Portland, ME, and running a bicycle tour

company called "Summer Feet: Maine

Coast Cycling Adventures." • Wally Tonra

has moved out of the Boston area to his

wife's hometown, Norfolk, VA. Wally,

Caroline, and their two boys miss going

to the home football and basketball

games, but Wally did make it to the

Music City Bowl Came with Chris

Cuzikowski (who played host in his

hometown of Nashville), Patty Cahill

Cuzikowski, Steve Fortier, Dennis Nolan,

and Dennis' dad, Dennis Nolan Sr '66.

At the "official BC Alumni Association

Bar," the Wildhorse Saloon, Wally and

company ran into classmates Bill Frain,

Dick Doyle, and Perry O'Crady. And also

met up with Tim Pierce and Amy
Sigenthauler Pierce at the game. •

Juliane Farrand reports that the girls of

Hillsides C43 will reunite this June in

Boston. Juliane, husband Nik Bahrain,

and first son, Alexander, welcomed sec-

ond son, Andre, in July 2001. They live in

Scotts Valley, CA. In between the births

of her sons, Juliane ran a marathon and

was joined by former classmate Joe

Demarco (of Frisco) for the last thirteen

miles. • Carolyn (Maguire) Howard ran

the Boston Marathon in 2000. Carolyn

and husband Bob live in the Boston area

with their girls, Jennifer, Amanda, and

Sarah . • Leslie (Montgomery) Martin

and husband Thomas celebrated their

son Luke's first birthday in January.

Leslie, Thomas, and Luke live, work, and

play in Boston. • Paula Zuffante Labarge

received her PhD in clinical neuropsy-

chology in 1997 and married Andrew
Lafarge (a neuropsychologist) in 2000.

They are now living near Albany. Paula is

starting a private practice in pediatric

neuropsychology. • Rose Marie Joly is a

trial attorney at Rath, Young and

Pignatelli, P.A., in Concord, NH. She and

her husband, Steve Duggan, welcomed
their first child, Eli Mathias, in August

2001. • Nora Lynch Smith, husband

James, and son Stewart live in Sherborn.

• Amy Curcio jalbert, a special education

teacher, is working and living in

Swampscott with husband Mike Jalbert

and son Matthew. Amy wrote to tell us

that her BC friendships proved to be

deeply connected when everyone showed

their incredible support after her father-

in-law died on September n. Not only

did her BC buddies send flowers, food,

and get babysitters, they even finished

painting Amy's house. Amy lets us know
what her good friends have been up to:

Renee Munroe Hill and Leo Hill live in

Acton with children Jared and Katelyn.

Leigh Panettiere lives in Arlington and

practices law in Boston at Sandulli,

Grace. • Jane Sheridan Edwards works at

EMC with her husband, Steve Edwards.

They live in Holden with their son,

Christopher. • Kathleen Murphy, an

optometrist in downtown Boston, lives

in Belmont. • Lisa Colpitts Hall and Matt

Hall live in Hopkinton, NH, with their

two little ones Cathen and Emerson. •

Maura Embler and Rick Metters live in

Woburn with children Rick and Ryan. •

Kathy Picard Fields retired from the

banking world and now enjoys the life of

leisure with husband Ted Fields in

Kingsport, TN. • Lisa Noonan McAuliffe

and Nick lannuzzi are planning and par-

ticipating in a road race that has been

organized in memory of close friend

David Brundage. The third annual

"Dave's Race" takes place on June 2,

2002, in Somerville. • If anyone has

emailed an update and it hasn't been

published please send it again and put

"BC Alumni" in the subject line. As

always, thanks for keeping everyone in

touch.

8Q
Cheryl Williams Kalantzakos

10 Devonshire Place

Andover, MA 01810

cwk89@bc.edu

Boston College Magazine invites class-

mates to submit remembrances of class-

mates who were killed in the events of

September n. Anyone who would like to

contribute remembrances of Sean Lynch

may do so and send them to

bcm@bc.edu. The magazine has begun

posting these tributes on its Web site,

www.bc.edu/bcm. They will also be given

to the Boston College Archive and

become part of a permanent record. •

Tom Sullivan has been nominated by

President Bush to serve in his adminis-

tration. Following confirmation by the

U.S. Senate, Tom will head the Office of

Advocacy at the U.S. Small Business

Administration. • John MacKinnon wrote

to say that this past August more than

twenty of our classmates gathered at

Norwich CC in Connecticut to play golf.

Ever since the "Wascal" intramural foot-

ball team defeated the "Gators" in the

playoffs on Shea Field, 20-14 in double

overtime, these two teams have contin-

ued their rivalry and friendships on the

golf course. This past summer, the

"Wascals" were represented by Todd

Laggis, Pat Barbera, Sean Doyle, Bill

Hogan, Pat Fay, Rob Wondolowski, Tom
Flood, Joe DeMarco, Joe Bucci, Steve

Lefkowitz, Jack MacKinnon, and Jerry

Lynch. The "Gators" were represented by

Scott King, Dr. Jim Rice, Mike Deluca,

Tim Reyes, George Alexandrou, Jim

Gannon, Eric Ringkamp, Mike Lazzari,

Rich Brunaccini, John Sulick, and Tim
Pisinski. Past participants have included

Pat McManus, Scott MacKenzie, Jim

Brennan, Ralph Schwartz, Sean Mullen,

and Steve McCarthy. The "Gators" won
this year's Ryder Cup style tournament
over 2 days of golf. The "Wascals" hold

an overall 4-2 lead since the tourney

evolved into a team competition from

the individual tournament that it started

as in 1990. Past sites have included

Atlantic City, NJ; Newport Rl; and

Foxwoods, CT. Going forth, the teams
have decided to make the weekend a

charitable event and will donate money
to a different charity each year. • Jerry

Lynch was recently promoted to national

director of field sales for Forest

Laboratories, Inc. He is based in the

New York City office. He and his wife,

Kiera Lympens Lynch '90, live in

Larchmont, NY. • Sean Mullen is living in

New York City and is jogging two to

three times a week. • Shelley Richmond

Joseph and husband Scott are living in

Natick with their two children, Julia (two-

and-a-half) and Hailey (one). After serv-

ing seven years as a state prosecutor,

Shelley started her own law practice and

works part time. In addition, she is an

adjunct faculty member at New England

School of Law. • On January 23, 2002,

Philip and Maria Joseph Peckham wel-

comed twins — Madeline Jane and

James Willis. They join big sister

Elizabeth who is almost two-and-a-half.

Maria has left the working world after

being in sales since graduation and is

living in North Easton. • David D'Alleva

is currently employed as the director of

interactive marketing at AOL/Time
Warner in Dulles, VA. He lives just west

of Washington, DC with his wife, Sheila,

and three daughters Julia '92, Anna '96,

and Sophia 'oi. David runs into Michael

Perillo occasionally while on business in

NYC. Mike has opened his own suc-

cessful orthodontist practice in

Hasbrouck Heights, NJ. • John Kreeft is

living in West Newton with his wife of

two years, Julie. He is a flight instructor

in Rhode Island. • Mike Hynes and his

wife, Monica, welcomed their first child,

Drew Samuel, on October 31, 2001.

Although sleepless, they are living in

Gwynedd, PA, and doing well. They

would like to thank all classmates who
sent well wishes. • Kim Kauffman Bates

and husband Pete live in Colchester, CT,

with their three children, Andrew (nine),

Timothy (five), and Julia (nine months).

Kim has been teaching in Waterford, CT,

for ten years. George Grant and his wife,

Mary Beth, had their first child on

September 5, 2001. George Ryan came
into the world prematurely and spent 101
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days in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit

at Brigham and Women's Hospital. Mary

Beth was also hospitalized on seven dif-

ferent occasions and has never before

been sick in her life. George Ryan and

Mary Beth are home now and they are

doing well.

QO
Kara Corso Nelson

67 Sea Island

Glastonbury, CT 06023

bcgonews@cox.net

My apologies to anyone who tried to

email me an update after February—my
email address has changed due to the

termination of the at-home service. So,

please make a note of my new email

address above and keep sending those
,

updates! • Mark Komanecky and his

wife, Jennifer Thumm, welcomed their

new son, Alexander Nicholas to this

world on May 31, 2001. He weighed in at

5 pounds and l ounce, and was 18.75

inches long. Alexander is doing fine and

is enjoying living in Cincinnati, OH,
where his parents relocated last summer.

Mark was transferred by Procter &
Gamble last June from New York to the

company's general offices. • Kirsten

(Swanson) Fitzgerald and Brian

Fitzgerald are the proud parents of a

new baby boy, Kyle Joseph. He was born

on September 17, 2001, at 10:51 am.

He was 8 pounds, 6 ounces and 21.25

inches long. Kirsten and Brian purchased

a new home in Canton and moved in

about a week before Kyle was
born. Needless to say there were a lot of

family and friends helping out in that

move! • Denise Angelo married Bill

Walsh on November 10. The ceremony

was held in their home in Maynard and

the reception was at the Stowe Acres

Country Club in Stowe. There were many
BC grads in attendance as well as in the

wedding party. Stephanie Munro Carmel

'89 was the matron of honor. She and

her husband, Roger, are expecting their

first baby in February. Bridesmaids

included Andrea Munster Yoch '89 and

Suzanne Smith '89. In attendance to

share in the celebration were Andrea's

husband, Steve Yoch '87, Will McCarthy

and wife Pam, Cyril Lemaire, Amy
MacDonald, Craig Orr and wife

Gretchen, Jim Krebs '89, Kim Keough
'85, Ken Carty '88,and Mike Corcoran.

Bill and Denise enjoyed a relaxing and

excellent honeymoon in Hawaii! Denise

is the account supervisor for a small

direct mail company in Woburn. She's

also started a new business as a consult-

ant with Partylite Gifts. Her husband,

Bill, is a carpenter who grew up in

Waltham. • Zandra Sherrington and her

husband, Jim Addison, welcomed the

arrival of their daughter, Sarah Grace, on

September 19, 2001. She weighed in at

an impressive 9 pounds, 7 ounces, and
21 inches long. Sarah is keeping her par-

ents busy, and when she needs some
"mother mojo," Zandra contacts Amy
Allegrezza-Donahue, mother of three

future Eagles! • Chris Campus Cina was
married to Rich Cina in September 1998
and she gave birth to their first daughter,

Chloe Elisabeth on March 7, 2001. They

live in North Andover where Chris is a

speech language pathologist in the

North Andover public schools. • Natalya

Zilberman wed Jeff Carney in February

and is currently working as an OB/GYN
nurse practitioner at Mass General

Hospital. In attendance at the wedding

were Tim and Liza Gleason and Kevin

and Maria MacKinnon. • John Flanagan

returned from Ireland and organized a

mini reunion that took place at Rita

Rodin's apartment in New York City.

Fellow Manhattanite Mike Salve was
there, as was Mike Kart all the way from

NC. Ken Forton and his wife, Jessica,

came from Vermont, and Colleen

Driscoll from Boston. • As you may
know, Boston College Magazine has

invited alumni to send in their remem-
brances of classmates who were killed

in the attacks of September n, and the

magazine has begun posting these on

its Web site (www.bc.edu/bcm). The
electronic file will be given to the

Boston College Archive and become
part of a permanent record. As our

class was among those to suffer a

loss, I have been asked to extend a

particular invitation to friends of John

Murray to share their recollections.

Remembrances may be sent to

bcm@bc.edu.
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Peggy Morin Bruno

2 High Hill Road

Canton, CT 06019

pegmb@snet.net

Hello everyone! Lots of updates this

magazine, so let's get right to it! Keep

the updates coming! Please note the

change in my email address! •

Congratulations to Laura Joy (Leonard)

Knapp and her husband, Lawrence, on

the arrival of their baby girl, Sarah Joy, on

November 12, 2001. They also have a

son, Christopher Jarvis, born November

10,1999. Laura and Lawrence are cur-

rently in the process of relocating from

Foxboro to Menomonee Falls, Wl. •

Elizabeth (McDonald) Blanchard is cur-

rently in her third year of internal medi-

cine residency at Boston Medical Center

and plans on staying there for a

heme/onc fellowship starting in July. She

and her husband, Peter, have two beauti-

ful little girls: Elizabeth (two) and Clare

(fourteen months) and are currently liv-

ing in Dorchester. • Mike Jovanovich, aka

"Jovo," played pro football in the CFL

Canada from 1992-1996 against Darrin

and Doug Flutie (not with them) and is

currently living in Oakville, Ontario,

Canada with his wife Michele (U of

Guelph, Ontario Canada), and two

daughters, Madison (four) and Brooke

(two-and-a-half). Mike is now working

for Sun Microsystems of Canada Inc. as

a partner principal looking after Sun's

Systems Partners in Toronto, Ottawa, the

Province of Quebec and all of Atlantic

Canada. He would like to encourage any

of his fellow BC alumni to contact him at

mjovoi@cogeco.ca. He can be reached

at home (905) 825-8990 or at work (416)

706-6767. • Lee (McGillicuddy) and

Michael Vaughan welcomed daughter

Grace Anne on October 1, 2001. Grace is

their second child. She has an older

brother Jack who is one. Lee and Michael

were married in September of 1994, and

are living in Boston. Michael was recent-

ly named vice president of government

relations at Fleishman Hillard/GPC. Lee

is taking a few years off to raise their

children. • Kelly (Flavin) and her hus-

band, Matt Rowan, welcomed their first

child Kara Sullivan Rowan in October

2001. Kelly and Matt were married in July

1999. Several 1991 eagles were in atten-

dance: Heather Lewis, Lenny Wall, Lee

and Michael Vaughan, Paul and Brenna

Melvin, Ellen (Flynn) Kelley, Siobhan

(Rohan) Dwan, Judy (McLaughlin)

Stanton, Michael McDonald, Amy
(Duffy) Chrisom, Rob Degnan, Patrick

Goonan, and Michael Flaherty. Kelly and

Matt are living in Belmont. • Jay Duke is

living in Scarsdale, NY, with his wife,

Heather, and their fun little nine-month-

old baby boy, Jonathan George. Jay works

in Manhattan in the M&A investment

banking department for Morgan Stanley.

Following graduation at BC, he worked

for Reebok International Ltd. in various

marketing management positions

including global product manager for

soccer footwear and more recently as the

marketing director for their japan distrib-

utor based in Tokyo, Japan. After living in

Japan for two and a half years jay attend-

ed the Fuqua School of Business at Duke
University and received his MBA and

joined Morgan Stanley following gradua-

tion. Jay is eager to hear from friends

from school who may live in the NY
area; he can be reached at

John.Duke@morganstanley.com. Jay also

sent updates on fellow classmates.

Rafael Medina, along with his wife,

Dana, live in the Dominican Republic

and have a one-year-old boy, Rafael

Andres. Chris Langway lives in

Manhattan, works for Digitas (a technol-

ogy consulting company), may have

found the right girl, and continues to

model his hair after Andre Agassi. Jamie

Elias still pathetically roots for UM and

the Dolphins while living in Miami. He is

a director for Trivest, a private equity

shop. Last Jay heard from Ken Persel, he

was moving to Boston, but owes Jay a

phone call and Ken, if you are out there,

give him a call. • Teddy Errico, residing

in the upscale resort town of Telluride,
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Colorado, is an associate broker for the

Telluride Real Estate Corporation. Teddy

is also the production director for the

world renowned Telluride Blues and

Brews Festival. Send him an email at

scoobydoo@telluridecolorado.net if

you'd like information on property

investments or just to snowboard (or

ski) at Telluride. • Congratulations to

Malinka Cuiterrez, JD, who married

Douglas Goldman on January 26, 2002,

in Saratoga Springs, NY. Bridesmaids

included Toni Lynch and Elizabeth

Mehlan. Toni is a teacher in Bristol, Rl,

and Liz is a teacher in Andover. Also in

attendance were Helen Lee and Jennifer

Koh. Helen works at MFS Management
in Boston, and Jen is curently enrolled in

the Massage Therapy Institute in MA.
Sapna Brahmbhatt, MD, was also in

attendence. She is an otolaryngologist

(ENT). She finished five years of residen-

cy in the Bronx and one year of fellow-

ship in Minneapolis, MN, June 2001.

Sapna is currently working at Jacobi

Medical Center in the Bronx and working

on setting up a solo private practice in

Freehold, NJ. • Jodi (Fuller) Cirone lives

in Woburn with her husband, Steven,

their eighteen-month-old son Joseph

(born 8/25/2000) and their nine-week-

old daughter Taylor (born 12/24/2001).

After graduating from BC she obtained

her MBA from Northeastern

University. She took a break from her job

as a human resources manager to man-
age the office of her husband's construc-

tion company and take care of her two
children. She also tutors part time for

the Sylvan Learning Center and teaches

courses at Emmanuel College. • Bob
Young is currently living in Lexington,

SC. He has been down south for almost

seven years and loves it! He has been

married for a little over three years to his

wife, Kristin. He is employed by Tri-

County Home Health Company as a

physical therapist. • As many of you

already know, our classmate Tom
Brennan was killed in the September n
terrorist attack on the World Trade

Center. Tom worked as an investment

banker for Sandler O'Neill on the 104
floor of Two World Trade Center. Tom's
wife, Jennifer, wants their young children,

Catherine and Thomas, to know how
unique and special their father was and

would appreciate receiving anecdotes

about Tom, as well as photographs, to

give them different perspectives of the

man affectionately known as "Beezo."

Jennifer will share the stories with the

children at the appropriate age, so do
not feel compelled to sanitize them. You

can send your stories and/or pictures to

RobSaville, 18 Laurel Hill Drive,

Randolph, NJ, 07869 or email them to

rsaville@optonline.net. Jennifer thanks

you for taking the time to share your sto-

ries, as do Tom's BC roommates Doug
Drew, Pete Meyers, Kevin Molloy, Mike

Newman, John "Ax" Phillips, Greg Priola,

Rob Saville, Rick Vitarelli, and Rob
Warnock. Boston College Magazine is also

looking for remembrances of alumni lost

in the tragedy of September n. Please

forward any remembrances ofTom
Brennan to bcm@bc.edu.
Remembrances will be posted on the

Web site and become a permanent part

of the Boston College Archive.
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Paul L Cantello

255 Warren Street #813

Jersey City, NJ 07302

cantelloi@aol.com

In November 2001, Carole LoConte

Tedesco married Robert W. Tedesco, a

principal in the Woburn law firm of

Tedesco & Twomey, P.C. After working at

Weston, Patrick, Willard & Redding in

Boston for nine years, Carole joined

Tedesco & Twomey, P.C. in August. She

has a general practice, which includes

estate planning and settlement, business

law, and family law (focusing primarily

on adoption). • Rob Johnson and Kate

(McCauley) Johnson left their little apart-

ment in Charlestown in May 2001 and

moved out to the suburbs, Hingham for

a little extra space because they wel-

comed a baby boy, Thomas McCauley

Johnson, on August 21, 2001! Thomas is

their first child and he has already been

tailgating at Shea Field (they took him to

the Pitt game when he was one month
old). Classmates Dave Gesmondi and

Kay Ryan have made the trip out to meet
their newest addition. Also, as far as

work goes, Kate is still a marketing man-
ager with Fidelity Investments in Boston,

and Rob is still an equity trader with

Numeric Investors in Cambridge. • In

October 2000, Jennifer (Sprout) Reagan

married Jeff Reagan, USNA '88. In

December 2001, Jennifer graduated from

East Carolina University with a master's

of nursing and moved to California the

day of graduation with her husband who
is in the USMC. Jennifer commented
that in her first four days in California,

she met more BC alumni than she had

in five years in North Carolina, so she is

very excited! • Dina Strada-McLaughlin

got married on November 11 back in

Spring Lake, NJ to Sean McLaughlin.

Though a few more of her fellow BC
friends were invited, they were not able

to come except for Amy Carrara and her

husband Douglas. It was an amazing

day and they are now back in Los

Angeles recuperating from all the excite-

ment. Dina is still working as a produc-

tion supervisor for DreamWorks
Animation and her husband is a special

EFX animator at DreamWorks as well.

They have an animated movie coming
out in May 2001 called "Spirit" and were

surprised to learn that "Shrek", which

she worked on, was nominated for a

Golden Globe award. They are keeping

their fingers crossed for an Oscar nomi-
nation for best animated film as well. •

Debbie Volpe Hogan and Matt Hogan
just had their second child, Nicholas, in

December 2001. He joins his older

brother, Matthew, who was born in June

2000. Professionally, Matt and Debbie

just started a nonprofit organization

called the Baby John Fund. Their organi-

zation raises money to help the families

of children in Boston hospitals. For

more information about the organiza-

tion, people can contact them at

babyjohnfund@aol.com. • Last summer,
Lisa Noller took some time off work (as

a federal prosecutor and a Comiskey
Park beer vendor) and filmed an ABC
reality television show called "The

Mole." The premise of the show is that

there are fourteen players completing a

series of physical and mental tasks, to

win up to $i million for the pot. One of

the players is a sabateur, trying to pre-

vent the rest of the players from earning

money for the pot. Every couple of chal-

lenges, the players take a quiz on who
the Mole is, what he/she has been up to,

etc. The person who gets the fewest cor-

rect on the quiz goes home. The last

player gets the pot of money won by the

team. Lisa can't tell you how she did, but

encourages you to watch the show when
it premieres this spring or summer. It

took place in Switzerland and Italy, and

was a lot of fun to play and film. • Heidi

Brooks has joined Martin's Point Health

Care as an internal medicine physician at

the Martin's Point clinic in Portland, ME.
Martin's Point is Maine's largest not-for-

profit primary care practice.
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Sandy Chen

120 Lanark Road #12

Brighton, MA 0213s
sandyg3@bc.edu

Just a quick note to let you all know that

Sandy Chen has taken over the class of

1993 correspondent position. I have

enjoyed being the spokesperson for the

class the last two years but due to life

commitments I am graciously passing

on the responsibilities. Please note the

new contact information above. On to

the news: There was a baby boom for the

girls from Mods 11A and 12B with seven

new babies born in 2001. The boom
started with the arrival of Andrew
Michael in March, son of Mike and Heidi

(Weiser) Clarke. Heidi recently left her

job in the controller's office at Boston

College to be a full-time mother. Paul

and Kathleen (Killen) Veteri gave birth to

their daughter, Sara Katherine. Paul and

Kathleen purchased their first home in

Pelham, NY. Paul is the accounting

manager for Triarc Companies, Inc. and

Kathleen is taking a break from her law

career to take care of her daughter. In

Washington, D.C., Jack Jaeger and Chrisy

Jelen welcomed their second child,
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Patrick George, in June. Their daughter

Kathleen was born in January 1999. A
few days later, Chrisy's roommate, Tina

(Austria) Bell and her husband, Tim,

were blessed with a baby girl, Carolina

Austria Bell. The Bell family resides in

Morristown, NJ. Chrisy and Tina are

both currently stay-at-home moms. In

July, Josh '95 and Emily (Ives) Ziac wel-

comed a younger sister, Catherine Ives,

for their two-year-old son, Christopher

John. Emily is a labor and delivery nurse

at Stamford Hospital. The Ziacs recently

moved to Greenwich, CT. Dave and Tracy

(Moreland) Lee welcomed the arrival of

their daughter, Kristen Elizabeth, at the

beginning of September. The Lee family

lives in Basking Ridge, NJ, where Dave is

a consultant for Hewitt Associates and

Tracy is a nurse at Morristown Memorial

Hospital. Finally, Doug CGSOM '99 and

Michelle (Vigneault) Morash gave birth

to a beautiful baby boy, Matthew Paul in

early October. Michelle is a program offi-

cer for the nonprofit organization,

Community Foundation of Southeastern

Massachusetts. Alexander Javier

Rodriguez, son of Javier and Jodi

(Raithel) Rodriguez was born in May
2000. Jodi and Javier are living in San

Pedro, CA. Javier is an executive with the

healthcare company, Davita. Jodi is tak-

ing a break from her speech pathology

career to stay home with her son. • Mary
Kate (de Lyra) Cockrell travels extensively

as the director of marketing for the

Worldwide Division of Clinique Travel

Retailing. She and her husband, Scott,

live in Ridgefield, CT. • Jen (McQuinn)

Chard was married in July 2000. She and

her husband, Scott, are settling into their

new home in Greenwich, CT, and teach-

ing at a middle school in New Canaan,

CT. Wendy Belzer is living in Washington,

D.C., and enjoying her new job as the

press secretary to a democratic con-

gresswoman from NY. • Kim (Weber)

Herlihy is an associate at the law firm,

Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease LLP, in

Columbus, OH, where she resides with

her husband, James. • Keri-Anne Gill

A&S '93, GSOM '99 married Barry

Laidlaw in Winthrop in November 2001.

Keri's uncle, Fr. David Gill, from BC, offi-

ciated. Members of the wedding party

included Keri's sister Kristen (Gill)

Reynolds A&S '90, bridesmaids Carolyn

(MacDonald) Aeschliman GSOM '99,

and Keri (Consiglio) Busavage, Karen

Abucewicz Cushing, Nicole (Bacon)

Stewart, and Shannon (Martin) Gauthier.

Keri completed her MBA at BC in 1999.
She works at Fidelity Investments in the

Human Resources Management Training

Program. They live in Melrose. • Susan
(Selinga) Larson and husband Bryan are

proud to announce the birth of their

daughter, Abigail Susan. Abigail arrived

on October 25, 2001. Susan resigned her

position at Fidelity Investments to stay

home and raise Abby in their Franklin

home. • Julie Finora married Stuart

McAfee on September 29, 2001, at St.

Dominic's Church in San Francisco, CA.

They will continue to live in San

Francisco. • Jim Mugford and Lesley

Breaud Mugford celebrated the birth of

their first child, Andrew Stephen, in May
2001. Leslie is working as a pediatrician

at Holyoke Pediatric Associates in

Holyoke, and Jim is working as an

internist and pediatrician at Baystate

Medical Center in Springfield. • Tim
Barrett married Michelle Sterk, Lynch

'96, in October 2000. Mike Curran and

Dan McGinn were two of his grooms-

men. They live in West Roxbury. Tim is a

TQM manager for Teradyne, Inc. in

North Reading. Michelle is the assistant

director of the PULSE Program at BC. •

Anthony Schiavo got married in September

of 2000 to Rachel M. Kauffmann. They

currently live in Cherry Hill, NJ. After

working in publishing for seven years, he

and some partners have started their

own press. The company is Arx Publishing,

LLC (www.arxpub.com). They publish

mainly scholarly reprints of historical pri-

mary source material. • Ron Malloy and

wife Julie have written and published a

book, It's Just a Dinner Party: The Modern

Approach to Entertaining with Style and

Ease (Capital Books, $20). It's a "hip"

guide to stress-free, simple entertaining.

It even includes a section on using kegs,

a skill Ron honed at BC, no doubt! The
book is available online at amazon and

bn.com and on order through Barnes &
Noble, Borders bookstores. • Dennis

Schaeffer joined the firm Jaeckle

Fleischmann & Mugel in Buffalo. He
concentrates his practice in the area of

litigation. {Editor's Note: This column was

written by correspondent Gina Story, who
is handing the reigns over to classmate

Sandy Chen. We thank Gina for her many
issues of service and class spirit and wel-

come Sandy aboard!}
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c/o Class Notes Editor

BC Alumni Association

825 Centre Street

Newton, MA 02458

A Farewell Remembrance: To begin this

column, my deepest sympathies to those

who were affected by the tragedy of

September n. Dan McNeal and Edward

Vanacore were among the many killed on

that fateful day. The Boston College

Magazine has invited alumni to send

their remembrances of classmates who
were killed on September 11 and has

been posting them on its Web site,

www.bc.edu/bcm. If anyone would like

to share their stories or memories of

Dan and Edward, please send them to

bcm@bc.edu. These files will be given to

the Boston College Archive and become
part of a permanent record. • Before

moving on to our class news, I would

like to extend my sincerest gratitude to

all of you who made my job as class cor-

respondent exciting and something I

look forward to doing every four months.

On September 8, 2001, I gave birth to

my first child, Michael Peter. He was 8

pounds, 15 ounces, 21 inches. He has

been the center of my existence for the

past six months. Especially after the

tragedy of September n, only three days

after Michael was born, I realized how
important our lives are and how fast

something in our lives can be taken

away. I also started my own business

two years ago. I have a Web site

www.supremetees.com, which is an

extension of our store. We produce cus-

tom embroidered and silkscreen mer-

chandize. Being a full-time mom, wife,

and running a business, I haven't had

time for much. I have slacked in my
duties as class correspondent (i.e., no

column in the last issue), and have

decided to resign my position. It has

meant a lot for me to watch our class

gather together in celebration and unite

as one in the wake of tragedy. I appreci-

ate the seven years of service you have

allowed me to provide. I have seen won-
derful display's of class pride. If anyone

is interested in being the class corre-

spondent, please contact the alumni

office. I have tried to gather all the infor-

mation sent to me over the past six

months. I apologize if someone was left

out— it was a genuine mistake. With a

tearful eye, I present what's new with the

class of 1994. • Regan Avery married

longtime accomplice Max Lichtenstein in

New York City on January 20, 2002.

Some BC friends at the wedding were

Maura Duval, Dave Atwereboanda, and

Steve Vedder (from BCAV). Regan works

in feature film editing in NYC; Max is a

record producer and composer of film

scores. • Robert Abany got married in

August 2001 to Elizabeth Greenberg. In

addition to brothers Eddie Abany '91 and

Nolan Abany '89 among others in atten-

dance were Donald Freeman, Doug
Hurley, Brian Armstrong , Chris Horan

'93, Sean Curran '93, Randy Vera '93,

Paul Morley '93, Mike Surprenant '93

and Brian Bennett '93. Rob's mom,
Phyllis Abany, who has worked in the BC
Bookstore for many years, is also a

member of the BC family. Rob is cur-

rently working for Allmerica in Worcester

while Liz is employed by Oak Realty. The

happy couple resides in Ashland. • Gina

La Porta married Jeremy Roller in May
2001 in her hometown of Scranton, PA.

Gina felt very fortunate to have all of her

BC roommates at the wedding: Amy
Donovan, Brian and Sandi (Chisholm)

Falvey, Coleen Foody, Kelly (Jones)

Gordon, Tracey Hirn, and Jennifer

(Gross) Proce. Gina and Jeremy met
while doing the Teach For America

Program in New York City. They currently

live in Seattle, WA, where Gina is a

teacher of English to speakers of other
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languages in the Seattle public schools

and Jeremy is an attorney at Preston,

Gates and Ellis. • Jacques R. Elmaleh

married Jacquelyn Caro while Hurricane

Michelle passed Miami, FL, on November

4, 2001. Groomsmen included Jonathon

Fallon and David Sutherland. Other

BCers in attendance were Brian Reed, Lili

Betancourt, Melissa Lembo, and Patti

(Rigney) Vale. Jacques received an MBA
from U of Miami in 1999 and works as

an investment analyst in Miami. His

wife Jacquie graduated from Florida

International University in May 'oi with a

degree in civil/environmental engineer-

ing. • Mark Atchity wrote in to tell every-

one what he has been up to. Here goes,

in this order: 1999 Mark bought a condo
in Huntington Beach, 1999 married his

wife Shauna Kyle, and in 2001, August

15, Mark and Shauna had their first child,

Anthony Kyle Atchity.Congratulations! •

Delia Bladder Perretta and husband

Steve Perretta welcomed son Eric on

January 23, 2002. Delia recently left New
York City and a very tiny apartment and

relocated to the burbs of northern New
Jersey where she now enjoys a lot more
closet space. These days, when she's not

changing diapers, Delia works as a free-

lance magazine writer. • Matthew and

Amy (Dodds) Adam are pleased and

proud to announce the birth of their twin

daughters, Molly Louise and Megan
Margaret, born on January 8, 2002. •

Christian Wise and Sarah (Bradshaw)

Wise had a baby girl, Charlotte Rose, on

September 16, 2001. She weighed 6

pounds, 14 ounces and measured 19.75

inches. Mary Beth (O'Donnell) Cooke
and husband Timothy Cooke had their

first child, a little boy named Aidan on

August l, 2001. They are all happy and

healthy and living in Bethel, CT Tim is a

marketing brand manager at Pepperidge

Farm in Norwalk, and Mary Beth is a

special education teacher in Wilton,

though she is currently home on mater-

nity leave. {Editor's Note: This column was

written by Alyce T. Hatem-Sader. We thank

Alycefor her many issues ofservice and class

spirit. Any class member who would like to

volunteer to fill the correspondent slot,

please contact Class Notes Editor Tracy

Strauss at tracy.strauss.i@bc.edu for more

information.}
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David S. Shapiro

2 Bretton Road

West Hartford, CT 06119

DSShapiro@aol.com

Greetings, fellow Eagles. ..I'm excited to

be your new class correspondent,

though I must say, Gurda will be a tough

act to follow! To reach me, use the email

address above, or feel free to set pen to

paper! When corresponding, please be

sure to include contact information and
your full name and school. I am current-

ly living in West Hartford, CT, and am

about to graduate from UCONN Medical

School. I'll be entering a surgical resi-

dency in July. I tend to run into class-

mates unusually randomly, from in beer

lines at Giants Stadium to the beach on

the Jersey Shore, and uptown Montreal

to Lincoln Park West in Chicago. I

bumped into one classmate in the mid-

dle of Zurich airport, so keep a watch

out for Shapiro! So, now it's your turn —
if you want inclusion in these hallowed

paragraphs, write, email, or call and let

me know what you or your classmates

are up to! • The matrimonials are in full

swing in the class of '95. Dom Atteritano

and Danielle Cennardo were married on

October 20, 2001, in Rockville Centre,

NY. In attendance were Erich Eisenegger,

Brian Foerster, George Pottanat, Jay

Reblando, Jeanine Volpe, Mary Miller,

Kate Carroll, and Dave and Natalie

Guerrero, Bob and Lisa Grande, Kristen

McTeague, and Kristin Daly. And for your

information, BC first years, Dom and

Danielle met on their first day of orienta-

tion! The happy couple are living in

Manhattan. • After graduating from BC
Law in May, and passing the Mass bar,

Jennifer Thibeault married Edward

Connor (Grad '99) on November n
2001. In attendance were classmates

Maggie DeCastro, Alison (McGuire)

Francoeur, Stacy (Fleming) Miller, Cyndi

(McClane) Young, and Jim Riley, '86. Rev.

Edward Riley, '85 officiated. Also at the

wedding were Dan Cromack '97, Laurie

Drew, LAW '01, Stacey Silviera, LAW '01

and Katherine Kelton, LAW oi. Whew.
Jennifer is currently clerking in US
District Court and the happy couple are

living in Tewksbury. Also married was
Dan McGee, to Monica Hernandez, on

June 23, 2001, in Matamoros, Mexico.

JeffSellinger served as best man. Dan is

working and living in Houston, TX,

where he is an associate at O'Quinn,

Laminack & Pirtle. He's trying to get a

local BC club started, so if you're in

Houston, look him up! He can be

reached at email address: danlpm-

cgee@hotmail.com. • Alison McGuire

married Gregory Francoeur on

September 8, 2001, in Trumbull, CT.

Alumni in attendance were maid of

honor Maggie DeCastro and bridesmaid

Jennifer (Thibeault) Connor. Alison is an

e-commerce marketing manager with the

J. Jill Group and Greg works as a resi-

dential real estate agent. The newlyweds

honeymooned in Turks and Caicos, and

currently reside in Quincy. • Michael

Taylor joined White & Williams LLP as an

associate in their litigation department.

He graduated from Temple University

School of Law in 1998, and is living near

Philadelphia. • Josh and Melissa (Karam)

Panchley welcomed baby Thomas to the

dustbowl on December 29, 2001, after

three years of marriage. Melissa also

sends word of other Eagles. • Jennifer

Elenbaas married Jeffrey Phillips, and fol-

lowing their graduation from Catholic

Law School, are living in Frederick, MD. •

Nicole Theberge married Christopher

High, a Connecticut state police officer,

in January. The Providence wedding was
attended by bridesmaid Melissa (Karam)

Panchley, and sister and maid of honor,

Michelle Therberge '93. The couple

resides in Voluntown, CT.

• Working in the cultured reaches of

Hartford is Anne Rajotte, who, after

returning to school to become a nurse,

began working in the Labor and Delivery

Department at St. Francis Hospital and
Medical Center in Hartford. • Erin

Twomey filled me in on her goings-on.

She returned last summer from Paris,

where she was taking French classes,

and has a new job teaching U.S. history

and ESL at her hometown Quincy High

School. • Brendan and Jennifer (Denero)

Leahy, who were married in 1996, wel-

comed Brian Alexander Leahy to the

world on December 23, 2001. The proud

parents reside in Athens, GA, where

Brendan is pursuing his doctorate in

adult education, and Jennifer is teaching

special education in the Athens public

school system. The family is doing well,

and send their greetings to the class! •

Dana Colarulli is working and living near-

by Washington D.C., and sends word of

other classmates. Ruth Johnson and

Jeremy Anagnos were married in beauti-

ful New Jersey on September 29, 2001.

Dana, apparently an expert on the nup-

tials, reports a beautiful wedding with

lots of shrimp and competition Bocci

matches. Ruth and Jeremy are now liv-

ing in London where Ruth is working in

investor relations for the London Stock

Exchange and Jeremy is working for

Deutchbank. • Dave Rentz is currently

serving an emergency medicine residen-

cy at Tulane. He's having a ball in his

usually unusual fashion, and sends a

"Go Patriots" to the crowd still in New
England! • After spending some time in

Scottsdale, AZ and sunny West Palm

Beach, FL, Scott Farrell is living in West
Hartford, CT, and working at the Chubb
Group of Insurance Companies in

Simsbury, as the wholesale business

development manager for the East. He's

playing a ton of golf, and was recently

engaged to Chrissy Belvin, also of

Connecticut, an October 2002 wedding

is in the works! Congratulations Scott

and Chrissy! • Until our next issue, may
you all have a wonderful season, full of

family and friends, good times and good

health. The BC Alumni Association can't

wait to hear from you!
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Mike Hofman
go Montebello Road #2

Jamaica Plain, MA 02130

michael_hofman@mc.com

Diana Pisciotta married Mark Sternman

on October 7, at the Arlington Street

Church in Boston. A reception followed

at the Lenox Hotel. Diana, an executive

at Denterlein Worldwide Public

Relations, literally stopped traffic on

Boylston Street in her wedding dress.

Mark, who works for U.S. Sen. John

Kerry, is a graduate of Dartmouth. After

a honeymoon in Spain, the couple

resides in the North End, where they fre-

quently prepare extravagent meals for

yours truly. One of Diana's bridesmaids,

Liz (Ros) Norsworthy and her husband

Tom just gave birth to their first child.

It's a boy, born May 13, 2001, at 11:21

p.m. His name is Jonathan Giles

Norsworthy, his weight at birth was 9
pounds 4 ounces and his length was 21.5

inches. The newly nuclear family lives in

Naples, FL. • Alice Reynolds married

John Casey in August 2001 in

Cambridge, MA. Lynn Bottari, Kathleen

McCarthy, Mary Gallagher and Lucy

Craig were bridesmaids. Alice graduated

from Suffolk University Law School in

May of 1999 and is now an assistant dis-

trict attorney in Middlesex County, MA.
Lynn, Lucy, and Kathleen all live in New
York. Lynn is currently an associate in

the investment banking division of J. P.

Morgan Chase & Co. Kathleen works for

PricewaterhouseCoopers as a consultant

in the firm's Compliance Risk

Management practice. Lucy works for

Andersen Consulting as a human
resources specialist for their Oracle prac-

tice. Mary recently returned to Chicago

after spending some time in Aspen, CO.
• On May 20, 2000, my one-time mod
neighbor Katie McKinley married Dan
Oriskovich, who was an offensive line-

man for the BC Eagles back in the

Coughlin glory days. And in February, the

couple welcomed James Ryan Oriskovich

into the world — six weeks before

Katie's due date! "I guess he just could-

n't wait to come out," Katie writes.

"Here are the stats: 5 pounds, 14

ounces, 19 inches long and a full head of

brown hair. He was a honeymoon sur-

prise after a wonderful two weeks in

Tahiti, and the light of our lives. We are

currently living one block from the beach

in Santa Barbara, CA and love it." Quite

a step up from the mods, I'd say. • Jeff

Losch, of Lambertville, NJ, married Kim
Olsson of Montgomery, NJ, on August 5

in Princeton. They spent eight days on
Maui and three days on the Big Island

of Hawaii for their honeymoon. The
couple met while working together at

Hopewell Valley Central High School in

Pennington, NJ. The groom teaches

mathematics and computer program-

ming and coaches basketball, while Kim

teaches marketing and computer appli-

cations. Jeff and Kim now live in

Newtown, PA, just a few minutes away

from New jersey in Bucks County. • Ellie

Akerley married Jon Gallagher '91 on

December 4, 1999. "We live in Park City,

UT," she e-mails. "I'm a Spanish teacher

at Treasure Mountain Middle School and

he owns and runs his own business.

We're looking forward to the Olympics

coming in 2002 and I will hopefully be

volunteering as a translator for athletes'

families." • Allison David and

Christopher Poirier '91 were married on

September 22, 2001, at Boston College

St. Ignatius of Loyola in Chestnut Hill,

and the reception was held at the

Fairmont Copley Plaza Hotel in Boston.

Other alumni in the wedding party were

matron of honor Jessica David Page, and

bridesmaids Angela Clofine and Caroline

Melia '97. Groomsmen were Todd

Fischer 91, Richard Gazarian 91, Jeff

Nelson 91, Ted Page 93, and Edward

Ricci 91. Today, Allison is an equity and

derivatives trader for Navigator

Management Company, a hedge fund in

Boston. Chris is the co-founder and vice

president of Resinate Corporation, a

software company in Andover. Allison

writes that you may remember her from

BC as she and Jessica were the captains

of the women's soccer team. Both were

four-year starters and were top-scorers

for three of those four years. Both were

also All-New England and All-Big East

players, and the Tom McElroy Soccer

Scholarship winners. • Dane Koepke and

Julie Beckford '97 eloped to Carmel CA
on July l, and then celebrated the mar-

riage at a "lobster fest" for family and

friends in August in Gloucester, MA.
Dennis Goett and Cara Harvey were

among the guests. • Mike Hurley and

Kate Reynolds were married on August

18, 2001, in Wakefield, MA. Many BC
classmates were in attendance. Mike

and Kate now live in New York City.

• Keith Stone is working with Deloitte

& Touche for their Investment

Management Practice in Boston, and

living in Medford with his wife, Cheryl

Fortier '95, to whom he was married on

June n, 2000, at St. Ignatius. Keith's e-

mail address is kstone@deloitte.com.

Keith writes that Greg Hegerich is work-

ing for Pricewaterhousecoopers Financial

Services in Sydney, Australia. He moved
down there November 1999, and will be

staying there at least until November
2001. Greg made the long trip back to

Boston to be an usher in Keith's wed-

ding. Keith writes: "He wanted to pass

along that if anyone is planning a trip to

Australia, definitely look him up. Greg's

email address is: greg.hegerich@au.pwc-

global.com." Keith also writes that

Dan Chivas graduated from MCP-
Hahnemann University School of

Medicine in Philadelphia in May 2001.

Dan is moving to Montreal where he has

been accepted into the orthopedic sur-

gery program at McGill University. • John
King and wife Stacey are proud parents

of a three-year-old daughter Peyton and
son Bennett born May 19. • Amy
Rolinson moved to Dover, DE, to work
for Kraft Foods, Inc. as a quality supervi-

sor. • Chris Stephen is living in

Washington, DC, and is the senior leg-

islative principal for National Rural

Electric Cooperative Association

(NRECA). • Patricia Blanchette earned an

MA in English from the University of

Chicago, and is currently finishing a sec-

ond master's degree in theological stud-

ies at Harvard. She will be starting a

PhD program in the history of con-

sciousness at the University of

California, Santa Cruz, this fall. She is

also engaged to Joseph Morales, a PhD
candidate in religion and literature at the

University of Chicago. • Jon MacQuarrie
had a very busy May and June. On June

30 Jon married Jennifer Hanlon, a native

of Duxbury. The wedding took place at

Saint Denis Church, Hanover, NH. A
reception followed at Jen's father's

home, South Meadow Farm, in Norwich,

VT. Scott MacQuarrie '94, Jon's brother,

was the best man. Among the grooms-

men were Scott Szczesny, John

Valentino, and Matt Walsh. On May 20,

Jon graduated from Suffolk University

Law School, cum laude, and on June n,

he was sworn in as a member of the

Massachusetts Bar Association. Jon and

Jen are living in Charlestown where Jon

is a real estate attorney with the law

offices of Anthony Troiano.

97
Sabrina M. Bracco

7377 First Ave., 4R
New York, NY 10021

sabrinabracco@yahoo.com

Congratulations to Megan Kerrigan and

Andy Byron, two very special people who
were married on a beautiful New
England day, February 23, 2002, in

Clinton. Classmate Stephanie Millette

was one of the bridesmaids and many
other BCers were there to celebrate with

them including: Carolyn (Van Ness)

Owen, Margo Rivera, Christina Carey,

Emily Tiberio, Sabrina Bracco, Keith

Breglio, Keith Duffy, and Ann and Pete

Lyons. The blissful newlyweds honey-

mooned in St. Thomas. • After graduat-

ing, Kellie (Beckwith) McMahon got mar-

ried to Marc McMahon in July 1997. In

October 1997, they left Boston and head-

ed back to Kellie's hometown of

Chicago. In May of 2000, she gave birth

to twins, Jake and Ashley. They currently

live in a suburb outside of Chicago

where Kellie is thrilled to be a stay-at-

home mom. • Ashley Pulford married

Brady Sebok on August 25, 2001, in

Monteray, CA. They reside in San Jose,

CA. Kristen Connell, Marie Habib, Kate
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Barrett, Sarah Hasselbeck, and Katie

Lally were in her bridal party. • Katie

Foley married Greg Lally (class of 96)

on October 6, 2001. Kate Barrett, Marie

Habib, Kristen Connell, and Ashley

Sebok were in the bridal party. They

reside in Boston. • Sarah and Matt

Hasselbeck had a baby girl Annabelle

Elisabeth on October 16, 2001. They are

living in Seattle, WA. • In September,

Spiros Giannaros was married to Athena

Lymberopolous '98. Kevin Mitchell was
the best man. Others from our class also

in attendance were: Chris Vigeant, Crista

Pontilena, Keith Vivona, Michael

Chevalier, Alissa Alemdia, Tom Brooks,

Brian Matteson, Matt Kelly, Meghan
Rull, and Tony Cella. • Kevin Mitchell

enjoyed a two-week vacation in Italy last

summer. Christina Cacioppo is in her

second year of teaching and managing
the service program at Regis High

School in New York City. • Kerry Sachs

and Marshall McFeetors tied the knot on

October 13 of this past year in

Manchester, VT. The reception over-

looked the stunning autumn colors of

Vermont. The couple began dating dur-

ing freshman year. BC bridal party

included Kara Kelly, Lexi Owens (former-

ly Haruf) and Kevin Hunt. The couple

spent two fabulous weeks honeymoon-
ing in Hawaii. • On a terribly sad note,

Susana Domingos passed away this win-

ter, as did John Amore's wife, Stephanie

Amore. Our deepest sympathy goes out

to their family and friends.

98
Mistie Psaledas

4043 Quentin Avenue

St. Louis Park, MN 55416

mistie.psaledas@genmills.com

Hello again! Only one more year until

our fifth year reunion - how time flies!

Here we go...Autumn Davis is still living

in the Boston area, but moved from

Watertown to Newton. This is her fourth

year teaching Spanish at Boston College

High School. Theodore Kim and Amy
Sundman were married this January in

New Hampshire. Ted is a reporter with

the Montgomery Gazette in Maryland.

Amy is a graphic designer with the

Advisory Board Company in Washington,

DC. • Holly Canevari left her job of 2 ?

years with Congressman Larson (D-CT)

to work for United Technologies

Corporation as a lobbyist in their

Government Relations office in

Washington, D.C. She is also pursuing

her master's in government from Johns

Hopkins University. • Kathleen Donovan
was married on September 8, 2001, to

Loren Riegelhaupt, a 1997 graduate of

Colgate University. • Katie Regan was a

bridesmaid and Elena (Manzelli)

DeAngelis, Jen White, Amanda Skeith,

jack Murphy, Anthony larrapino, Emily

Sutton, and Dave Kane were in atten-

dance. The wedding was in Miller Place

on Long Island, where Kathleen grew up.

Loren and Kathleen are now living in

Greenwich Village in NY. Jen White and

Kathleen were also bridesmaids in Elena

(Manzelli) DeAngelis' wedding to Jayson

DeAngelis on August 4 at St. Ignatius

Church. Katie Regan was her maid of

honor. Danielle Choquette relocated

from Princeton, NJ, to Buffalo, NY, where

she continues to work for Covance as a

clinical research associate. She travels

throughout the country working with

doctors. • Carrie Bikowski will be enter-

ing her final semester, and will earn her

master's in public health in May 2002
from University of Florida. • Melissa

Brooks continues to work as an associ-

ate in Boston for State Street Capital

Markets, the investment banking divi-

sion of State Street Bank. • Cathy

Ottoboni currently lives in San Francisco,

where she moved following her one year

of service with the JVC, and she is cur-

rently taking all required tests, including

the GRE and state exams in order to

apply to grad school for education. • I

heard from Kristin Connelly, and she is

doing very well. More exciting news
from her in the next article. • This past

summer, Jill Winters sold her first novel,

Plum Cirl, to Penguin Putnam Inc.,

which is due out in August 2002. She is

currently working on her second book for

Penguin. •
J.

Paul Secord married

Deborah Cowan on November 3, 2001.

Brian Murray and P.J. Beltramini were

groomsmen. Paul is presently director of

gift and estate planning for Babson

College, and has also gone back to

school parttime to get his PhD in taxa-

tion. They also bought a home in

Marlborough. • Susan Nocella Bunker

and her husband, John Bunker, had their

first child on September 20, 2001. Her

name is Elizabeth Lynn and she weighed

9 pounds, 2 ounces. They are still living

in Hyde Park. • After returning to Belize

for the summer, Stephanie Caleota made
a lateral move east to St. Croix (U.S.

Virgin Islands) where she teaches

English at St. Joseph's Catholic High

School. • Wendy Prygoda and Marc
Weston were married on September 29,

2001. Members of the bridal party

included Erin Kelley, Carrie Sbrolla,

Jessica Passaretti, and Gretchen Hersey.

Wendy is a senior editor at LIMRA
International in Connecticut, and she is

pursuing a master's degree in communi-
cation at the University of Hartford. •

Mike Foley left Teradyne but is staying in

San Diego, CA. Paul Gorski is in his

fourth year of teaching history at

Hunterdon Central Regional High School

in Flemington, NJ. Katie Crombach mar-

ried Jason Jenkins on October 13, 2001.

Among the wedding party was Jessica

Donsky '97, Suzanne Jones, Kate Tytus,

and Jon Schwartz . Felicia Carrington is

finishing her PhD in toxicology. In the

fall, she'll be moving to DC to accept a

position with the government. • Colleen

McGuire has decided to spend the next

year in various nonprofit, volunteer, and
educational roles in Washington, DC.

She will serve as a camp facilitator/advi-

sor to high school students who have

been selected to attend a Model UN
camp conference. She also raised money
for the Breast Cancer foundation and
participated in a three-day walk from
Fitchburg to Boston, May 17-19, 2002. •

Abby Murphy was married on September

29 to Elihu Slter at the Brooklyn

Botanical Gardens. Sara Thomas was
her maid of honor, and Laura Walsh was
a bridesmaid. Other 98ers in atten-

dance were Maura Galligan, Alex Shea,

Amy Williamson, Kate Carney, Christine

MacDonald, Alise Karchmer, Erin Geary,

Stephanie Lang, Beth Sandor, Rich

Collins, and Debbie Fillis. Abby and
Elihu honeymooned in Costa Rica, and

now live in Jamaica Plain. • Charles

Gruner did two years at BU Med before

deciding to move to LA and for the past

year has been working as an associated

producer on the syndicated call in show
"Night Calls." • Alyssa Vore and Bob
O'Reilly were married in Kansas City,

MO, this past November. Other g8ers

in attendance were: Tori Brooks, Megan
Cowan, Abby Edson, Tracy Fredkin, Katie

Gentile, Wes Holmes, Raffi Kapitanyan,

Janice Keith, Pete Lucas, Eric Lussen,

Blair McNeill, Phillipe Moufflet, Rima
Nasrallah, Mike O'Donnell, Kevin

Plavan, Kate Prior, Kiernan Pusey, Glen

Reneau, Ken Richardson, Colleen

Schmiege, Amy Schreiber, Sue Sheridan

and Damian Stafford. Alyssa and Bob
reside in Overland Park, KS. • Jeannette

O'Malley and Ereka Vetrini's Manhattan

Upper East Side apartment burned down
in early February. Both are OK, but lost

everything.* Thanks so much for all of

your e-mails. Keep in touch!

99
Emily Friesivyk

42 8th Street #5205

Charlestown, MA 02129

emily_frieswyk@hotmail.com

Hello fellow class of '99! Please note

the address change above. I am now
married and have a new email and home
address. Please send all of your updates

there. On to our fellow classmates: In

July of 2001, Joseph Conlon married

Tiffany Corso. Together they reside in

Attleboro, MA. Joseph is working at

KPMG in Providence as a CPA. Also in

July, Tara Krissik married Christopher

Ferragamo '97. They were married in

Connecticut, and currently reside in DC.

Tara is in graduate school at

Georgetown, and Chris is an attorney.

Bridesmaids included Susan Verrill,

Karen Kwiatanowski, Mairead Scully, and

Stacey Salko. T.J. Steele, graduate of

CSOM '99, married Beth Rosevear, SON
'99 on September i, 2001. Deidre
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Birnsteil, Erin Kelleher, and Beth Sayers

were among the bridesmaids. Alumni

also in attendance were Ian Race, John

Breslin, Kevin Slater, Jon Graziano, Erin

Quinn, Doug Murphy, Daniele Bergeron,

David Staiti, Greg Levy, Chris Barrett,

Lewis Tom, Brian Melillo, and Heather

Houston. T.J. and Beth spent their hon-

eymoon at the Atlantis at Paradise

Island, the Bahamas. Beth is currently a

nursing masters student at BC and will

be graduating in May 2002. T.J. is a sen-

ior consultant with Andersen in Boston.

• Elisabeth Filarski married Tim
Hasselbeck '00 also in May of this year. •

Brian McDevitt and Lindsay Dubie

McDevitt gave birth to Colin William in

August of 2000. • Jennifer Alden got

engaged to Andrew Gregory in

November. • Meghan Lynch spent her

first year following graduation living in

Minneapolis, working for a boutique

investment-consulting firm. Following

that, she moved to the San Francisco

Bay area. While living in Silicon Valley,

she met her now fiance, Curt Jackson.

Her roommate, Angela Demeter is a

third grade teacher at St. Raymonds
Catholic School in Menlo Park. Katie

Durkin is an Outward Bound instructor

in Bermuda. She and Meghan have

taken mountain biking trips all over the

western US. • Bonnie Davis is living in

Wakefield, Rl, and is the public program-

ming and special events manager at

Roger Williams Park Zoo. • Jenn

Robinson received her master's in edu-

cation in 2000. She then taught biology

in Foxborough. She currently lives in

Indiana. • In closing, the Boston College

Magazine has invited alumni to send in

their remembrances of classmates who
were killed in the attacks of September

n, and the magazine has begun posting

these on its Web site (www.bc.edu/bcm).

The electronic file will be given to the

Boston College Archive and become part

of a permanent record. This is an invita-

tion to friends of Welles Crowther and

Kevin Williams to share their recollec-

tions. Remembrances may be sent to

bcm@bc.edu.

00
Kate Pescatore

63 Carotin Trail

Marshfield, MA 02050

katepescatore @hotmail.com

St. Paul's Cathedral in Pittsburgh, PA.

Many fellow BC graduates joined the

couple in their celebration. Members of

Erin's bridal party included: Rhodora

Freyvogel '98, Megan Donley '95, Colleen

Doyle and Elizabeth Griffin. Jared's wed-

ding party included: Alessandro

Martuscelli, Javier Salom, Ben Freyinger,

Matt Blake, Tom Freyvogel '03, and

David Donley '97. Other member of the

class of 2000 who attended included:

Gravity Goldberg, Sarah Rodrigues,

Adrienne Choy, Carrie Cahill, Laurie

Premerlani, Chris McTammany, John

Sullivan, Amy Cryan, Mary Margaret

Griffin, Carol Brozinske, Annmarie
Tenn, Mandy Morrison, Andrea Marvin,

Krista Clarkson, and Susie Delaney.

Congratulations to both couples. Finally

I recently received an email about Ryan

HefFernan from his father, also a BC
grad. In late September, Ryan began a

year of service with the Augustinian

Volunteers located in the Tuscany region

of Italy, at the Convento S'Agostino in

San Cimignano. Over the next year,

Ryan will be responsible for working with

local youth, manual restoration labor at

the monastery, and aiding with tour

groups passing through the area. Ryan

has been enjoying his time since arriving

in Italy. However, he would love to hear

from his fellow BC classmates. Ryan can

be contacted through his email address,

ryancheffernan44@hotmail.com. • Thank
you for all the great news. Please be

sure to keep the updates coming.

01
Erin Mary R. Ackerman

83 Herrick Road

Newton Centre, MA 02459

erin.ackerman@usa.net

I have had some great emails over the

last couple of months about fellow class-

mates that I would like to share with

you. Kristine Adams Clevenger was mar-

ried in October 2001 in Monterey, CA.

Sharing in the joyous day were some of

our fellow classmates. Kristine's brides-

maid included Robin Ure, Kristina Wylie,

and Erin Matticola. Also attending the

ceremony was JeffWhelpley. Kristine

and her husband continue to live in the

Bay area. Katherine Freyvogel married

Jared Leland on December 31, 2001, at

Welcome! My name is Erin Mary
Ackerman and I am the new voice of the

class of 2001. I am excited to have the

opportunity to update everyone on what

is going on in our classmates' lives.

Whether working, going to school, or

travelling the globe, we'd love to hear

from you as it is important and exciting

to hear of your lives after BC.

Unfortunately, our class, like many oth-

ers at BC, has suffered a loss in the

attacks on our nation. Many of you may
or may not know that one of our own
classmates, Joseph G. Visciano, was lost

in the September nth tragedy. A native

New Yorker, Joe was a trader at Keefe,

Bruyette, & Woods, one of the many
companies housed in the World Trade

Center. The Boston College community
has created a web site where classmates

and friends are invited to submit remem-
brances of Joe as a way of honoring his

life and the lives of those he had

touched around him. If you would like

to submit a remembrance, we invite you

to do so at www.bc.edu/bcm. These

remembrances will be available on the

Boston College Magazine Web site as they

are submitted. Please keep Joe and his

family in your prayers. Be sure to contact

me at BostonCollegeoi@hotmail.com

with your news and updates. Have a

great summer and keep in touch!

Carrol
Schoo

Elizabeth Ann Corman
Fulton Hall 154-A

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

gsom.alumni@bc.edu

A special thank you to Beth Corman for

her years of dedication as the director of

alumni relations and development for

the Carroll School of Management grad-

uate programs. Beth accepted a new
position as senior vice president of

membership and development for the

CPR Institute for Dispute Resolution in

NY in February 2002. We wish her all

the best. • Noah Carp MBA 'oi and his

wife, Risa, welcomed their first child, a

son, Ari Moses, on January 29. Noah is

a market analyst in the markets and
products division of EMC Corp. • Patrik

jonsson MBA 'oi married Jen Egan on

January 11 in Boston. Patrik is a busi-

ness systems analyst with

Commonwealth Medicine in Worcester. •

Sam Chung MSF '96 received his PhD in

finance and is now an assistant profes-

sor of finance at Long Island University. •

Suzanne Roberts MBA '92 is the presi-

dent of Roberts Trading Co. in Miami,

FL, and also teaches corporate finance

as an adjunct professor at the University

of Miami. • Jay Robie MBA '01 and his

wife, Traci, welcomed son Joshua Henry
on February 21. Jay is a marketing man-
ager with Fleet's Private Clients Croup. •

Jeff Warhover MBA 'oi and his wife, Lisa,

gave birth to their son, Jackson Bell, on

February 22. Jeff is currently an IS man-
ager with Staples, Inc. in Framingham. •

JeffWeber MBA '72 is the chief financial

officer of Storigen Systems in Lowell. •

We want to here from you! Share your

lastest news with us via email at

gsom.alumni@bc.edu or call us at 617-

552-4479-

CAS
Jane T. Crimlisk '74

416 Belgrade Ave. Apt. 25

W. Roxbury, MA 02132

I met Margaret Treseler '91 and Beatrice

Lennon '51 at a recent meeting for volun-

teers at St. John's in West Roxbury.

Margaret has nine children and thirteen

grandchildren and her most recent

grandchild was born August 2, 2001.

Although Beatrice had no news to report

it was good to see her and I know
Beatrice has been a very faithful volun-

teer at St. John's fall bazaar. • Recently

received a very happy note from Jim

O'Shaugnesssy '93 and his wife, Paula

'96, who informed me that they are the

proud parents of Keegan James
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O'Shaugnessy who was born on April 19,

2001, weighing in at 6 pounds, 4
ounces. Jim and Paula are enjoying every

moment of parenthood and are very

grateful to have a healthy and happy lit-

tle baby. In their note, they wrote "we are

already gearing him toward the College

of Advancing Studies and fully expect

that Fr. Woods will still be around in

eighteen years when we are ready to

apply." I am sure the baby is happy

because he has been blessed with good

parents. Congratulations to both of you.

infection in pregnancy in the Journal of
Obstetric, Gynecologic, and Neonatal

Nursing.

CA&S
Dean Michael A. Smyer

McCuinn Hall 22iA

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

(617) 552-3265

John Mitrano '95 has been named
"Professor of the Year" at Central

Connecticut State University.

CSON
Laurel Eisenhauer

Cushing Hall 202

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

laurel.eisenhauer@bc.edu

Rosanna DeMarco MS '76 is on the

nursing faculty at BC; she recently pub-

lished an article on the development of a

scale to measure silencing and affectivity

in women living with HIV/AIDS. •

Margaret Bell MS '94 is a senior

research associate at the New England

Research Institute. • Lisabeth Johnston

PhD '98 has received the Agnes Ohlson

Award from the Connecticut Nurses

Association. • Jacqueline Campbell MS
'00 has co-authored an article, "Unique

Solutions in Pediatric Critical Care," in

Pediatric Nursing. Jackie works in critical

care at Maine Medical Center and also

as a pediatric nurse practitioner in

Biddeford, ME. • Barbara Madden MS
'73 recently was re-certified as a sexual

assault nurse examiner. Barbara also pre-

sented a forensic analysis at a regional

meeting of the International Association

of Forensic Nurses. • Congratulations to

Carol Picard MS '76, PhD '98 who was
re-elected to a second term as vice presi-

dent of Sigma Theta Tau International.*

Joanne O'Sullivan MS '97 recently was
named "Health Professional of the Year"

by the Justice Resource Institute. •

Deborah McCarter-Spaulding MS '95

recently published an article on varicella

CSSW
Linda Rosa

McCuinn Hall

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467
doucettl@bc.edu

Please continue to send information that

you would like to share with others, so I

may include it in our next column. It is

always a pleasure to hear from alumni

and pass along news to the rest of the

community. To keep your addresses cur-

rent, please take advantage of BC's

online alumni community. Using any

Web browser, you can submit address

changes, look up old friends, and access

other features at http://www.bc.edu/alumni.

• Deb Faecher '93 is running the partial

hospital program at New York

Presbyterian/Cornell Payne Whitney

Hospital in Manhattan. She has been liv-

ing in New York for the last few years

and remarks that she has been amazed
at what a strong community it is even

given all that has happened in New York

since September 11. • Jeanne Davoren
'76 recently took a job as clinical coordi-

nator at the Mary Lyon School, one of

the Boston public school's elementary

schools in Brighton. • Susan Moriarty

'99 has been working for the Zero to

Eight Coalition, a non-profit agency that

receives community partnership funding

in the city of Boston. • Susan Bernstein

'97 is currently working for Concord

Family and Youth Services in the Acute

Day Assist Program.

y^ 1School

Director ofAlumni Relations

Lynch School of Education

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

lynchschoolalumni@ be. edu

Marvin Cook PhD '73 urban education, is

vice president for planning, budgeting,

and information at Boston University. •

Linda Cox Maguire MEd '77 educational

administration, is executive vice presi-

dent of Maguire Associates, a market

research and consulting company with

fifteen professional staff members, spe-

cializing in higher education, located in

Bedford. • Sheila Kearney, MEd '79 edu-

cational psychology, is executive director

of social audits for the Gallup

Organization, Princeton, NJ. • Simon
Clyne PhD '84 educational administra-

tion, is president of Castleknock College,

Dublin, Ireland, a six-year secondary

school for boys, dating back to 1835. •

Kristina Healey lerardi MA '96 higher

education administration, is coordinator

of career planning and placement at

Cape Cod Community College and living

in the Sagamore Beach section of

Bourne. • Mary Murphy SND PhD '97

educational administration, is the 2002
recipient of the Isaac Hecker Award for

Social Justice presented in January by the

Paulist Center Community, Boston. Sr.

Murphy joined such previous recipients

as Cesar Chavez and Helen Prejean in

getting the award, presented to an "out-

standing American Catholic whose life

has been dedicated to building a more
just and peaceful world." She is founder

of the Notre Dame Education Center in

Lawrence, a nonprofit, nondenomina-
tional community-based agency that

teaches English, citizenship, and com-
puter skills to adults, especially new
immigrants. • Kristen Renn PhD '98

higher education, is assistant professor

of Higher, Adult, and Lifelong Education

at Michigan State University, having left

her previous position as assistant pro-

fessor of higher education at Southern

Illinois University, Carbondale. She

reports other "highlights" ("such as

there are highlights of pre-tenure faculty

life!") include being named to the edito-

rial board of theJournal of College

Student Development and presenting

papers at 2001 and 2002 conferences of

the American Educational Research

Association and 2001 conference of the

Association for the Study of Higher

Education. She is also co-editing, with

Lynch School Professor Ana Martinez

Aleman, "Women in Higher Education:

An Encyclopedia," due out this year. •

Marie McKenzie '73 received the Mount
St. Jos. Academy Woman of Excellence

Award in April, for her work as the direc-

tor of reading for Waltham.

LAW
Vicki Sanders

885 Centre Street

Newton, MA 0245c)

sandervi@bc.edu

MEN AND WOMEN FOR OTHERS

Looking for a way to share the BC spirit?

BC regional clubs are always looking for volunteers to get involved!

For more information,

contact Jack Moynihan at the Alumni Association:

http://www.bc.edu/alumni or 800-669-8430.
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CLUBNOTES

Dear Boston College Alumni and Friends:

With the busy days ofspring behind us, and the summer stretch ahead, the Alumni

Association continues to be a busy place. The past academic year was highlighted by

the Association's most successful Second Helping Gala benefit for the Greater Boston

Food Bank, along with the introduction ofour new Reunion Weekend programming.

Additionally, our regional club structure continues to be strengthened and we look for-

ward to solidifying our presence in cities throughout the world.

The Association's inaugural Florida Swing took place in March and was a huge suc-

cess. Grace and I enjoyed meeting alumni andfriends in Fort Myers, Sarasota and

Naples, while welcoming new involvement in Tampa and Orlando. At each and every

stop along the way, we discussed the needfor alumni to get involved in their regional

club and to continue to build a presence for Boston College throughout their communi-

ties. I thank all those involved in organizing these great events.

I'd like to highlight the BC Club of Northern California, which has enjoyed much suc-

cess under the leadership ofJulie Finora '93 and Linda Song '97. The club has organ-

ized many exciting and meaningful events, including a Mass and reception with special

guest William Neenan, SJ, a Toys for Tots Holiday Drive, numerous social and athletic

events and their annual community service day. Working with over 3,000 area alumni,

students andfriends, their efforts continue to reinvigorate the presence of Boston

College in Northern California. I applaud and thank them for their efforts.

Summer is a great time to get involved with your club or class in your area. I encour-

age you to take advantage ofthe new programming being provided by the Alumni

Association and clubs in your communities, and hope you consider getting involved. I

lookforward to hearingfrom you in the future. Please do not hesitate to contact me at

jack.moynihan@bc.edu or (617)552-4752 with any helpful comments or questions.

On behalfofthe Alumni Association staff, enjoy the summer.

Go Eagles!

i
cck (xvp^o^

Jack Moynihan

Senior Associate Director

We have BC clubs in these cities,

countries, and regions around the

world. Please contact Jack Moynihan

at jack.moynihan@bc.edu or at

(617) 552-4752 for more information.

Phoenix, AZ

Los Angeles, CA

Mission Viejo, CA

San Diego, CA

San Francisco, CA

Hartford, CT

Denver, CO

Washington, DC

Miami, FL

Naples, FL

Palm Beach, FL

Sarasota, FL

Chicago, IL

Indianapolis, IN

Baltimore, MD

Portland, ME

Cape Cod, MA

Springfield, MA

Worcester, MA

Minneapolis, MN

St. Louis, MO
Manchester, NH

Northern New Jersey

Albany, NY

New York, NY

Rochester, NY

Syracuse, NY

Cleveland, OH

Philadelphia, PA

Pittsburgh, PA

Providence, Rl

Dallas, TX

Seattle, WA

Milwaukee, Wl

Great Britain

Greece

www.bc.edu/alumni 3^
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John T. O'Connell

1931

George C. O'Brien

John L O'Sullivan

1932

Edward C. Driscoll

John J.
Hodgins

John J.
Moran

1933

Edward McCrensky

1934
Owen L. Clarke

Margaret M. Hilferty

1935
Clarence R. Boucher

Thomas M. Brie

Francis E. Harrington

John J.
McNulty

Henry C. Murphy
Francis P. Smith

1936
William E. Baxter

Morris Parker

1937
Arthur Ciampa

John J.
Driscoll

1938

Daniel A. Barry

Thomas E. McFarland

Thomas E. O'Connor

1939
Alfred W. Branca

Thomas
J.
Travers

1940
Ralph E. Dougherty

Richard F. St Onge

1941

John J.
Brady

Richard B. Daley

Emit Slizewski

1942
Frank C. Davis

Michael
J.
Dee

William P. Doonan
Robert C. Maher

John J.
Phelan

1943

John C. Kelleher

Robert B. O'Meara
Charles A. Watson

1944
Paul K. Lambert

1945
Thomas W Dolan

Robert
J.

Leblanc

1946
Agnes M. McCarthy

1947
Robert G. Flynn

Anne R. Hanley

1948
Gerard A. O'Neil

Timothy
J.
Regan

1949
William F. Abely

Thomas D. Conley

William E. Cosgrove

Joseph F. Dee
William A. Delaney

John F. Donohoe
Michael

J.
Goulding

Bernard N. Lanoue

12/01

09/01

09/00

06/01

n/01

09/01

10/00

01/02

12/86

10/01

04/01

02/02

10/00

06/00
06/01

02/02

06/01

09/01

05/01

10/01

10/01

12/01

03/02
O9/OO

ll/OO

Og/Ol

11 /Ol

12/OT

02/02

Og/Ol

02/02

02/02

12/01

12/01

02/02

12/01

01/02

lO/Ol

01/99
12/00

Ol/Ol

02/02

12/01

n /oo

10/01

08/86

08/01

08/99
02/02

01/02

12/01

10/01

n/oi

John H. Linehan n/oi

James J.
Moran 12/01

1950
Richard

J.
Burns 01/02

Barnwell 0. Davis 04/99
James F. Gabbett 02/02
Arthur

J.
Greene 10/01

Francis W Lewis 02/02
Pasquale A. Vacca 01/02

1951

Joseph E. Bastable 02/02

Joseph B. Buckley 02/02
Walter

J.
Crowley 08/01

John P. Dimattia lO/Ol

Harold M. Kelley 02/02
Edna M. Macewicz n/oi
Charles McGowan 12/01

John J.
Reynolds 10/00

Robert F. Scannell 02/02
Robert L. Sullivan 02/02
William C. Tallent 06/01

William
J.
Walsh 12/01

1952

Mary William Ann Cannon 01/78

Chung Chee 10/97

James G. Downey 09/97
William H. Falvey n/01

John E. Gleason n /oi

Jeanne M. Kennedy 07/01

Peter V. Maggio 03/73
Daniel

J.
McArdle 10/01

Paul R. McDevitt 06/01

Robert
J.
Noonan 09/84

Roger F. Sullivan 01/02

Matthew H. Towle 03/02

1953
Robert A. Fay 02/02

Joseph C. Horrigan 08/00
D. Ring Kelleher 01/02

Joseph F. Noonan 12/01

John W. Ryan 03/00
Richard T Williams 10/01

1954
Eleanor

J.
Clasby 03/00

Robert D. Gately 08/01

Dwight W Schumann 01/96

Joseph F. White 12/01

1955
Edward A. Ames 12/01

Mary Ellenette Connors 12/97

Margaret G. Keady 08/01

Richard M. Philbin 12/01

Alvan Sterling 03/99
Joseph P. Tyrrell 12/02

Kathleen 1. Winters 04/01

1956
Paul Johnson 03/95

1957
George H. Demers 11 /Ol

Anthony
J.
Dipalma 03/01

Bernice C. McNamara 09/97
Joseph L. Mitchell 01/02

Thomas Harvey Walsh 01/02

1958

Patricia Kascak Carrigan

Ann Groarke Guerini

Celestino D. Macedo
Barry W Plunkett

Mary Gertrude Ryder

Garrett H. Spillane

1959
Eileen G. Farrell

Gerald E. Lattimer

Brian T Morrissey

i960
Michael

J.
Barry

03/99
12/01

12/01

01/02

12/01

02/02

n/oi

11/00

n/96

12/01

Edward
J. Bransfield

Joseph R. Fahey

Donald A. Regan

n/oi

01/02

12/01

1961

Ronald C. Alcott

Daniel R. Shea

Frederick C. Conley

Nina M. Klarich

n/oi

12/01

01/02

12/00

1963

John F. Lenoci

Richard M. Simon
01/02

12/00

1964
Karl A. Chen
Sarah A. Giacalone

Ronald E. Higgins

Michael A. Moloney

James F. Taddeo

05/01

12/01

04/01

03/02

02/98

1965
Helen Heffernan Foley

Thomas M. McCaffrey

Roger H. Mc Grath

Mary Ann McMahon

02/02

06/01

n/oi

n/oi

1967
Denise Erickson Bernier

Deborah Wollaston Morgan
Harvey S. Paul

05/99
01/02

02/98

1968
Marie F. Deneault

Martin R. Heffron

02/97

03/01

1969
Charles P. Gelso

Katharine Graham
Joseph G. Tangney

James R. Ward

O5/OO

07/01

12/01

12/01

1970
Laura Bouchard

Joseph H. McGuire

Ronald
J.
Underwood

02/01

O5/OO

06/97

1971

Irene Caulfield McGah 05/01

1973
Noreen T Donovan
Diane R. Madden

12/01

02/00

1974
Deborah Ford-Kaus O7/OO

1977
Thomas F. Schimelpfenig 08/01

1979
Stephen P. Desloges 08/00

1980

Jane M. Angolia 12/01

1982

Carol A. Chartier 12/01

1985

Neil A. Clark

Estate Of Mary O'Doherty

Leigh T Rhodes

01/02

03/02
n/oi

1989
Christine D'Alessandro

Janet M. Kenison

08/00

09/00

1991

Scott King 12/99

1993
Andrew S. Melli 06/01

1997
Susana Domingos 01/02

2000
Andrew Colligan 01/02

Alumni death list courtesy of

Office ofDevelopment, More Hall, 140

Commonwealth Ave., Chestnut Hill, MA
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ADVANCEMENT

BUSINESS PARTNERS
Fulton Business Group sets sights high

The Fulton Business Group is

made up of recent alumni in

the Boston area whose mission

is to support students through

their Annual Achievement

Award Scholarship, while fos-

tering relationships among the

.

local alumni base. Since its

founding in 1989, the group

has awarded more than 50

Achievement Award scholar-

ships to undergraduate seniors

with high financial need.

Currently, the value of the

endowed fund is approximately

$100,000, producing one

$7,000 scholarship annually.

The group's goal is to expand

the fund to the point where it

can provide four $5,000 schol-

arships each year.

Two recent events have

moved the group closer to that

end.

The Christmas reception

was held at the Union Club

with guest speaker Edmund F.

Murphy, III '84, managing

director and executive vice

president of Fidelity Capital.

More than 100 guests attend-

ed, representing every class

between 1987 and 2000.

The 1 0th Annual Fulton

Business Group Beanpot Lun-

cheon, held in March at the

BC Club, was attended by

more than 150 alumni. Boston

College hockey head coach

Jerry York, associate head

coach Scott Paluch, and assis-

tant coach Mike Cavanaugh

were featured speakers.

In addition to major events,

the group's executive commit-

tee is planning a trip to a Red

Sox game, a cocktail party, and

a tailgate party. For more in-

formation on the Fulton Busi-

ness Group, contact Jen

Guerin at (617) 552-1445.

HIGHER LEARNING
Couple makes gift to Academic Development Center

A $250,000 gift made by Jay

Yost '70, JD'75 and Dee Yost

will support the efforts of the

Academic Development Cen-

ter at Boston College. The

center, which provides free tu-

toring, support services to

students with learning disabili-

ties including Attention Deficit

Disorder, and instructional

support for graduate students

and faculty, serves thousands of

students and faculty each year.

"Every good academic insti-

tution needs to have an organi-

zation which recognizes that

people learn in different ways

and at different paces. Learning

is very specific to the individ-

ual," said Yost, who is a partner

with PricewaterhouseCoopers

and leads the firm's global

TICE (Tax, InfoComm and

Entertainment) practice.

"The Academic Development

Center allows good students

to achieve academic success by

helping them identify and use

methods of learning that suit

their needs. Many of tomor-

row's leaders are going to have

passed through its doors."

Yost, the father of a BC
graduate, Quinby '99, and a

BC student, Jake '03, currently

serves on the Pops on the

Heights Committee and the

National Campaign Commit-

tee. He and his wife have sup-

ported the University in many

ways, including gifts to the

Carroll School of Management,

Jay Yost '70, JD'75

the Pops on the Heights Schol-

arship Fund, and numerous

other University endeavors.

"Boston College has be-

come one of the finest univer-

sities in the country," said

Yost. "I'm proud to have been

a very small part of that."

Thomas P. '68 and Jacqueline D. '68

O'Neill

GOOD FELLOWS

Thomas P. '68 and Jacqueline D.

'68 O'Neill have committed

to making a gift of $250,000 to

name the Thomas P. '68 and

Jacqueline D. '68 O'Neill Fellow-

ships Program Fund in support

of the University's Fellowship

Program, which prepares students

to compete for prestigious

fellowships. In recent years, more

than 25 Boston College students

have won Fulbright Grants to

spend a year pursuing their own

projects in such places as Japan,

France, Germany, Poland, Spain,

and Bulgaria. Other Boston

College students have won Mar-

shall, Mellon, Truman, Goldwater,

NSF, and NSEP Scholarships to

help fund graduate study, to study

abroad, or to complete their

educations at Boston College.

CHICAGO, CHICAGO

Boston College will launch the

Chicago Campaign on Friday,

November 1, 2002, the eve of the

Boston College vs. Notre Dame

football game. The campaign,

cochaired by R. Michael Murray

'61, Matthew Botica '72, and

Brian T '76 and Mary L. '78 Casey,

is an important initiative as the

conclusion of the Ever to Excel

Campaign draws closer.
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JUST AS THE LARGEST GENERATION OF PATIENTS APPROACHES OLD AGE,

THE LARGEST GENERATION OF NURSES PREPARES TO RETIRE. SOLVING THIS

NURSING SHORTAGE WILL TAKE MORE THAN THE USUAL STAFFING BAND-AIDS

WHO WILL

care?
BY GAIL FRIEDMAN PHOTOGRAPHY BY GARY WAYNE GILBERT

THE CALL from the intensive-care patient should have been rou-

tine. Problem was, the nurse on duty wasn't an ICU nurse. Chris

McManama '76 normally worked either in labor-delivery or post-

partum care, or sometimes in the nursery. She'd been "floated" into

the ICU that day to ease a staffing shortage, a frequent practice in

the midsize suburban hospital near Boston where she worked.

McManama answered the man's call promptly,

and searched for the button that would turn off the

persistent flashing light and beep. She scanned the

maze of unfamiliar equipment, settling on a blue

button, expecting the light to halt. Instead, a team

of doctors, nurses, and therapists

"came tearing in, out of breath, all

set up and revved to go," she recalls.

McManama had pushed the "code"

button, the life-or-death alarm

that alerts the staff to a patient in

cardiac arrest or other dire distress.

As it happens, the patient was

fine. McManama, however, was

not. "I was humiliated," she says.

McManama, 47, never had to Above and left: Moniq

work another shift in the ICU. She patient, St. Elizabeth

went on to complete 15 years on staff at the hospital,

working every other weekend, then became a per

diem nurse, which let her dictate her hours and

spend weekends with her kids. After six years work-

ing per diem, however, supervisors told her that

weekend work was once again

mandatory. In 1999, with more

than two decades of nursing expe-

rience, McManama left the hospi-

tal—and her career—behind.

Though McManama doesn't

know if a nursing shortage led to

die weekend work policy, it is a

common practice, when hospitals

have insufficient staff, to compel

nurses to work undesirable shifts.

Pinched by a nursing shortage,

ue Hapgood '93 and

s Medical Center
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hospitals also commonly resort to mandatory over-

time, float nurses into understaffed areas, use more

unskilled aides, and patch together other staffing

Band-Aids to make sure their beds are covered.

The result: seasoned nurses who worry about inad-

equate care, who spend as much time overseeing

unskilled assistants as caring for patients, and who
find themselves exhausted, sometimes to the point

of burnout.

For McManama, while scheduling conflicts were

the final straw, nursing had become fraught with

unanticipated stresses—not just the emotional tug

of dealing with sick patients but the fear of infec-

tion, the fear of lawsuits. Particularly disheartening,

says McManama, was watching the experience of a

seasoned colleague who was sued for malpractice.

"I saw this person get destroyed," she says. "I got

out, I'm clean, I didn't get stuck with a needle. Let's

call it a day."

Though McManama seems content to have given

up nursing, her decision to leave was bittersweet.

When she was working with new mothers, she says,

"Every delivery was pretty much a miracle."

Nursing shortages have worried health care pro-

fessionals in this country for decades—indeed, for

as long as a century, writes Lois Friss of the Uni-

versity of Southern California, in a 1994 article

published in the Journal ofHealth, Politics, Policy and

Law. (The exception: 1930-41, during the Great

Depression.) Solutions, Friss says, have tended to

focus on attracting new prospects. Federal money
for nursing education, wage increases, even image

campaigns have eased shortages from time to time.

But strong demographic shifts contribute to the

crisis in nursing today, leading some academics and

health professionals to predict that the current

shortage of hospital nurses will grow in severity

long before it abates. Already, the American Hospi-

tal Association reports that 10 percent of budgeted

nursing positions are unfilled across the country,

and that one in seven hospitals has a serious nurs-

ing shortage. The U.S. Department of Health and

Human Services estimates that 114,000 RN posi-

tions will remain unfilled by 2015.

IMAGE PROBLEMS

Experienced nurses like McManama are leaving

hospitals for a variety of reasons—some because

they are dissatisfied, others because they find more
lucrative nursing jobs in industry or pharmaceutical

companies, or better hours and less stress in doc-

tors' offices. But the majority of nurses who are ex-

pected to abandon the field in the coming years will

leave simply because they are too old to remain at

the bedside.

In 1983, registered nurses younger than 30

made up 30.3 percent of the nursing workforce; by

1998 they accounted for only about 12 percent, ac-

cording to a study by Peter Buerhaus, senior asso-

ciate dean for research at Vanderbilt University's

nursing school. Within a decade, Buerhaus pre-

dicts, more than 40 percent ofRNs will be over 50.

Baby boom nurses will begin retiring in large num-
bers after 2007.

The problem is compounded by a steady decline

in nursing school enrollment that only recently has

shown signs of improvement. Enrollment in bach-

elor's degree programs dropped for six consecutive



ALREADY, THE AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION REPORTS THAT 10 PERCENT OF

BUDGETED NURSING POSITIONS ARE UNFILLED ACROSS THE COUNTRY, AND THAT ONE

IN SEVEN HOSPITALS HAS A SERIOUS NURSING SHORTAGE. THE FEDERAL GOVERN-

MENT ESTIMATES THAT 114,000 RN POSITIONS WILL REMAIN UNFILLED BY 2015.

years, from 1995 to 2000, according to the Ameri-

can Association of Colleges of Nurses (AACN).

Enrollments were up 3.7 percent in 2001, but still

reached only 106,557, compared to 127,683 in

1995, the year the current decline began.

Enrollments now appear to be rising across the

country, as word gets out about the nursing short-

age and nursing's potential as a recession-proof, se-

cure job. (The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics has

listed nursing as one of the 10 occupations expect-

ed to have the most new jobs.) The latest news is

particularly encouraging at Boston College, where

the Connell School ofNursing reports a 41 percent

increase in applicants for the 2002-03 school

year—rising from 230 to 324 potential students.

Applications to the Connell School had risen

slightly in the previous few years, but enrollment

remained stagnant—47 in the 2000 freshman class

and 51 in 1999—because applicants weren't meet-

ing the University's academic standards, says

School of Nursing Dean Barbara Hazard Munro.

In 2001, with a strong pool of 230 applicants, the

freshman class jumped to 67. In 2002, says Munro,

with nearly 100 more applications, the class could

be up to 80—an improvement, but not as high as it

was in the early 1990s, when the freshman class

peaked at 120 students, and certainly not high

enough to solve a staffing crisis that already is

squeezing hospitals.

One rapid solution to the nursing shortage would

be an influx of male nursing school applicants. But

the image of nursing as women's work repels many
young men. (Think how much comedic mileage the

movie Meet the Parents got out of Ben Stiller's char-

acter, a male nurse.) In fact, Munro says, most of the

men who do enter nursing are not typical 18-year-

old undergrads but older students, more mature and

secure in their self-image.

While Boston College's nursing program plans

to accommodate a larger class next year, some

schools have to turn away qualified students be-

cause of a shortage in nursing faculty. Less than 2

percent of nurses nationwide have a doctorate.

"We're not cranking out the Ph.D. nurses we
need," says Munro. In both 2000 and 2001, the

Connell School awarded seven doctorates. Applica-

tions to Ph.D. programs nationwide haven't in-

creased over the past decade, Munro says, partly
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Connie-Lynn Krauza, Star Nurse

Four years out of the Connell School of Nursing,

Connie-Lynn Krauza '98 (above, center) has be-

come a spokesperson for her profession. If her face

seems familiar, it is because Krauza was chosen by

Johnson & Johnson Health Care Systems to partic-

ipate in a $20 million public affairs campaign aimed

at attracting new nurses. Krauza has appeared in

TV commercials aired during prime-time shows

including The West Wing and the Super Bowl. Her
image also appears on posters sent to 20,000 high

schools, clinics, and hospitals nationwide and on

Johnson & Johnson's discovernursing.com Web site.

Krauza is an intensive care nurse at Northern

Westchester Hospital Center in Mt. Kisco, New
York. She was chosen in a search by the ad agency

DeVito Fitterman that was promoted among nurs-

es at hospitals in the New York metropolitan area.

Four hundred nurses applied. Krauza landed one

of 21 spots.

The tryout, she says, "didn't feel like a Holly-

wood thing. It was more like an interview." At a

casting agency in Manhattan, Krauza and a friend

sat before a camera and answered questions from a

director: Why did you choose nursing? What do

you like about it? "What I probably relayed," says

Krauza, "is that I love nursing, I love being able to

take care of people. I'm an active person. I could

not be in a cube in an office somewhere." The
commercial followed the same format and was un-

scripted, save for four final words: "I am a nurse."

Krauza sees the need for more nurses, and she's

had at least one sign that the ad campaign may even-

tually make a difference. Recently, she visited a

kindergarten class, and when the teacher introduced

her as the nurse in the commercial, she says, "the

kids looked at me like I was a movie star." —GF

because the role of Ph.D. nurses in clinical settings

is limited, and because clinical nurses tend to earn

more than those in academia, where a Ph.D. gener-

ally is required.

Carolyn Hayes, who completed her doctorate at

BC in 1999, has been a nurse of sorts since she was

13, giving her grandmother insulin and listening to

the Irish immigrant's colorful stories. In her neigh-

borhood, when a kid's tooth needed pulling, par-

ents knew who could handle the job. "I realized

early on you don't just do something to people,"

says Hayes. "You have to be with them."

Now a nurse researcher at Brigham and

Women's Hospital in Boston, Hayes has been a

bedside nurse and a specialist in end-of-life issues.

Describing her work with the dying, she dwells not

on sadness, but on the clarity of thought the dying

can bring to the living. "There's something about

being with a person who doesn't care about the

weather report," she says. "It's very grounding."

When Hayes hears nurses at their breaking

point, she says, it's never because of a patient. In-

stead, she suggests, it is the erosion of the nurse-pa-

tient relationship—due to mounting demands on

nurses—that drives some nurses away from bedside

care. Monique Hapgood '93, who is a nurse in the

neonatal intensive care unit at UMass Memorial

Medical Center in Worcester and at St. Elizabeth's

Medical Center in Boston, also sees the trend. She

remembers a BC professor who conveyed the beau-

ty of patient care so well, "you would have thought

the backrub was the best thing ever invented."

Today "the new nurses don't even know what a back

rub is," Hapgood says, "nor would they have time

to give one if they wanted to."

Hospital patients who watch nurses change ban-

dages or take blood pressures don't always realize

how much the demands of nursing have evolved.

Because outpatient clinics have siphoned off many
simpler medical procedures, hospital nurses now
serve a never-ending stream of patients who are

much sicker than in years past. It used to be that

when a cardiac patient was discharged, says Hayes,

the bed "would stay empty for half a minute. Now
a patient is lined up before the patient is gone.

There are more drugs, more intervention, more

tasks, more technology," she says. But "there's a re-

lationship there that nurses are hungry to maintain,

that patients need."

For Brianne Fitzgerald 71, the solution to stag-

nation has been to seek variety within her nursing

career. "You have to keep reinventing yourself," says



WHEN HAYES HEARS NURSES AT THEIR BREAKING POINT, SHE SAYS, IT'S NEVER BE-

CAUSE OF A PATIENT. INSTEAD, SHE SUGGESTS, IT IS THE EROSION OF THE NURSE-

PATIENT RELATIONSHIP—DUE TO MOUNTING DEMANDS ON NURSES—THAT DRIVES

SOME NURSES AWAY FROM BEDSIDE CARE.

the public health nurse, who finds that changing jobs

from time to time keeps her fresh and hopeful.

Fitzgerald works with substance abusers and HIV-

infected patients and with the health-care providers

who minister to them—a demanding job that can

energize and exhaust simultaneously. She has a mas-

ter's degree in public health from Boston University

and recendy returned from Botswana, where she

taught nurses and pharmacy technicians how to de-

liver anti-retroviral drugs to the HIV-infected popu-

lation. She has brought AIDS education—what she

calls AIDS 101—to communities in Namibia as well.

Fitzgerald says that nursing—a career she loves

—

suffers from a serious image problem. Few realize its

creative potential, that jobs like hers stem from nurs-

ing. "That's the whole beauty—you can go from one

field to another: ICU, travel nurse, public health. If

you could sell it as a more creative field," she says,

"more people would be interested in it."

Part of the problem, as nurses are the first to say,

is that nurses tend to be self-effacing and even self-

critical. Nurses "will tell you what they didn't do on

a shift," says Hayes. "I didn't do this, I didn't do

this. If they ever said what they were able to do—

I

was able to help so-and-so—I would pass out cold."

Munro agrees: "We need to mouth off a little

more, be more vocal about our work." With physi-

cians taking the lead role in explaining disease to

the sick and their families, she says, people seldom

realize how much the nurse in the ward accom-

plishes. When a nurse appears to be having a

friendly talk with a patient, "they think you're in

there having a chit-chat. They don't realize you

made 10 assessments when you were there."

The fact is, says Munro, that "being a caring,

warm kind of person is simply not enough"—if, in-

deed, it ever was. At the Connell School, under-

graduate nursing students in their first two years

must take life science chemistry, anatomy, physiol-

ogy, microbiology, and pathophysiology—plus sev-

eral classes about nursing, in addition to meeting

the University's liberal arts requirements. Upper-

classmen must attend clinical labs and get hands-on

nursing experience. Nurses tend not to broadcast

their training, says Hayes, "so the word doesn't get

out. I blame myself. I blame my colleagues. I blame

the media."

The story of nurses such as Hayes and Fitzger-

ald who treasure their jobs and have found stimu-

lating career paths trickles slowly to the public,

compared to the bombardment ofnews about nurse

burnout. (An hour-long National Public Radio seg-

ment in January, for instance, featured nurses and

other health-care professionals lamenting hospital

working conditions.) But for all the nurses com-

plaining bitterly, there are many who continue to

reap satisfaction not only from the life-and-death

challenges of the job but also from the extraordi-

narily ordinary chores, like taking blood pressures

and emptying bedpans. The public doesn't hear

much about the happy nurse.

THE LUCKY ONES

Count Lisa Gallagher among the many nurses who
love their jobs. Gallagher, who graduated from

Boston College in 2000 and landed a job at Beth Is-

rael Deaconess in Boston even before she took her

board exams, thinks the pros of nursing far out-

weigh the cons. She rotates day shifts and night

shifts in labor-delivery—a plum unit that once was

difficult for new grads to walk into. Some days are

harried and exhausting, and at times she and a co-

hort think of their peers in less-challenging jobs.

"We joke around about being Gap girls and folding

clothes," she says, but they never mean it. "After a

12-hour shift, I leave and I feel a great sense of ac-

complishment."

Not to mention that Gallagher is bringing home
far more in pay than those Gap girls. The Bureau

of Labor Statistics reports that hospital RNs were
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THE STORY OF NURSES SUCH AS HAYES AND FITZGERALD WHO TREASURE THEIR JOBS

AND HAVE FOUND STIMULATING CAREER PATHS TRICKLES SLOWLY TO THE PUBLIC,

COMPARED TO THE BOMBARDMENT OF NEWS ABOUT NURSE BURNOUT. THE PUBLIC

DOESN'T HEAR MUCH ABOUT THE HAPPY NURSE.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:

Lisa Gallagher 'oo (left), in the

labor-delivery unit at Beth Israel

Deaconess Medical Center, Boston;

Brianne Fitzgerald '71, a project

specialist with the New England AIDS

Education and Training Center, out-

side the Boston Medical Center; Chris

McManama '76, at home after more

than 20 years as a nurse; Monique

Hapgood '93, in the neonatal

intensive-care unit at St. Elizabeth's

Medical Center, Boston; Barbara

Curley '73. the director of quality

management and care management

at Milton Hospital, in Milton, Massa-

chusetts; Carolyn Hayes Ph.D. '99,

a nurse researcher at Boston's

Brigham and Women's Hospital who
specializes in end-of-life issues.

earning $39,700 in 1997. Wages have frequently

been a complaint among hospital nurses and a pre-

cursor to strikes, but in many parts of the country,

nurses have reaped the benefits of long-fought bat-

tles for better pay. The New York State Nurses As-

sociation has negotiated contracts that give starting

nurses more than $50,000 a year, reaching over

$90,000 with 25 years' experience. The profession

has seen some improvements in working conditions

as well. After 1 3 weeks on the picket line, nurses at

Brockton Hospital in Brockton, Massachusetts, for

example, recently negotiated a contract that sets a

limit on consecutive overtime hours (four), and

guarantees the right to refuse overtime if they are

sick or exhausted. Nurses, however, are far from

united on whether to unionize, and many nurses

worry that it lends an unwarranted blue-collar tinge

to their public image. Gains, in any event, have

been uneven nationwide.

In Boston, home to several first-tier teaching

hospitals, the situation may be atypical. The city's

major hospitals compete mighti-

ly for prime nursing candidates,

and at some institutions, newly

minted BC nursing graduates

now enter in the $50,000 range,

or close to it. Nurses with bache-

lor's degrees from good schools

are among the most sought-after

hospital employees—so sought

after that rather than fighting for

their jobs, they are courted and

find themselves almost untouch-

able when it comes to cutbacks

and layoffs. When Paul Levy, the

chief executive of Beth Israel

Deaconess Medical Center, re-

cently announced that the hospi-

tal would lay off between 500 and

700 employees, he made it clear

that no nurses would get the axe.

It's an unusual day at work when Barbara Curley

'73 has a washcloth in her hand. Curley is an ad-

ministrator—the director of quality management
and care management at Milton Hospital, just

south of Boston—but when staffing has gotten par-

ticularly tough, she's summoned up her RN skills

and bathed patients. \

While Boston's big-name hospitals pluck the

cream of the nursing crop, smaller hospitals have a

harder time attracting plum nursing grads. Milton

Hospital struggles to retain its nurses, keeping

salaries competitive with other community hospi-

tals. Still, says Curley, "nurse managers are provid-

ing more on-floor services. My patient advocate has

ambulated patients." Recruiting is particularly

tough in the shadow of Boston's health-care behe-

moths. "You're competing with other organizations

that are able to offer not only a more competitive

salary, but flex-time and day-care options," says

Curley. Applicants for nursing leadership positions

routinely are asked about their ideas for handling

the nursing shortage.

As large teaching hospitals tend increasingly to

require RNs with bachelor's degrees, Milton hires

some nurses with associate degrees. And the hospi-

tal fills several positions with registered nurses from

an agency, a costly alternative because the hospital

must pay the agency as middleman. "We want pro-

fessional, baccalaureate-prepared nurses to ensure

high quality of care, but the reality is that sometimes

the goal has become challenging to achieve," Curley

says. "We continuously try to compensate to main-

tain a high level of care."

Curley blames the nursing shortage in part on

the rapid elimination of programs in hospitals that

graduated "diploma" nurses. About 100 remain

today, but more than 800 turned out nurses just 30

years ago. Munro says there were seven in Massa-

chusetts 1 1 years ago; one remains in the state today.

The diploma programs typically are three-year,

hospital-run training grounds for nurses; in recent
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years many have paired with community colleges to

provide students with college credit. The hospital-

based programs have been eroding for years. As far

back as 1948, the National Nursing Council rec-

ommended ending them and creating B.S. degrees

in nursing at universities, according to Friss.

Once a major source of hospital nurses, diploma

programs now account for less than 10 percent of

RN education programs nationwide, according to

the AACN. In 1980, about 55 percent of RNs were

trained in hospital-based programs, 22 percent had

a bachelor's degree, and 18 percent an associate's

degree, according to the U.S. Department of

Health and Human Services. In 1996, 27 percent

held only a diploma, and bachelor's-prepared RNs
accounted for 3 1 percent of nurses. The National

Advisory Council on Nurse Education and Prac-

tice, part of the federal Division of Nursing, set a

goal that at least two-thirds of nurses will hold a

bachelor's degree by 2010.

While it is generally accepted that college-edu-

cated nurses are best prepared to handle the in-

creasing complexity of health care, Curley notes

that hospitals cut their diploma programs without

considering the impact. They "eliminated the

diploma programs without making any type of ad-

justment or making provisions for who would pro-

vide bedside care," she says.

At the same time, opportunities have increased

for women outside nursing as well as in nursing

jobs that are far from the bedside—in pharmaceuti-

cal companies, law, patient advocacy, and other are-

nas. "One of the most critical flaws in the nursing

profession now is the fact that we didn't have the vi-

sion to strategically plan for what we enabled to

happen over the last 15, 20 years," Curley says.

"We opened opportunities for nurse specialists,

minimized the importance of diploma clinical nurs-

es, and closed those programs. We neglected to fig-

ure out how we're going to maintain the bedside

nurse. That's why this nursing crisis is going to be

very different."

GOING PUBLIC

Some health professionals who see the potential for

a public health crisis believe government holds part

of the answer. "I really believe government inter-

vention is necessary when the marketplace is not

protecting the public," says Sue Whittaker, associ-

ate director of state government relations for the

American Nurses Association (ANA). The Nurse

Reinvestment Act, passed in competing forms by

the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives late

last year, is now awaiting a conference committee

compromise. In general terms, the act provides for

student loan repayment, help for hospitals to study

methods for retaining nurses, and funding for re-

cruitment campaigns.

Several states in 2001 passed laws offering finan-

cial help for nursing students. For example, Rhode

Island law now forgives interest on nurses' student

loans; Texas provides grants to nursing programs to

help them increase enrollment; Oregon pays stu-

dent loans for nurses who work in underserved

areas; and Virginia provides scholarship and loan

repayment aid.

Meanwhile, hospital working conditions have

also been targeted by governments, with mixed sue-



CALIFORNIA'S EXPERIENCE POINTS TO THE INHERENT COMPLEXITY OF THE ISSUE. IN

1999, THE STATE PASSED A LAW REQUIRING REGULATORS TO SET NURSE-PATIENT

RATIOS IN ACUTE-CARE HOSPITALS BY JANUARY 2001. THE GOVERNOR ASKED FOR A

ONE-YEAR EXTENSION AS SOON AS HE SIGNED THE LAW.

cess. Fourteen states introduced legislation in 2001

to limit or forbid mandatory overtime for nurses,

but bills became law in only New Jersey, Maine,

and Oregon. According to the ANA, the Maine

legislation ensures that nurses are not disciplined

for refusing to work more than 12 consecutive

hours and requires 10 consecutive hours off if there

is overtime. Oregon's law prohibits schedulers from

requiring a nurse to work more than two hours past

a regular shift or more than 16 hours in a 24-hour

period.

Efforts to directly address nurse-patient ratios

have been the stickiest. California's experience

points to the inherent complexity of the issue. In

1999, the state passed a law requiring regulators to

set nurse-patient ratios in acute-care hospitals by

January 2001. The governor, realizing regulators

couldn't finish the unwieldy task in time, asked for

a one-year extension as soon as he signed the law.

BC nursing professor Judith Shindul-Rothschild

views such quality-of-workplace issues as para-

mount. "We must fix the intolerable working con-

ditions that nurses are facing," she says, "because if

we don't do that, we are going to burn them oat as

fast as they come into the system." For educators,

this also means teaching nursing students to ask the

right questions so they land at least their first jobs

in facilities where nurses face less hardship. At

Boston College, Loretta Higgins, professor and as-

sociate dean of undergraduate nursing programs,

encourages students to start their careers in a large

teaching hospital, where they are more likely to be

mentored and face fewer of the staffing problems

challenging smaller hospitals. She advises graduates

to ask pointed questions of potential employers:

How long is the orientation program? How soon

will they be put on nights without supervision?

When scheduling is reasonable and overtime

optional, when salaries are fair and the environ-

ment supportive, nurses have a chance to notice the

less tangible benefits of their career choice—the

satisfactions that lured many into nursing in the

first place. "I can tell a nurse he or she did an ex-

ceptional job," says researcher Carolyn Hayes, "but

when a patient puts a hand on a nurse's cheek and

says, 'Thank you,' it doesn't matter what I say."

Gail Friedman is a Boston-basedfreelance writer.
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BY ALAN WOLFE

NON-CATHOLICS ROUTINELY find in

Catholicism something that is missing in their

own religious or intellectual traditions. For those

unhappy with the direction the modern world has

taken, especially in the years since the cultural rev-

olutions of the 1960s, Catholicism stands as a

mighty alternative. As the sociologist Peter Berger

wrote in 1967, "Catholicism, for reasons intrinsic

to its tradition, has tried hardest in maintaining a

staunchly resistant stance in the face of seculariza-

tion and pluralism, and indeed has tried down to

our own century to engage in vigorous counterat-

tacks designed to re-establish something like Chris-

tendom, at least within limited territories."

Or, as the theologian Stanley Hauerwas, a

Methodist, put it more recently (and more succinct-

ly), "Catholics, more than any other people, must

resist the presumption of modernity." Reading com-

ments like these, I am reminded of the work of a

first-rate journalist named Alan Ehrenhalt. His

book, The Lost City (1995), evokes Chicago-style

Catholicism of the 1950s, with its emphasis on hier-

archy and obedience, as a preferable moral system

to the anarchy that followed in its wake.

For each of these writers, Catholicism plays the

role of the road not taken, the secret history of the

20th century, which, if only we'd known better, we
would have lived out.

That road is not my road. There were, to be

sure, antimodernist tendencies in both the official

teachers of the Catholic Church and in the way or-

dinary Catholics led their lives. I have no interest in

revisiting them. Berger and Hauerwas may see in

the Catholic intellectual tradition a principled op-

position to contemporary relativism and hedonism;

I am more likely to see a Church that was far too

soft on anti-Semitism (especially, I have to add,

when it counted), took a certain pride in banning

great books, and produced a Syllabus ofEirors and

attacks on liberalism that bet on the wrong horses

as far as the future was concerned. Had those as-

pects of Catholicism perpetuated themselves un-

changed into the start of the 2 1st century, America's

Catholic colleges and universities would continue

to be on the defensive, for the burden of proof

would be on them to demonstrate their proper

place in a liberal and pluralistic democracy.

Fortunately, however, the Catholic tradition is

better than that. It furnished John Courtney Mur-
ray, the most distinguished Catholic theologian of

the 20th century. It kept alive an important strain of

natural law teaching. It experienced Vatican II. And
it produced a generation of highly educated middle-

class suburban professionals anxious to give their

children the best education a university can provide.

Only the most intransigent of conservatives could

hold that the Church, at least in the United States,

is not better off because of their existence.

Let me, then, turn directly to aspects of the

Catholic tradition that have a positive role to play,

not only in higher education, but in American pub-

lic life more generally. Certainly the most important

of them is the natural law tradition. I will not address

here—or, for that matter, anywhere—the question of

whether God is the origin of our natural rights and

duties, for I have little taste for philosophical and

theological analysis. The important point to make is

that a natural law tradition leaves one predisposed to

believe that there are certain truths in the world that

remain true irrespective of whether the laws and

conventions of any particular society adhere to them.

At its worst, belief in natural law can lead to ideo-

logical rigidity and inflexible inhumanity. But at its

best, respect for natural law gives one the self-confi-

dence that makes possible the passion and curiosity

that fuels intellectual inquiry.

NO ONE COULD HAVE predicted, 30 or so years

ago, that such self-confidence would ever be need-

ed in American higher education. At the height of

the Cold War, American universities produced "the

best and the brightest," in historian David Halber-

stam's phrase, and humility was not exactly one of

their personality traits. But in remarkably short

time, the culture of American academe shifted

—

from the hubristic arrogance manifested by individ-

uals who believed they could bend a foreign

country to their will to doubts, among the scholars

ensconced in the university today, of the possibility

of will, truth, morality, beauty, or any other catego-

ry that strikes them as ripe for deconstruction. At a

time when the only thing we can know is that we

cannot know anything, the claims of natural law

suggest to us, not that the world is unknowable, but

that we have simply stopped, for whatever reason,

trying to know it.

Natural law, in short, inoculates against post-

modernism. A year or two ago, I wrote an article

recounting my visits to colleges and universities
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shaped by the tradition of American evangelical

Protestantism. I recalled my surprise at discovering

how strong, intellectually, many of these institu-

tions had become. But I also expressed astonish-

ment to learn that the iconoclastic literary critic

Stanley Fish is something of a hero to those who
teach in the English department at Wheaton Col-

lege, and that postmodern philosophy is all the rage

at the Fuller Theological Seminary. While there

are, no doubt, exceptions of which I am unaware, I

have yet to come across quite that much enthusiasm

for postmodernism at the Catholic colleges and

universities with which I am familiar. The post-

modern evangelicals with whom I talk believe that

one can be skeptical of all truths while maintaining

the truth of God's existence. Catholics are more

likely to hold that the truth of God's existence must

mean the truth of man's reason, art's beauty, or uni-

versal morality.

LIBERALISM'S CHALLENGE

TWO OTHER side effects of Catholicism's sym-

pathy for natural law are also worth noting. The
first of these is the sympathy that has emerged in

America's Catholic colleges and universities for lib-

eralism. By this I do not mean the everyday use of

the word liberalism that refers to the Democratic

Party and its support for social reform, although it

remains true that most Catholics, and certainly

most Catholic academics, remain liberal in that

sense. The more important affinity is the one be-

tween Catholic respect for natural law and liberal

conceptions of fundamental human rights. John

Courtney Murray pointed out that the great En-

lightenment thinkers who wrote the Declaration of

Independence and the Bill of Rights, Protestant

and deist though they may have been, were

nonetheless articulating natural law principles in

asserting freedom of speech, press, and religion.

It is worth keeping his point in mind when we
ponder why evangelical Protestant literary theorists

love Stanley Fish. For if there is one theme that

runs throughout all of Fish's writings (or, for that

matter, those of his former colleague at Duke Uni-

versity, Stanley Hauerwas) it is a deep hatred of lib-

eralism. How ironic, then, that of the three

intellectual traditions I have been discussing

—

Catholicism, evangelical Protestantism, and post-

modernism—the only one that finds something of

value in liberalism is the one whose popes made
such a determined 19th-century attack upon it.

Everything I have said about liberalism could

also be said about postmodernism's other bete

noire: science. The story of how America's colleges

and universities dropped their formal ties to reli-

gious denominations is almost exactly the story of

how scientific method came to dominate the

methodologies they employed. And so when post-

modernism came to be understood as questioning

the possibility of scientific knowledge, it should not

have been a surprise that it would flourish at evan-

gelical institutions that never hilly accepted Dar-

winism and its many offshoots.

Natural law may have played a role in helping

Catholic colleges and universities avoid that fate.

While scientists are unlikely to believe with St.

Thomas that natural law exists because God com-

manded it to be there—although a surprising num-
ber of scientists are themselves religious—it is not a

huge intellectual leap from the proposition that

there exist universal laws of morality to one that

there are universal laws of nature.

Besides the natural law tradition, non-Catholics

who teach at Catholic colleges and universities can-

not help but recognize concerns with social justice

as central to the mission of those institutions. In-

deed, from the perspective of the early 21st centu-

ry, the Catholic Church's concern with social

justice looks more and more distinctive. A century

ago, the triumph of laissez-faire in Western society

generated fantastic economic growth—and unac-

ceptable levels of poverty and income inequality.

Two social institutions moved to respond, in two

different ways. One was the labor movement,

whose ideology, especially in Europe, had been

fashioned by one or another version of socialism or

social democracy. The other were the churches, es-

pecially mainline Protestants articulating the social

gospel, and the Catholic Church through the great

encyclicals on work and human dignity.

Throughout much of the century that followed,

it seemed obvious to just about everyone that, of

these two traditions, the one rooted in the labor

movement was more significant, since it offered the

prospect of political majorities and seemed more in

touch with the secular drift of the time. But social

democracy eventually floundered; even the Ameri-

can version of the welfare state, as represented by

programs such as Social Security and unemploy-

ment compensation, reached their limits or were

cut back as fiscal constraints tightened. The result

is that for today's generation of students, especially

in America, concerns with social justice are not

tied, as they were in the 1960s, explicitly to politi-
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cal movements so much as they have become asso-

ciated with idealistic inclinations that often have re-

ligious roots.

What this means for Catholic colleges and uni-

versities is that they are extremely well positioned

to offer to today's students special opportunities to

respond to their idealistic proclivities. That is cer-

tainly an aspect of the Catholic tradition worth cel-

ebrating, for as the students who attend Catholic

colleges and universities increasingly come from

suburban middle-class backgrounds, which are

often a bit too sheltered and comfortable for the

students' own good, internship programs and vol-

unteer work provide them with perspectives they

may not have gotten at home. And that is surely

part of what a liberal education should offer.

Nonetheless, I am not all that happy with the

ways in which concerns for social justice have been

implemented at many Catholic colleges and univer-

sities. In brief, there is sometimes a conflict between

the urge to do the right thing and an understanding

of the complexities of what the right thing to do ac-

tually is. As a social scientist, I have come to appre-

ciate the ironies involved in human behavior,

especially when it comes to politics and policy.

Would the interests of America's poor have been

better served had President Clinton's "welfare re-

form" never been passed? I wish I knew the answer.

Certainly, the evidence since then indicates that

measures usually thought of as harsh and punitive

have actually had positive results, encouraging peo-

ple to find jobs and to better organize their priori-

ties. And even if all such positive evidence ceases

now that we face a recession, can we really say with

confidence that welfare, as we once knew it, pro-

moted human dignity? As with welfare reform, so

with many other examples from public policy, rang-

ing from affirmative action to discrimination against

the disabled: If politics and policy were easy to un-

derstand, we would not need political scientists.

MY EXPERIENCES with Catholic colleges and

universities—not just Boston College, where I

teach, but many of those to which I am invited to

lecture—is that commitments to social justice are

treated as if they are not intellectually problematic.

Of course welfare reform was bad, since it was a Re-

publican idea. Of course the Americans with Dis-

abilities Act is good, since it sides with the

vulnerable. When I argue that matters may be

more complicated than that, I am, or at least I think

I am, judged to be hostile to social justice itself.

As the students who attend

Catholic colleges and

universities increasingly come

from suburban middle-class

backgrounds, which are often a

bit too sheltered and comfortable

for the students' own good,

internship programs and

volunteer work provide them

with perspectives they may not

have gotten at home.

Students at Catholic colleges and universities are so

intent on being good that they confuse a means to

an end with the end itself. Social justice is the right

and proper end of human society. But there is no

one correct way to achieve it.

Growing up in Philadelphia, surrounded by

Catholic colleges and universities—La Salle was the

closest one to where I lived, and my public high

school was right across the street—it never would

have occurred to me that a certain kind of liberal

intellectual smugness that I associate with Ivy

League schools would come to characterize them as

well. In those days, Catholicism constituted a dis-

tinct American intellectual subculture. Thomists at

the University of Chicago (few of whom were

Catholic), Buckleyites at the National Review, the

anticommunism of Francis Cardinal Spellman,

even Joe McCarthy's disgraceful crusade (urged on

at the time by a dean at Georgetown University)

—

this was the intellectual side of Catholicism with

the greatest visibility.

I am hardly calling for a return to those days.

But I do think that a healthy liberalism requires a

vibrant conservatism. As much as contemporary

Catholic students know and appreciate aspects of
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the Catholic tradition that emphasize social justice,

they often seem unaware that Catholic intellectuals

once played a conservative role in our society, so

much have they absorbed the idea that being

Catholic today means sympathizing with the most

vulnerable. But this is something they ought to

know; if they did, they might have been better pre-

pared for September 1 1 . In the aftermath of that

event, many of my students were surprised to dis-

cover that the war against Osama bin Laden could

be considered a just war or that America, and

Americans, could be considered innocent victims of

an attack against them. Perhaps as the implications

of that event reverberate, Catholic students will be-

come more used to seeing the tragic side of life, and

that, in turn, may complicate, for the better, their

understandings of justice and its demands.

A SCHOLARSHIP OF MEANING

THERE IS ONE FINAL ASPECT OF THE
Catholic tradition worthy of mention here. I am
referring to the correspondence that seems to exist

among Catholic writers between taking their

Catholicism seriously and also taking seriously an

appreciation of the symbolic, interpretative, and

meaning-creating aspects of the human species.

One can make too much of David Tracy's notion of

an analogical imagination, as Fr. Andrew Greeley

does when he finds distinctively Catholic ways of

having sex—but only a little too much. For it is

true that, as Greeley puts it, there is a sacramental

dimension to human beings that gives us a

Catholic imagination decidedly at odds with, say,

the Quaker or Puritan imagination—if there is

such a thing.

And so it should come as no surprise that just as

ordinary Catholic believers find mystery and

magic in the liturgy, there has emerged a distinc-

tive form of Catholic social thought stressing the

ways in which human life involves more than

merely getting and spending. From the anthropol-

ogist E. E. Evans-Pritchard to the social scientist

Mary Douglas to the political philosopher Charles

Taylor, there would be very little of an interpreta-

tive tradition in social thought in the absence of

writers influenced by Catholicism.

This Catholic imagination is very alive at

Catholic colleges and universities. At Boston Col-

lege, I constantly hear laments for the passing of

Catholic identity, but I see that identity flourishing

in the way we do social science. There are not, to

be sure, a large number of Catholics teaching in my
department of political science—although, con-

trary to popular impression, there are some—but

we do political science in a Catholic way even if we
may not all be Catholic. Long ago I became a social

scientist because I wanted to understand how the

institutions that shape human beings function. But

at some point during the course of my career, aca-

demic political science developed instead a fascina-

tion with formal modeling, which in turn required

adherence to the principle that human beings are

rational actors seeking to maximize their gains and

minimize their losses. Under the influence of ratio-

nal choice theory, interest in the great classics of

political thought was shunted aside, as were those

social scientists who used historical and ethno-

graphic methods to understand contemporary in-

stitutions. Before long, reading articles in the

American Political Science Review required far more

training in mathematics than it did familiarity with

politics.

Like most Catholic colleges and universities,

Boston College's political science department held

out against the trend. In part this was due to the in-

fluence, beginning in the early 1970s, of Fr. Ernest

Fortin and a faculty that included political philoso-

phers trained by Leo Strauss, many of whom were

Jewish but who found a home in institutions in-

formed by Catholic neo-scholasticism. And in part

it was due to the fact that most of the department

found, and still finds (as I do) the conception of

human purpose implicit in rational choice theory to

be impoverished.

For one thing, rational choice theorists want to

reduce all ofhuman activity to one dimension, a re-

ductionism that violates conceptions of our com-

plex and often contradictory nature; if St.

Augustine had been a rational choice theorist, he

never would have compared the city of man to the

city of God. Even more importantly, the dimension

to which rational choice theorists take their reduc-

tion is to the most materialistically calculating fea-

tures of human existence.

One need not be Catholic, nor even religious, to

recognize that human beings lead richer lives than

that. For most real-world humans, economic activ-

ities are a means to the end of leading a meaningful

life. For many contemporary social scientists influ-

enced by economics, economic activities are the

ends that define what meaning is.

When Catholicism was more of a defiant sub-

culture in American life, it created its own parallel

institutions; there was even a Catholic sociological
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association, for example, and its purpose was not

only to bring together sociologists who happened

to be Catholic—there were actually a considerable

number of them—but to define a particularly

Catholic perspective on the social sciences. Organi-

zations like that one went out of business, essential-

ly, as Catholics found a secure place in the

American academy, and that, I think, was a good

thing. For as I try to keep track of the efforts by

evangelical Protestant scholars and institutions to

raise their intellectual profile, I am struck by the

way they retreat into their own set of parallel insti-

tutions, as if they lack the confidence to participate

fully in the exchanges around them. Catholics now
have that confidence in the academic world, and,

because they do, they are better off in their efforts

to influence the non-Catholic world by bringing to

it the benefits of their tradition.

THE BEST DEFENSE

AND SO WHAT SOME PEOPLE lament as the

"dying of the light"—Fr. James Tunstead

Burtchaell's phrase for the diminishing Catholic

identity at Catholic institutions of higher learn-

ing—ought properly to be viewed as the spreading

of wisdom. Catholic colleges and universities do

not hire people like me because they have failed to

achieve their mission, but because they have suc-

ceeded. It is not because they have lost their roots

in Catholic tradition and joined the mainstream

that they recruit non-Catholic students, but be-

cause the mainstream would be worse off without

them. And it is not in spite of their histories as

Catholic institutions that they have risen in the

U.S. News & World Report rankings or come to the

attention of parents looking for the right education

for their children; it is because of their distinctive-

ness that they have their appeal. Perhaps it takes a

religion that has produced its share of tortured

martyrs to look at the position of Catholic colleges

and universities now compared with during the

1940s and 1950s and conclude that something has

gone wrong. If such success constitutes failure, I

would hate to know what failure must be.

Defenders of Catholic education as it used to be

have no obligation, certainly, to consider the situa-

tion facing non-Catholics. But just as Catholic col-

leges and universities have become enriched

through contact with the non-Catholic world, non-

Catholics have benefited too. I know that I have.

What upsets me most about the views of writers

like Burtchaell and Fr. Richard John Neuhaus at

the Institute on Religion and Public Life is their

lack of recognition that a Catholic education can be

as valuable for those outside the tradition as those

inside. If you have something that you believe

makes sense, you ought to want to share it. If you

restrict it, you cheapen it.

Of course, it is true that shared things change by

being shared. Catholics should not treat their edu-

cational institutions the way some evangelical

Protestants treat their joy in Jesus: Here it is, take

it whether you want it or not; question your own
faith but don't ask me to question mine. If that is

what a Catholic education is meant to be, Catholic

educators would be better off staying in their own
academic subculture. But neither should Catholic

colleges and universities simply copy the institu-

tions of mainstream America. As the sociologists

David Riesman and Christopher Jencks wisely

wrote in 1968, "The important question. . . is not

whether a few Catholic universities prove capable

of competing with Harvard or Berkeley on the lat-

ter's terms, but whether Catholicism can provide an

ideology and/or personnel for developing alterna-

tives to the Harvard-Berkeley model of excellence."

I believe that the passage of time since they wrote

those words has answered their question. Catholic

colleges and universities that emphasize the West-

ern tradition, pay serious attention to the needs of

undergraduates, have the confidence not to make

enemies of liberalism and science, and appreciate

the human side of human beings have developed

precisely such an alternative. That is why I teach at

one of them.

To be sure, Boston College, like other Catholic

institutions, is not what it was when it was all male,

nearly all Irish, and overwhelmingly Catholic in the

composition of its faculty. There are, I admit, too

few priests on campus even for my comfort. But it

remains recognizably Catholic, perhaps more rec-

ognizably Catholic for those who are not Catholic

than for those who are. If that sounds like a para-

dox, perhaps my appreciation for the Catholic in-

tellectual tradition has taught me the importance of

paradoxical things.

Alan Wolfe is a professor ofpolitical science and the di-

rector of the Boisi Center for Religion and American

Public Life at Boston College. His essay is drawn from

his keynote address at the February 2002 meeting ofthe

Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities. His

most recent book is Moral Freedom: The Impossible

Idea That Defines the Way We Live Now (2001).
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VOICES FROM THE SIEGE OF LEN I NC RAD



BY CYNTHIA SIMMONS AND NINA PERLINA

PHOTOS COURTESY OF UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS

EDITOR'S NOTE: For eight years Cynthia Simmons, an asso-

ciate professor of Slavic Studies at Boston College, and Nina

Perlina, a professor of Slavic Languages and Literature at Indiana

University, have been collecting women's accounts of life under the

Siege of Leningrad. A few Russian archivists have resisted sharing

the memoirs they have acquired, but survivors themselves have

been generous. "All I had to do was walk into a bookstore [in Rus-

sia] and ask for the latest books on the Siege," says Simmons, "and

I'd be surrounded by old women saying 'I'm a survivor. Come to

my house, I'll talk to you.' ' For both authors, the interest is more

than historical. Simmons had friends in Yugoslavia during the 1992

siege of Sarajevo. Perlina was a toddler in

Leningrad when Hitler's forces blockaded

the city; her mother was a doctor there. In

their new book Writing the Siege ofLeningrad:

Women's Diaries, Memoirs, and Documentary

Prose, excerpted here, Simmons and Perlina

have published Leningraders' personal sto-

ries, virtually all for the first time in English,

some for the first time ever.

The siege of Leningrad began on Septem-

ber 8, 1941. With the Russian winter gather-

ing, German planes struck the Badaev

warehouses, where much of Leningrad's food

reserves were stored, with incendiary bombs.

The shelling of the city would continue for

another 871 days, but the deprivations en-

dured that first winter would be the worst.

Roughly 100,000 people died before January.

Total deaths during the Siege reached at

least one million. Children and the elderly

went first; men—those who had not been

drafted—succumbed more rapidly than

women. From September through Novem-

ber 1941 the daily bread ration shrank four

times, to a low of 125 grams (four ounces) for

office workers and dependents, and 250

grams for factory workers. Leningrad had

been a key center of munitions production,

and though they lacked electricity, heat, and

running water, Leningraders kept it a work-

ing city for the Siege's duration.

By January 1944, when the shelling

stopped, Leningrad was a city largely held

together by women. They made up 95 per-

cent of the workers in light industry, and

about 80 percent of all factory workers. They

are now old women, and the Russians have

a name for them: the blokadnitsy. Their ac-

counts, drawn from Simmons and Perlina's

book, follow.
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' IN THE BEGINNING ]

22
J
U N E 1 941 , MORNING

I carried Lena out into the garden together with

her colored rattles. The sun already ruled the sky

completely.

A cry, the sound of broken dishes. The woman
who owns our dacha ran past the house.

"Elena Iosifovna, war with the Germans! They
just announced it on the radio!" she shouted, crying.

War! I am 34 years old. This is the fourth war of

my life.

Elena Kochina, Blockade Diary

grass, and besides, there were so few of them left in

the city. The grass kept growing.

In the morning, before setting out with two pails

to fetch water from neighboring buildings, I could

go with scissors and a basket to empty and deserted

lots—abandoned trenches or rubble from buildings

destroyed by bombs. Or I could simply walk to

some quiet street (although by that time all the

streets were quiet). In all those places it was easy to

cut heaps of new spring chamomile—its fluffy and

aromatic little leaves went so well with the tender

feather grass, which usually grows in the shade,

close to houses. In the past it was used as food for

canaries. I made a delicious salad out of it to sup-

plement the morning portion of our bread ration,

which we received at 5:30 in the morning in a for-

mer bakery lit by two dim kerosene lamps. A por-

tion of this grass and the remnants of the bread

ration would be left for an evening meal.

[
BOTANY LESSONS

"

How agonizing the desire to eat was in the winter

of 1941-1942. ... In the city's empty streets there

sometimes appeared trucks carrying the military.

They were coming from the countryside and had

pine and spruce branches with them. I would usu-

ally pull some tobacco out of my quilted jacket—if

the truck stopped, I would offer it to the men in

military overcoats: "Comrades! Have you got any

twigs? Here is some tobacco for you!" The sailors

of the Palace Embankment turned out be particu-

larly generous. They once tossed me a heap of aro-

matic pine branches. I gnawed on them all the way
home. I totally devoured their tender bark and nee-

dles.

Yes, in the spring of 1942, grass was as much our

salvation as were glue and leather straps. Those had

to be prepared and then cooked, which required

time and. . . fuel. But grass, it was growing every-

where—in the streets, in empty lots. It even poked

through cracks in the asphalt.

As soon as the sun warmed up our devastated

and starving Leningrad, green sprouts immediately

started forcing their way through all the cracks.

There were no more dogs in the city—all of them

had been eaten. Children, looking more like old

men, were not running around trampling down the

And then there were the sticky little linden leaves of

spring! You could eat them, or you could make soup

out of them. And the sour leaves of barberries! And
shepherd's purse! It says in science books that the lat-

ter helps to fight vitamin deficiency and scurvy. But

there was not time for studying science books, where-

as the feeling of hunger was always present. And my
basket was filling up with all kinds of grasses.

How grateful I am to it, my dear, green, fresh,

dewy grass! In the years since then, much has grad-

ually disappeared from memory, but the memory of

those bright spring mornings will never fade.

Vera Vladimirovna Miliut'ma, from her recollection

"Vitamins, or Ode to Crass"

[ BURYING PAPA ]

23 JANUARY 1942

My Dear Children Hansi, Olichka, Bubi, Arnolia,

I am writing you all one letter, and you can send

it to each other by registered mail. I don't have the

strength to write the same thing several times, don't

be offended, I hope you'll understand why. On the

13th ofJanuary, at 7:00 in the morning, quietly, and

without great suffering, your father passed away.

This will be a huge shock and loss for you, espe-
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daily for Bubi, which I wanted to keep from him

while he's in the army and feeling poorly, judging

from his letter: "The hope of seeing you all alive

gives me the strength to keep on going." I'll leave it

up to you to decide whether to tell him or not.

For the time being I will not mention Papa in

my letters.

Your papa was sick and even psychologically dis-

turbed, but for the last two days he was completely

normal and especially affectionate toward me, call-

ing me all the time "El'zunia, my dear," and agree-

ing with me about everything and doing everything

the way I told him. He sensed his end and talked to

me about it, but I kept hoping that my efforts

would put him back on his feet again.

On the eve of the 12 th, I sensed that he would-

n't survive. All night long he prayed, blessed me,

you, the grandchildren, Misha, Zina, asked me to

live with everyone in peace and harmony, to gather

you all together and said, "I pray to the Lord God
for you. The Lord has protected us up to now, and

He won't leave you. He will hear my dying prayer."

Then he fell asleep, coughed strongly, but couldn't

clear his throat, phlegm was suffocating him. I

raised him up often, he urinated frequently, and he

lay uncomfortably all day the 12th. He was very

calm, he didn't grumble as he usually did, didn't

swear and asked to eat, but there was nothing to eat

but one bowl of soup from the cafeteria and a piece

of bread. He patiently bore his hunger and grew

weaker by the minute and thus he died in my arms

covered with my kisses. Two large tears flowed

from his eyes, but he said nothing more.

All day the 1 3 th, I sat at home not knowing what to

do, where to go, what to busy myself with. On the

14th, I went to the clinic to register a [death] cer-

tificate, stood in line from 8:30 to 2:00. The 15th I
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went to the bank, stood in line from 7:00 A.M. On
the 16th I went to the registry office. The 17th I

went to get a coffin, but I didn't get a coffin since

there were fistfights over them and you had to

stand in line. I found a fellow in our building who
made a coffin out of my material for 400 grams

[12.8 ounces] of bread and 50 rubles cash.

The morning of the 19th Liusia, Olia, Marina,

Artur, and I set off to bury the coffin. We put it on

two children's sleds. Liusia and Olia pulled the sled,

Artur and I walked. We arrived at the cemetery to

find out that you can no longer bury anyone. Final-

ly the brigade leader promised me to arrange every-

thing by the 20th at 4:00 P.M. We turned the coffin

over for storage in the morgue and went home. On
the 20th, Olia and I went again to the cemetery, but

that crook hadn't done anything. On the 2 1st I flew

to the district municipal office and as you can't get

anywhere without lying, I didn't say that I was the

wife but said I was from the local trade union com-

mittee of the State Bank. In five minutes I had per-

mission. On the 22nd Olia and I set out for the bur-

ial even though there was no one there to dig a

grave for anyone. We ran around, searched, and in

that way found some crook who dug a not very

deep grave. While he was digging we went to get

the coffin and at 5:00 P.M., after great hardship,

worry, and effort, I buried papa. . . .

El'za Greinert, to her children and grandchildren

[coda ]

I heard it. Incredible! In the dark on the staircase

landing of the building in which I lived, where I was

standing [air-raid] watch, for a split second there
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penetrated the sound of wind instruments; then

everything was swallowed by a deafening boom.

An aural hallucination—it's possible.

I didn't know why the sailors were here. . . . From
the windows of the fifth floor I could clearly see

into the windows of the low two-story apartment

building across the way. In the room there were

cots, an empty table, and dimly gleaming wind in-

struments. They didn't have the kind of little stove

that people were using during the Siege, and there-

fore their window wasn't frozen over. . . .

At home they played a lot, sitting in their over-

coats on the cots. Usually the clarinet would begin,

establishing the melody, then it would be repeated

by the two first trumpets, and then the trombone

and flute joined in. The "drummer," when he was

free, filled the role of conductor.

Every day, to spite the bombing, hunger, and se-

vere cold, they sounded the marches of Dunaevskii,

Solov'ev-Sedoi, the songs of Blanter and other So-

viet composers. During these hours it seemed that

one need only to gather one's strength, endure a

week or two, and all would be like it was before the

war. Music helped a person then.

In November we lost electricity in our apartments,

the pipes froze, newspapers stopped, and mail.

We don't live by the calendar. We become aware of

days and dates only by means of small square paper

coupons with the number 125. That signifies a small

piece of greenish-brown bread, half wood shavings.

Could these musicians really have had reserves of

food?. . .They continued to play.

But the more the city became shrouded in silence,

the weaker became the sounds of their music. First

the bass fell silent, then the flute could no longer be

heard, and, as if paralyzed by the cold, the tempo of

the clarinet and trumpets became slower. . . .

At the end ofNovember the bombardments ceased,

and in the beginning of December, the radio fell

silent.

It became completely dark and still.

Through the icy scab of the windows, criss-

crossed with paper strips, there came some cautious

sounds. But it was no longer a whole march or

song: a lone trumpet uncertainly drew out a piece

of the melody and broke off; sometimes they lost

the rhythm and mistakenly hit the cymbal. Then it

all died down.

At noon, which brought light, you could make
out the supine figures. They hardly moved. Sailors'

boots were visible from under the gray blankets

—

and some kind of rags on their necks and shriveled

faces.

A lonely teapot stood frozen to the table.

The one who could still play lay on his back, he

was so thin that you could only measure his length;

not his volume. Alongside him on the cot lay his

trumpet. Sometimes he would sit up and bring the

instrument to his lips. It was the only thing that he

could give to his comrades in place of heat, fire, and

bread—it was nonetheless courage. Several began

to stir, were delirious for a while, then again settled

down on their cots.

Now they no longer went out. And once while

the city was bearing the sharp intensity of a 40-de-

gree freeze [-40 °F], two of them came out into the

courtyard.

They spent a long time adjusting on a children's

sled a tiny figure, swaddled in a Navy greatcoat.

The smallest, the weakest—he died first. Gasp-

ing from this light but so heavy burden, two figures

bent like old men dragged themselves into the ap-

proaching twilight, pulling after themselves a sled.

The snow fell on and on, covering up the last

traces of people fading from life.

APRIL

Across from the entrance to the Philharmonic, by

the square, there is a large lamppost.

With his back to the post, a man sits on the snow,

tall, wrapped in rags, over his shoulders a knapsack.

He is all huddled up against the post. Apparently he

was on his way to the Finland Station, got tired,

and sat down. For two weeks while I was going back

and forth to the hospital, he "sat"

1. without his knapsack

2. without his rags

3. in his underwear

4. naked

5. a skeleton with ripped-out entrails

They took him away in May.

Vera Sergeevna Kostrovitskaia, a dance teacher when

the Siege began
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[blockade lullabye
]

Sleep, dear son, while there's no bombing.

And Mama, will you cook me some barley?

Now sleep, my dear son, I'll cook it.

But Mama, where is that barley I didn't eat,

before the war?

The little birds ate it all. Now sleep, my dear.

And where are the little birds now?

They've flown away to safety.

Let's fly away too.

When we get a letter from Papa, we'll fly

away too.

And does Papa like barley?

He does. Go to sleep, my dear.

Cook us a lot of barley.

I will, sweetheart.

Mama, do you like barley too?

Go to sleep, my dear.

Then cook lots and lots of barley.

I certainly will.

And Mama, will the war end soon?

It will end, it will end.

Antonina Emel'lanovna Maslovskaia, from Blokadnaia

tetrad' (Blockade Notebook)

[vital signs ]

The long corridor [of the seventh surgical unit] is

sunk in darkness. The moans of the wounded can

be heard, cries: "Nurse, give me something to

drink!" "The can!" (instead of a bedpan). At the end

of the corridor by a table, wrapped in coats and

blankets, sit two nurses on duty.

Both are diligently embroidering, by the light of

an oil lamp. In hungry, cold, and dark Leningrad, to

the roar of shelling and air-raid alarms, many
Leningraders entertain themselves, ifyou can call it

that, with cross-stitching. This activity distracted

them from painful thoughts, worries, it soothed

them a bit.

With a torch I made my rounds of 10 wards with

120-160 wounded. You stick your hand under the

mat, not to take a pulse, but to reassure yourself

that the wounded soldier is alive.

Under such conditions—cold, hunger, and dark-

ness—one needed not only to survive, but to work,

to accept the arriving wounded, make a diagnosis,

dress them, take X-rays, perform minor and major

operations, apply casts. And write up a brief, yet ex-

haustive, chart. When military action intensified,

the flow of the wounded increased. The team on

duty in the reception area of the dressing station

sometimes didn't leave for days.

Everyone knew that our work would return the

wounded to action, would help us achieve victory

over the enemy.

Valentino Nikolaevna Gorokhova, a physician at

Evacuation Hospital 1012

[search function]

During the winter of 1941^42, all operations in-

volving patrons [at the Saltykov-Shchedrin Public

Library] were conducted by the light of lanterns,

and when the kerosene ran out, we had to search

for books on the shelves with a burning piece of

wood in our hands.

And nevertheless the library never ceased func-

tioning even for a day. During the war, the library

served more than 41,000 patrons, discharging to

them approximately 1,500,000 books, journals, and

newspapers. We cite here a sample of the literature

searches that were processed by the library:

-0 The study of just and unjust wars

The Leningrad Komsomol in the Patriotic War
•• Leningrad scientists in the Patriotic War

-v- Bogdan Khmel'nitskii [the Ukranian who led the

anti-Polish uprising of 1648-54]

v- The history of the Kronstadt Fortress

<f The images of Suvorov, Kutuzov, and Aleksandr

Nevskii in works of fiction

•0- Illustrated materials on Suvorov's crossing of the

Alps

-v- Heroes of the Patriotic War of 1812

0- Brusilov's breakthrough [in World War I, an as-

sault on the Austro-German line]

The representation of Germans in 19th-century

classical literature
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•v- The honor of the officer and military education in

works of fiction

0 Standards and behavioral norms of officers in the

old army

Party work in the army (an historical purview)

o Textbooks on tactics

Anti-aircraft cannons

<? The love of a Russian soldier for his regiment

Firefighting abroad

The hydrology of Lake Ladoga

The processing of soy

Edible wild plants

Scurvy and vitamin deficiency

Sanitation in a besieged city

O The establishment and functioning of hospital

bomb shelters

Shrapnel wounds

The treatment and cure of dystrophy [starvation]

Famine edema

<> Cold sterilization of surgical instruments

0 Secondary shock

Plaster casts in the treatment of wounds

Wounds and trauma to the hand

Traumatic fistula of the urinary tract

O- Russian and foreign literature on the restoration

of architectural ensembles and monuments.

Lilia Solomonovna Frankfurt, librarian

{ RITE OF SPRING }

Papa and I were walking down Zhukovskii Street. It

was spring. Two girls had lain down on a sled. The
sleds were piled up with dead bodies.

They were starting to drag the bodies out from

the basements. Before, there had been a laundry in
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the building where we had had our clothes washed.

Now the laundry was rilled with corpses. And other

buildings too. In spring the MPVO [volunteer civil

defense corps] began to remove them.

So there it was, a big sled piled up with the dead,

tied with ropes so the bodies wouldn't fall out.

Heads, arms, legs were being dragged across the as-

phalt.

Later Father told me that he felt I needed to see all

this. Other times he felt sorry for not taking me
away, for allowing me to stay and see.

In our old Petersburg apartment we were a family

of nine. After the war only four of us were left.

Natal'ia Vladimirovna Stroganova, age seven when

the Siege began

-55

[ SOUNDINGS \

At the end of February [1942], they continually an-

nounced on the radio: "We ask that all musicians re-

maining in Leningrad report to the Radio

Committee for registration. The Symphony Orches-

tra is going to start performing again." When I took

up my instrument, I saw that the valves were green;

the pads were coming off. It was impossible to play it.

I took it to be repaired to someone who lived far

away. . . He had an armchair and lying on it were var-

ious pelts—like muffs or collars. I was embarrassed to

look at them for too long. And when he agreed to fix

my instrument and I asked, "What do I owe you?" he

replied: "Bring me a little cat! I have eaten five. . .

."

—- 5 - m
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When I arrived at the Radio House, I was horri-

fied, because I had known all the musicians before

the war. And here they were, some sooty, collars

turned up, in their winter coats; on the collars of

some there were even lice crawling. Well, I tried to

wash and keep myself clean, but, who knows,

maybe they were on me too, and I didn't see them.

[Karl] Eliasberg conducted. Even though he was

also dystrophic, he would ride from apartment to

apartment, because he knew that people had taken

to their beds. And he would say: "Come to work

and there will be food. We have to get to work."

And that's how he got the people together. Later

they arranged for us to be fed. We ate in the

Bol'shoi Drama Theater. For dinner they gave us

an appetizer—a small handful of salad, a first

course, a second course, and some bread. The por-

tions were very small.

We had no strength at all, and the rehearsals were

very short—40 minutes. The first concert was in the

Pushkin Theater [on April 5, 1942]. And the theater

is cold. It's 8° [46° F]. We played the Glazunov over-

ture; then we played the waltz-chardash, then

something from the Nutcracker, then someone sang

a piece from the Maid from Orleans [Orleanskaia

Deva], and Kastorskii sang Susanin. When we had

finished the last piece, the audience began to ap-

plaud, and I'll tell you, in the concert hall there

were only the ghosts of listeners, and on the stage,

the ghosts of performers.

The men who played the brass instruments

couldn't hold them in their hands—they were be-

ginning to freeze. So they cut out the fingers of

their gloves, and played that way. They were

dressed in tailcoats over quilted jackets. That's how
our men looked. Karl Il'ich [Eliasberg] came out all

starched, in tails. But when he started to conduct,

his hands shook. And I had this feeling that he was

a bird that had been shot, and any moment he

would plummet. But at the concert his hands shook

for just a while and then stopped.

When we had finished a piece, everyone started

to applaud. But there was no sound, because every-

one was wearing mittens. And if you looked at the

crowd, you couldn't tell who was a man and who a

woman. The women were all wrapped up, and the

men were also covered in scarves and shawls. Some
were wearing women's fur coats.

Kseniia Makianovna Matus, an oboist with the

Leningrad Philharmonic

{ BABY BOOM ]

The numbers of births in clinics:

1941, 3rd quarter—654; 4th quarter—418

1942, 1st quarter—250; 2nd quarter— 176;

3rd quarter—65; 4th—20

<f- 1943, 1st quarter—88; 2nd quarter—235;

3rd quarter— 118; 4th—280
^ 1944, 1st quarter—338

Reported by Dr. Yuliia Aronovna Mendeleva, director

of the Leningrad Pediatric Institute

^^

{ BRAVE NEW WORLD ]

28 JANUARY I944

I just can't realize that the Siege is over, that there

are no shellings, blackouts, bombardments, that

now it will always be quiet. Yesterday everyone was

at the Field of Mars. They watched the first

Leningrad salute. Out in the frost it was actually

hot. Everyone unbuttoned their coats, no one was

afraid of catching cold. It is impossible, of course,

to describe the joy. Mainly it is hard to believe that

it is now quiet. Wasn't it not so long ago that we
pressed ourselves against the walls of the buildings

and couldn't lift our heads?

Our life must now change. Leningraders have to

begin to live in a completely different way. I don't

know what it will be, but it will be completely dif-

ferent!

Evgeniia Vadimovna Shavrova, in her diary, the day

after news reached the city by radio that the Siege

had ended

Excerpted from Writing the Siege of Leningrad:

Women's Diaries, Memoirs, and Documentary

Prose © 2002 by University of Pittsburgh Press.

Reprinted by permission of the University of Pittsburgh

Press. The book is available at a discount from the BC
Bookstore via the BCM Web page: www.bc.edu/bcni
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POSTSCRIPT

Cover story

The BCM cover that launched a search—note the blanks in the top left corner—and the men at the

end of it, in their student days: David M. White '68 (top), Mark Killenbeck '70, and Ronald Hoenig '70

"YOU CAN NATURALLY IMAGINE how pleased I was to

see my name [on] your Winter issue cover," wrote the au-

thor of a letter that reached our offices shortly after the

Winter 2000 issue came out. The writer signed himself

simply
" '68." Thus began the trail toward the resolu-

tion of a 30-year-old Boston College mystery.

The photo on the Winter cover showed part of a wall in

Gasson 305, where the names of the annual Fulton prize

debate winners are painted on a long trompe l'oeil plaque.

In the spaces reserved for 1968, 1969,

and 1970 there were no names, just

dashes. Except for the years 1944—46,

when World War II interrupted cam-

pus life, these were the only blanks on

a roster of Fulton Prize winners

stretching from 1 890 to the present.

The mysterious note was passed on

to John P. Katsulas, director of the

Fulton Debating Society. A clue it

contained
—

"[I] also won the medal

twice"—proved inconclusive, so Kat-

sulas set about solving the mystery of
" '68" the old-fashioned way:

with legwork. While at it, he decided

to identify the other winners, as well.

Combing the Fulton archives, Kat-

sulas came up with a list of likely prize-

winners. He sent letters of inquiry, and

a few months later he had his men.

Joining the ranks were, chronologi-

cally, David M. White '68; Mark Kil-

lenbeck 70; and Ronald Hoenig '70.

(Hoenig didn't actually win the Fulton

debate in 1970, but received the honor

after antiwar protests led to the can-

cellation of all campus activities in the

latter half of the spring semester.)

The names have now been painted in

their rightful spots.

According to Katsulas, Fultonians

of the time trace the origin of the

empty spaces to then Fulton director

Bob Shrum's expanding political life.

A speechwriter forJohn Lindsay in the

1969 New York mayoral campaign

(and, since, for a string of politicians

from George McGovern to Al Gore),

Shrum "can't be blamed for letting it

slip for a few years," says White.

White now runs Testing for the

Public, a nonprofit firm, and Killen-

beck is a professor of law at the Uni-

versity of Arkansas. Hoenig could not

be reached.

Tim Heffernan
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WORKS & DAYS

Capital gain
WHITE HOUSE FELLOW JENNIFER FRANKE '91

One week last winter, Jennifer Franke's temporary position

took her to El Paso, Texas, to confer with officials about

drug trafficking; to the Quantico Marine base in Virginia,

where she donned night-vision goggles and ran an obstacle

course; to the U.S. Supreme Court to attend the oral argu-

ment on a school vouchers case; to an international confer-

ence on school security, post-September 11; and to the

Department of Education (DOE), where she helped hone

the agency's five-year strategic plan. In the life of a White
House Fellow, says Franke, "every day is one-of-a-kind."

Created by President Lyndon B. Johnson in 1964, the

White House Fellows program selects "gifted and highly

motivated young Americans"—about a dozen of them an-

nually, from among roughly a thousand applicants—and

gives them a year's experience in government. Each is as-

signed to a federal agency (for Franke, it's DOE), and all are

extended the inside view on a wide range of federal issues.

Alumni include Secretary of State Colin Powell, three

members of Congress, CEOs of major corporations, college

presidents, and leaders of nonprofit groups. Franke started

her fellowship on September 4 of last year. In January, she

and the rest of the fellows met with President Bush in the

White House for an off-the-record conversation.

Franke hadn't previously served in government, but she is

a seasoned border crosser, having worked in both the busi-

ness and nonprofit sectors. After college, she was a Jesuit vol-

unteer, teaching abused children in Washington State. Then
she directed a privately supported child-development center

for low income families. In a field with maddening ineffi-

ciencies and few benchmarks for success, Franke says, "I re-

alized I could help children more by having a solid

understanding of business." She earned an MBA and went to

work for Embark, Inc., a San Francisco-based online com-

pany that helps students apply to college. When her fellow-

ship ends in August, Franke will spend a few more years in

business and hopes eventually to "run a national nonprofit."

In the meantime, Franke will continue to divide her time

among DOE, off-the-record lunches with such notables as

National Security Advisor Condoleeza Rice and the Wash-

ington Posfs Bob Woodward, and local and out-of-town

meetings and tours, including a trip to China.

Stephen Bates

Stephen Bates is literaly editor of the Wilson Quarterly.



Brian T. '76 and Mary L. 'j8 Casey and University President William P. Leahy, SJJoin Casey Family Scholarship recipients

sophomore Trevor Wolfe and junior Shirley Galarza in Burns Library's Gargan Hall. As Casey Scholars, Wolfe and Galarza

receive scholarship assistance for the academic year. Photo hy Gary Wayne Gilbert.

GIVING BACK

The Casey Family Scholarship Fund provides fi-

nancial assistance to qualified students who would

otherwise lack the resources to attend Boston Col-

lege. A recent gift from Brian T. '76 and Mary L.

'78 Casey to the Ever to Excel Campaign brings the

fund's total endowment to $2 million. Since the

scholarship's inception in 1987, more than 85

scholarships have been awarded to high-achieving

students demonstrating financial need. The Caseys

see the fund as an opportunity to help deserving-

students get the benefit of the same values-centered

Boston College education that they enjoyed.


